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PREFACE.

The seminar on'., "Out Of School Education- The case of'
°

Residential Education" took place under item!K of the
4;

Israel Memorandum of Understanding signed, bylMr, Joseph Califano,

then Secretary of H.E.W., U.S. Pepartment ofiEdUcation ,and

Mr. Zevulun Hammer, Minister/of Education and Culture, Isiael.

This report is the outiome of the seminar, which brought
.

together professionals involved in education, from the United c.

, .

States and Itrael. Monthly sessions a the seminar were held

fiom the beginnifig of December 1979'to the end of September. 1980.

During the first week of September, we were joined by the Amerj.can

.41

participant in the seminar,' Professor Charles Bidwell, Chairman

of "the. Department of Education, Chicago University, thicagol-Iill

During Professor Bidwell's ttay, members of the seminar accom-

panied him, over two days', visiting several residential ihstitutions,

representing the entire. spectrum -of Israeli esidential education.

Following these visits, the seminar convened at the University of

Tel Aviv, for two days of lectures,and intensive discussion:
.0

Professor Bidwell made an illuminating and important presentation,

'at the seminar, which was extensively discussed and reacted to -'

by the Israeli members of the seminar,
i a,

: 0

The rest of Professor Bidwell'i. stay was devoted to, indi7.

vidual meetings with colleagues at-Tel Aviv and .Bat Ilan

Uhiveisities, apd it the Hebrew'UniVersity- in Jerusalem:



TheIsraeli members of the Seminar Were both academics

from the above universities and practitioners experienced in

residential education. The seminar definitely responded to

an existing need in,bringing together this varied grOup and

provided anenvironment,for collaboration. Moreover, the'

seminat brought out the desirle to continue,and perpetuate the

work of the.group, mainly among.those-involved in research in

this area, Indeed, this smaller group held_a number of meetings-

during 1980/$1.

/,- The present report thus summatizes'ihe wOrk of the seminar,

In additibn, it presents anixtensive analysis of Israeli
t .

\residential education by three members of the by holf permanent
,d, ,

research group (representing its generalconsensql3).

The editors would like to take this opportunity...to expreit

their appreciation to all those who helped in facilita ting the

seminarld producing this report. 4ecial thanks are due 4o the
g 1

U.S. Department of Education for its involvement in the v6nture,

the U.S. Nafional Institution of Education which founded the

seminars and the present publication_ and the U.S.-Israel

Educational Foundation which administered the program in Israel.

Special thankshanks are due to Mr. Daniel Krauskopf, gxecutive

Secretar of the U.S.-Israel EducatiOnal Foundation for his valuable

areistanbe in seeing to 4he many details involved in ensuring the

success of this enterprise. Special thanks are also due to Mr.
.
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Aria Shoval,-Deputy'Director_General, the Ministry of Education

and\Culture, and to Professohlomo.Kugelm;ss, Chief Scientist\
of the Ministry, for their help in organizing the seminar and

facilitLng its work. We would also like to thank Ms.Hi

Lowenstein and .Ms. Marilyn Amar for their special. efforts and
, .

.

generous help in compiling this manuscript.
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INTRODUCTION

Residential education is more widespread in Israel than in

litany othei countries,1 Smile 18% of Jewish youths between the

ages of 13 and 17 'are educated in residential settings.

During the 1979-80 school year approxmiately 37,000 youths

studies in 309 residential settings which may be.regarderas

normative socialization alternatives to `the ordinary schools

Of these settings 102 -are "YOuth Groups" in various kibbutzim

(communal rural settlements) - that is, residential settings for

adolescents whosefamiliewgive
N

outside the kibbutz, 86 settings

are seconda4 residential schools often called "Youth Villages",

Some of these dr! agricultural schools, others are comptehensive

or multi-vocational sc400ls, 74 settings are residential Orthodox

Colleges, mostly.Talmudical colleges ("Yeshivot") for boys, 47

settings are elementaFy schdOls or small family-type homes,2

In addition,to these 309 settings; there are some ,90

esoeializing inst,toutio9s which pater social and other "deviations"

ofyarious types, such as correctional and treatment institutions,3,

N.- example, while the U,S.S,R, has 2% of its total schoql popu-
lation in residential school, England and Wales have 109%. See:,
Lambert, R Bullock,-R., & Millham, S0, The Chance of a Lifetime?
A Study of to s' and Coeducational Boarding Schools In England
and tiales, L don, 1975, pp. 11-16. '

Source: M istry A Education and Culture, Data,on Residential
,--Education, ReSVential Education, Jerusalem, 15.5-01980,

3 Source: Minigpry of Welfa Guide to Residential Settings for
.

Children and Youth Till the e-oz Eighteen, )erusalem, 1972.

-4
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Residential schools are places where pupils spend most of'their

time for se4ral years of their lives in organized separation, f

varying degrees, both from their original community and from th social

environment around these schools,,' The.prolonged and-continuous stay

in done place and the extent of isolation from society are often re-..

gar d as assets which help the residential school-to realize whatever

.educational goals were determined by its staff. It is assumed that

the setting exerts pressure on its pupils to adapt and internalize pre-'

selected and structured modes of behavior and sets of norms through

constant exposure to these influences and as a result of the advan-

tageous position the Staff of the residential school:, have over the in-

fluences of social agents'outsideits boundaries. This pressure on

pupils - operated as s strategy for change and achieved by means of iso
lation and exposure - accounts for the description of. the residential

school as a powerful environment.4

Bloom, 5
.discussing the prospects of educational advancement of dis-.

advhntaged adolescents, refers to the influence of changes in the social

environment resulting from removal of the lidividual from his original

environment and placing him in a new and powerful envir amen t. In his

view, the existing data support the generalization that the influence of

outstanding changes is particularly strong in the Period of. the greatest

normal development (adolescence), and particularly weak in the period

4 See: Wolins , M., (ed,), Successful Group Care: ,Explorations in the \
Powerful Environment, Chicago, 1974. The ethical-questiOns-,Apper,-
taming to education in a "powerful environment" have, been discu ed
by: Meron, J., The, Le itimac of Education for Values in the R
dential Setting for sa vantage 'up s, e Av v Sn vers ty, 77. ,

5
See: Bloom, B.S., Stability and Change in Human Charadteristics,
Ne.w York, 1964.

10
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6of least normal development. ,Bloom suggests that possibly the

central attribute of such powerful environments isthe extent of

their expansieln. In other words, in'these environments theindiVidual

fstotally surrounded in'a situation that presses hit from All sides
. .

towards a certain type of development or output:7 Wheeler/ in des-
.

cribing the network of\interactionSbetween people processing-organi-

zations and the wider society, puts'forward.the assumption that the '

degree of stlefigth of the socializatiozrattempt is related to the

degree of isolation of the socialiing'settint. The more this setting

-is separated from the wider 'SAiety, tlw more powerful will its

influencebe, in that such frameworks are capihle of reducing the '

rate of potential, conflict of other socialization influences:8

RESIDENTIAL SETTINGS: THE TRADITIONAL CONTEXT

It is assumed that four historical traditions of residential

education and care have contributed to the nature of the organizational

sidentialschool and its. objectives. These

eworkS in-the Jewish Diaspora; B. resi- .

C. residential`

D. resf-

patterns of the Israeli r

were: A.Aresidential'fr

dential schools during. thepre-State (pre 1948)4period;
I .0,

settlinge in the kibbutz during the pre-State period; acid

dential education during the first years of the State of

6 Ibid, p._194.

7 Ibid, p. 212.

,,8 Wheeler, S., "The structure of fofmally
settings", in: Brim, 0.G., and Wheeler
Childhood, New York, 1966, p. 80.

Israel,

/

organized socialization-
, S., Socialization- after

C

40?
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A. Residential Frameworks, in the Diaspora

C.;

The most prestigious framework of Jewish 'education in the

Diaspora was. often a.- residential one. We refer to -the' Yeshilza

vwhich, in various forms,'was for hundredi of years the higher

institution for study of. the Talmud-for,Adotescerits and iOung

adults in both eastern and western Jewish -communities. For st

of the students attending the Yeshiva entailed leaving. their home

and their community temporarily, since most of "the Jewish communities,
, .

were to small to run their own. Yeshiva.:

The Yeshiva fulfilled two allocative functions for traditional

Jewish society. On the one hand, it served as gn educational,
! ,

institution fof the sons and sonsLitv-lat4.of the Jewish elite, In
4

the Yeshiva the pupils acquired many of the status of'cultufgl

symbols which characterized the members of their social group, par-

ticulgrly knowledge of the Talmud and thoiough acqUaintance'with

Jewish religioub traditions. 'On the other hand the Yeshiva served.

shis a route Of social mobility for members.oflower socia1,classes".

This was possible because,despite its elitist nature, admission to

study was generally open to e*y able, motivated pupfl, regardless

of hIS social background

2° For a discussion Of the social functions 'of the Yeshiva, bee
Katz, Y. Tradition and Crisis, JerUsalem, 1958.=

1
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To this day attendance at a-residential Yeshiva is a

Customary, though not essential, stage'in the educitiorniand

socialization process of a young member of the elite group in.

orthodox Jewish.comMunities in Israel and ,Jewish communities in

western countries. 10

In the period between the first and second World War residential

frameworks, known as "the Hachshara (training) kibbutzim", served'

as preparatory frameworks for groups of adolescents and young adults,

members of pioneering Zionist movements, who wished to establish'

new agricultural settlements'in Palestine. Their desiie to organize

as a community of settlers on the land placed the'experience of

living together as a group away from their families in a degree of

importance no less than that of agricultural experience. 'Partici-

pation in these,preparatory frameworks gave prestige, particularly

among the members of theyouth movements, but also among a wider

Circle of young people in the Jewish community, especially in

eastern Europe.,

Since studying in the Yeshiva or participating in the "Hachshara

kibbutzim" entailed entering a 'residential framework, these framewOrks

10 In the last three decades High School Residential Yeshivoth, which
combine traditional Yeshiva education and secular education,' have
been founded in IsraelWIseveral western countries. See; Sedan,
I., "The development of orthodox .secondary education in Iirael",
Niv-Hamidrashiyah, Tel Aviv, 1962; !Goldschmidt, J., "Religious
secondary education in Israel", Ntv Hamidrashiyah, Tel Aviv,'1971;
Munk, M.,,°The,residential 'yeshiva$", in: Wolins, M. & Gotteaman,
M, (eds.), Group Care: An1sraeli Approach, New York and London,
1971, pp., 176-AB; Bar=lev, M., The Graduates of the Yeshiva Hiah

\,,School in Eretz Yisrael Between Traditidn and Change, Bar ilap-AP
University, Ramat Gary, 1977; Ba-Gad, 11;, The Yeshiva High Schobl:
The Educational Ideal & Reality, Bar Ilan University, RamatGan, 1977,

13
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were not perceived as stigmatising among Diaspora communities as

they mere.considered in many societies where residential frameworks

served primarily'as orphanages or institutions for delinquents. .

This explains, at least partially, the absence of stigma attached

to residential education in Palestine and later Israel.

B. The Residential School in the Pre-State Period.

Residential educational settings existed in Palestine from

the beginning, of Zionist settlement in the last decades of the.19th

Century. For many years most of them engaged in agricultural

training. The first modern agricultural settlement in Palestine-"

'was the Mikve Israel residential school which waW establisheditn

1870.
.41to IP

During the period between the end of the First World Wir and

the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948, the residential

schools served three groups of recruits.

First, they served as secondary schoolefor the children of

Jewish rural settlers and children of members and supporters of

Zionist labor parties in the towns. In the absence of central

state organizations during the British mandate, the main political

parties tended to maintain thpir Own service networks, including

school systems.

The political leadership, which established most of the Jewish

agricultural ;settlements in the country, did not until the, rise of

14
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the State setup many secondary schools in towns, and encouraged

its primary school leavers, to continue theirseducation in rural

and agricultural settings such as the agricultural school or the

kibbutz.' This, apparently, was one of the ways not only to

create cadres to replenish the agricultural settlements, but also

to supervise and perpetuate .gioupa\of political
,

While the formal system of the agricultural school dealt

primarily with agricultural training and broad humanistic education,

leaders of.the youth movements worked, usually with-the support of

the school management, to lead the pupils towards the objectives of

the youth movements. These objectives
,

were, firstly the setting

up

,

of new agricultural settlements, generally kibbutzim, and also

participating in the armed forces of the Jewish defense and under-
.

ground organizations.l?'

11 On the relations between,the agricultural schools and the youth
movements see,. for example, Lehmann, Z., "On political education
and the attitude of..our inititutionto the youth movemene$ 1936,
in: Yekl, A., (9,01, Vision and Fulfillment: Dr. Z Lehmann's

,, .Talks and Lectures, Tel-Aviv, 1962, pp 89-9U. For descriptions
`on.the role of pupils in agricultural schools in the defense
eorganizations, see:Slutsky, Y., History of the Haganah, vol. 2,
part 1,.Te1 -Aviv, 1963, p. 283 and p. 644; Meimon, A., Ayanoth,
'Jertipalem. 1956, T.' 64; Shapira, Y., "Education toward aefence ", in:
Shapira.014.,.(ed.); Education and Settlini, 1966, pp. 219-225. The
elitist trends of the agricultural schools and their cooperation with
thelion4t-i,Labor parties are perhaps reflected in the fact that a
covaiderabie number of the givernment ministers and the army's chiefs°,
of staffAbo were bord or educated in Israel are graduates of the
residentiaf:agricultural schools in the 1930's and 1940's. For
example Yitzhak,RAbin, former,prime minister, and the late Yigal
Alan former=. foreign secretary, are graduates of theAadooree agri-
cOltdral athool.a Labour Party leader Shimon Peres is a graddate
of the Ben Shemen youth village.

15
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In the pre-State period the residential agricultural school's-

function as an institution preparing an elite for its roles indicates

the similarity of its allocative and integrative 'flinctions to those

of the BritMh Public School. Like the Public School, the agricul-
.

tural%Chool did not aim to alienate, its pupils from their original
4

environment in the,manner of total institutions, but rather to train

them in the role system,characteristic of the status they would

acquire as adults by virtue ofesocial factors. And like the public

school, the sole system they learned in the agricultural schools was

not perceived in isolated units (agricultural skills);, but as a

. certain."life-style", a totality of attitudes, norms and value

orientations characteristic of their social group, such as Zionist

settlement and "defense".

Second, the agricultural schools also served as ftameworks

for the training of Jewish youth,from central and eastern Europe*

who Palestine, singly and in groups, (for the dual purpose

of "emigrating to the Jewish country and "creating a revolution

in the traditional pattern of life.of the Jews".

While the role of the residential agricultural school with.

regarld to the indigenous children was support and acceleration

of socialization processes toward the status group to which.they

belonged'by virtue of ascriptive factors, its role with regard to

the immigrant youth bore the character of resocislization, that is,

an attempt:to bring about a change in the original socialization

16
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pattern of thee youngster as a Jewish child in a European urban

community. HoWever, in the documentation on the integration of

these two groups in the common residential framework there is almOst

no mention of special difficulties in connection with the shared

education of the two groups; or of particular friction betweeri.

them. Possibly the presocialization processes of the foreign-born

children in the framework of Hachshara settlements and the youth

movements in Europe, and their a priori commitment to the Zionist'

and pioneering ideology/facilitated the convergence of the two

groups.

. Third, some of the residential agricultural schools operated

both for indigenous and immigrant children who 'cask to the country

voluntarily, but first and foremost for children of peripheral or

distressedzrou0s. These agricultural schools, although they ,-

tendedAo adopt curricula similar .to schools which took in fewer

such children, were sometimes referred to as youth villages. This

name reflected the adoption, at least on the stated level, of an

ideology which regardedthe child's well-being as an orientation

guiding the school's educational goals. It appears that-the youth

villages, of which -the largest and best-kn was Ben 'Shemen12

tended more to concentrate on socializing their pupils for membership

12 On the Ben Shemen youth, -village, see: Bentwich, N., Ben Shemen:
A Children's Village in Israel, Jerusalem; 1960 (?); Yekl, A., (ed.),
op. cit.,-1962; Kerem, Dr., The First Children and Youth Village
in falestine, Tel-Aviv, 1974'.

1'
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r\,in wide ma stream groups of the Jewish society in the pre-State

period than.for participation in the narrower political elite
4

'group of agricultural settlers. Thus the staffs of thoseagri,cultural
,

residential schools known as youth villages emphasized the in't.egratiVa

function more, and the'allocative function less, than their colleagues

in other agricultural schools.

The inclusion in the residential framewori of pupils from

4, three groups: local-born, voluntary immigrants and mambeft of

distressed groups, occasionally led to conflicts, which may be

partly explained against the background of cultural, difference,

particularly.betwaen indigepous.childen and refugees. However,

the impression is that, with a few exceptions, these were mild and

passing donfliota.

Young people who caused serious conflicts wereplaced in a

special custodial setting called "Kfar Avoda" or Work Village. This

setting wasrunby the governmental Welfare and Probation Department.

It was' established in 1938 and it catered for 90 individuals*,

C. The Kibbutz Residential Framework in the Pre-State Period

The Israeli kibblitz movement, part4ularly the kibbutzim in

the left-wing group, "Hashomer Hatzair", had experience of setting

up residential frameworks for'youth from 1931 Onwards. Residential

frameworks were offered to three types of adolescents: (.1) the

children.of members of "Hashomer Hatzair" kibbutzim, (2) urban

children, and (3) immigrant and refugee children.

iV
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(1) Residential schools ifor children of members of "Hashomer
Hatzair" kibbutzim: "the educational. institutions"

During the early thirties there was a growing tendency in

kibbutzlm of the "Hashomer Hatzair" movement to educate the members'

children in a framework separate from the kibbutz. This residential

framework was called "the educational institution". There were

some educators who wished to'setUp a youth village for all the

children of "Hashomer Hatzair" kibbutz members in an "extra-

territorial" place, that is, far away from any kibbutz, following

the approach of4Gustav Winiken, one of the initiators oflOpe-youth

village in Europe. 13
Others saw in the linking of the educational

institution to one of the kibtrUtzim "a guarantee of its satisfactory

development and assurance Of the movement's influence over it" .14

1,

(2) Uritan children in the kibbut

Many kibbutzim tended to take in urban children individually

and less frequently, in whole groups. These. children came from

families with progressive, outlooks regarding their children's

keducation, or with an ideological,attachmeneto the kibbut or a

family relationship with kibbutz memberi, or from broken families.

During and after the Second World War kibbutzim' takingte,-- econ ar severa
. _....--

in small iioups of youth from the poor areas of the big towns.

13 Porat, IR,
Tel-Aviv,

14 Golan, S.

, Education 'Cllective Communities end in Kibbutzim
1.7

, Collective Education, Tel-Aviv, 1477,.p 334:

19.
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. most cases the.fowt,childien were abso2d by the youth

gibup of the kibbutz, by the kibbutz itself or by the educational

institution attached to the kibbutz,15 c-

t

(3), Immigrant and refugee 'children

From 1934 onwards'the kibbutzim started taking in young boys

and girls aged l4'-19 who came to the country in organized groups

of young imthigrants. These youths came primarily from central

Europe, mainly Germahy.. Their motives for immigriting to Israel

PP

were the wish to make a change in the pattern oftheir,lives and

the fear of aritisemitic persecutiOn. /6 On the one hatd these youths,,
some of them were organized in Zionist youth movements, were it,

fluenced by the terman.youth movement_, which taught them to rebel

against the adult world.and change their way of life) The members

o the Zionist youth movements in Germany wished to realize,Per-

sonallythe Zionistideal and establish a new society rejecting the

15 The integration of town and kibbutz children is discussed in various
papers in Hazen, B. & Rabin,'fi.I., (eds.), Collective Education in
the.Kibbutz, New York, 1973,

16 The motives which led to the organizing of the groups and the ways
groups were organized are discussed in the bookby the founder,of
the Youth Aliyah project: Frier, R., Let the Children Come: the
'Early Story of Youth Aliyah, London, 176-rriFraTic=reiTYThltwc,0,
Jewish Youth Comes Home: the Story of Youth Aliyah 1933-1943,
riTo3U6777447'--777----"'

17 'On the,German youth movement and its influence on.Jewish youth,.see:
Barzel, Hi% The Youth-MoveMent: Its Develo ment within Different
Countries an n srae e v v,

20
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. "bourgeois" life-style of central European,,Jewry. On the other

hand, their regular studies and. their career prospects were dis-'

rupted with the Nazi rise to power and this spurred them on.to make

a change in theii way of life outside Europe in the_toyntry'of the-

Jews.18 The immigration to Palestine and the placement 'in kibbUtzim

were organized by the Youth'Aliyah project, which financect-part
-

of the wards' upkeep in the kibbutzim, and whose agents Also super-

the integration and education procesi of the Youngpeople,

in the kibbutz,

The name given to the youths who came from abroad in organized

. groups was. PHevrat Noar" or the youth grOup.,19 The youth group

generally included'only those who came-from abroad.. -Even when the A, .

kibbutz members had children of the same age as the youth group

"thildien, or when they also admitted native' -born children of the -

same, age, the kibbutzim did not tend to educate, them together.

'members of the yOuth group4 in tither` words, to hous them in the

same quarters or give thin lessons or ep nt shared teachers
I

aria .instructors.

18 Frier, R., The Story of Youth'Aliyah; 1961, pp. 947.

11, Tile most comprehensive work on the "youth group"-of the kibbutz- /
is that of the'youth leader of the first groupwhith came to /,

. Israel in' 1934, Reinhold, Ch. (Rinott), See his Hebrew book':
Reinhold, Ch. , Youth Builds its Home: Youth Aliyah as an
Educational Movement, Tel-Aviv, 1953. For an English digest
a a part of this book, see): Rincitt, Ch.,' "Dynamics of Youth
Aliyah groglos", in: Wolins, M. & Gottesmann, M., (eds.), Group
Care: An` Israeli Apprpach, New York and London, 1971,,,,pp. W4-7b

I
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9

During the-Second World War the number of 'eonflic
'

between

the youth and the kibbutz'increased; explained generally by the

trauma of the destruction of theparents' home and tlae fears of

war.20
0

While the youth group instructors encouraged processe's of

-internal social cohesion in the yoUth4group, patticularly by means

of establishing self - governing bodies, the youths'had more and more,

social contact with the kibbutz members, throughWorking together

0 00

in'the various productiorrand service sub-sysiems'of the kibbuti
-11

. ,

,..

and through shared guard duty and culturpland rec6ational aativity. 21

The collectiVe ideology sometimes found expression,infthe kibbutz

members' encouraging'atgitudes to visits - Often not prearranged -

by the yduth group members to the.r small apartments, Sometimes
.

these visits by ,one individual or another with bong -;of
A

of the familits

developed into a kind:a informal fosteringeelationship.:40ne of

the eleMents which most. distinguished betWeen the agricultural.
=

school and youth village residential frameworicanePhat of 'the

kibeiitzYouth group lay in the adolescents' relationship with the

surrounding community. While the residential agricultural ichool

was based an a large degree of separation'of the pupils from the
.4

rounding-community, --the-kibbutz-yout-group-wasbarzedon-a high

, -

29 See, for example, Pinchus, Ch.,
,

"While other children played",
in: Come From the Four Winds, New York, 1970, pp: '69-89.,

,

21 Reinhold, Op,.. cit.; 1953, "pp. 59-87

, 22

Sc
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degree.of'integration with the community, life, including attempts
4

to encourage relationships similar to primary family relionships

between the adolescents and the adult members of the kibbutz.

The 'Pupils' mornings were generally devoted to work and the

afInoons to atudy.2 The work was regardedas a'central value

in they education ofithe4youth group And in the value system 4f the,

kibbutz memberi tCemaelves. The degree of success in work sub-

stantaIly determined the individual adolescent's popularity and

status, both in his, group and in the general kibbutz community.
.43

Many youths claimed that work was the cehtral aspect of their lives

and they preferred to work alio in the aftetnoon hours which wee

set aside for. atudy.23

The curriculum was characterized by classIcal'and universal

subject matter designed primarilk for "character forming", imparting'

. of "superior"4alues and knowledge patterns, for'acculturation

in the sense of transmitting.the heritage and the cultural values

of the "movement" and the kibbutz t' the -pupils, rather than

giving them practical or "pragmatic" vocational training. This
. .

approach'was aimed, apparently, to prepare the pupils for the
A

status,group, for memberahil) among the- "settlers" in the kibbutz,

rather than training them for specific roles which could be applied4

also in social contexts outside thi kibbutz framework.

22 Reinhold; ibid, p. 74.
tic

23" Reinhold, ibid, p, 77.

23
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The objectives the kibbutzim set for the youth group appear

to be reflected in the role of the chief instructor the kibbutz ,

/

- placed at the disposal of the youth group. This instructor, whO'

wa6 called the madrick, served both as the main teacher and ad
2 N II y

+

the cental socialization agent of the kibbutz with,regard to the

youth group, and the link between the adults and the youth. The

degree of differentiation' in the role of the madrich was very Small.

Although most of them were educated, generally in.the classics

and humanities, they were not as a rule professional teachers; nor

did they have much formal education in most of the subjects they

taught. 2 4,

The madrich was appointed to this role'by the kibbutz

general meeting and subject to the principle o'f rotation, which

was 'then often praCtided in all branches bf the kibbutz, .The

madrich remained with one, two or sometimes three youth groups for

the, two years of their education In the kibbutz. His cetral task

was to prepare the pupils for settling on the land by moulding them

',into-a pioneering group of an elitist nature, like that of*the

general kibbutz lociqy. In order to perform,this task the kibbutz

expected, the madrich to fulfil" also an integrative.function: the
\,

strengthening of group s-o-1-1-dartty--andc-orisplictation-o-f its values :5

24

. 25

4

See, for
*do?", in

Shlaiiy,
1975, pp

example, Pessach, Y., "What is thfr madrich required to
Habap; B,, (ed.), op. cit.: 1941, pp. 276-278.

S., Changes in the Role of the Madrich,Haifa, Technion,

24
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D.. Residential Education after the Establishm-enZ of the State

The changes that occurred in the Jewish education system,

particularly its secondary stages, from the pre-State period to

the period following the State's establishment in 1948, may be

described as a giadual transition from a system designed primarily

for groups connected with political elites, having the principal

function of bringing new members- into this'status group, into an

educati6nal dystem designed-for all the children in the population,

.whose_ principal task was to prepare them for,the diverse roles

characteristic of members of various status groups. In 1951 the

State Education I.aw was passed, thus hastening the,proceis of

transition to populist-education. This law abolisked,the "straams"

in.educatiOn, which were political-ideological streams, and modified

to a large extenttthe relationship:tietween the educational procesi

and recruitment to status gups.26

The transition process from el4ist to populidt education was
4

evident also in residential education. The mass immigration led

to-the flourishibg of residential education. The executive of the
1111.

Jewish Agency, the body dealing among other things with the organi-

zaiion of immigration and the absorption of immigrants, accepted

the- program---of -the ,leaders- oaf -its Youth-Aliyah-Department-to-offer..

4

education in residential frameworks to allsthe
s
pre-adolescent and

26 This problem of transition from "stream" to state educationin
the'Israeli scene is discussed in Kle nberger, op. cit., 1969,
'pp. 275-307 and in Lamm, 2., op. cit7P 1973.

.25
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- adolescent children of the immigrant families,_ The outhAAliyah

Department, which had had experience in educating chili en' from
w

7 '' ./'
abroad in residential frameworks since1934, regarded the residential

framework as an instrument forlhastening the processes 9f assimila
9 .

tion and -integration which Wei-e considerediessential, such as
0 .

learning Hebrew and getting to know the culture of the indige#Ous

Israelis. The residential school, situated at a distance Oom the

parents' home and the immigrant neighbourhood,' was considered more
tt4-4

effective in helping the' integration Aocessesafthan the neighboUr-

hood-gchool, which was 'often an isolated Iffraeli island in An

area dominated by the language and culture of'the immigrants'

previous country.27

(en the absorption capacity of new youth groups in the kib=

( biltzim.and the existing residential schools was exhausted, the

4

Youth Atiyh,-Ieeders encouraged politicalorganizations and women's

organizations toestablish new residential schools combining the

organizational framework of the traditional agricultural schools

and the educational objectives of the kibbu

N.

th group.28

27 Kol,CM.,,Youth Aliyahe Jerusalem, 1957, pp, 36 -43,

p

28 Kol, M. "Individuals and groups in institutional care", in:
Ways of Education and Rehabilitation,,Tel-Aviv, 1964, pp, 59 -64,

4

26



From their beginning until about the end of the 1950's the

new residential schools adopted the bureaucratic structure and

--the formal-division-into-silb-systems_a_the traditional agricultural_

school; and from the kibbutz youth group they took the attitude

to work and social life as educational factors of equal importance

to theoretical studies, and the preference for "classic".and

"superioe'subject matter over the "pragmatic" and "inferide.

Also, some of these schools tried, partiCularly' in their early

.years, to ude madrichim in the same way as they worked in the

kibbutzim; that is, as teachers, youth leaders and centralfsociali-

zation agents.29

Howeyer, during the 1960's and 1970's the residential schoolsy

in Israel - those established both before and after 1948 - underwent

processes of change which responded toor reflected, at least

partly, thechanges taking place in the.general'social system they

served and the chalrcter of their pupil' population. .,.

It should be noted that since the emergence of the State of
,

Israel there has also been some development, of special residential

facilities for Social "deviants". In the 1950's some 10 settings

were established for juvenile delinquents. In 1958 there were about

20'settings for physically and/or mentally handicapped children,

and no settings for "emotionally disturbed" ones. There was a

considerably successful attempt to, run and to maintain these settings

according to the models of the mainstream settings.
a

29 Yesodot's Symposium,.."Patterns im the organization of residential .

. schools", Yekodot, 12, 1972, pp:. ,5. -;20..

27
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THE WIDER SOCIAL CONTEXT

O

The Israeli residential school operates in constant interaction

with four types of social organizations; neighbouring communities,

the pupils' communities of origin, the organizations that,own the

schools and placement and supervisory organizations. In the course

of this interaction, as will be shown below, these organizations

contribute in various ways to the residentik school's social

definition, to the social processes occurring there and to the

definition of is

A. The Neighbouring Community

(1) The Kibbutz

Most of the residential schools in Israel were established

in rural areas as independent units with regard to local govern-
_

ment. However, while most of the agricultural residential schools

set up in the pre-State period had no special attachment to the

neighbouring communities,.a considerable number of.the residential

schools that were set up after 1948 were established in geographical

proximity and political and organizational affiliation to some

kibbutz. -

The link between the kibbutz and the residential school pay

be explained primarily against the background of the special-role

of the kibbutz in absorbing immigrant children in the 1930's and

1940's. The kibbutz movements,'who`tended to take into their

28
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kibfutzim many of the children who rtached Israel during this

°period, were not capableof absorbing into the kibbutz framewcrks

the large 'numbers' of children who arrived in the mass immigration

of the 1946's and'1950's.' This was particularly so in the

movements whit. did not have many kibbutzim.

With the help of the Youth Aliyah organization and with the

initiative and leadership of some political movements some of the

kibbutzim began-to establish residential schoolssnear the kibbutz.°

These schools, particularly in ,the early fifties, functioned largely

like the youth groups whteh the neighbouring.kibbutz members often

'acted 'as directors of the youth villages, as.madrichim-teachers

and housemothers, while the pupils trained and worked in the

agricultural branches of the kibbutz.3°

The relationships between the' residential schoolp and the
t

.neighbouring kibbutzim gradually began to weaken after the mid-

fifties, This wavexpressed, for example; in the almost total..

absence of members of the neighbouring kibbutz on the staff of the

residential school and in the fact that the schools no longer. traine .

the pupils in agricultural work on the neighbouring kibbutz,-but

eicclusivelyobil their own'farms(31

30 on the 'relationships between 'kibbutz members ,and pupils in the
neighbouring residential school, see,'for example: _Super,'S':A.,
Alonei Yitzhak: A Youth Village in Israel, Jerusalem, pp. 84-85;

° Kol, M., op. cit., 1957, pp. 54-68,

31
On the weakening.Of relationships between kibbutzim and neigh-
bouring residential schools, see: Hason, A., "A variety of'
pedagogical tongues", Yesodot 1, 1966, pp. 6-8.

29
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(2) The Town

_ Some of the residential schools, particularly those which

were established before the State, were set up in an environment

which was originally rural and in the course of the last thirty

years underwent intensiw-urbanization processes.

. These schools sometimes maintain-quite variegated interaction

with the townships or-the suburbs of fairly large towns'which have

grown up near them. This interaction-hag two main expressions:
/

taming the residential school into part of die,drban school system

and integrating town residents in the residential school staff. \,

In the course of their development from small agricultural

settle)aentb to townships their needs for educational services

s.
increased. These communities establiihed 8-year primary schools

from the beginning and tended to. send-the few 14-18 year-olds am

the ,school- leavers who wanted to go on studying to secondary

schools in older-established neighbouiing towns or sublarbs, However,

.

4

as early as the late fifties, the residential schools in he a ea

took in some of these youths as day pupils, although the day pupils

in those years amounted to no more thin 107..Of the residential school

pupils.

In the course,of the sixties most of the townships and suburbs/

set up, community secondary schools, which began to accomOdate most

of ?he pupils of appropriate age. However, the neighbouring residen-

tial schools, continued to take in some of the local children as

30
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day pupils.. In.a few cases residential schools became an

integral part of the-school system in the area and began to

Operate as one of the secondary schools in a large town or as a

residential school which was also the only secondary school in

the locality. In these latter cases the number of day pupils from

the townships sometimes exceeded the number of residential-pupils.32

It may.be assumed that where a high, percentage of day pupils

entered the residential schooll'this had a noticeable influence on

the yotithculture and on the structure of the informal peer group

system, but this has not yet been investigated. However, Smilansky

'and Novo, who studied patterns of integration 'of children from

residential settings attending day schools together with ,locai child--

ren, found that a considerable number of the children from the

residential setting acquired a sociometric status equal to that

of the local children,33

B. The Pupils' Community of Origin

Since the early seventies most of the residential school k

pupils'in Israel.have not been children of new immigrants; thilr

are children Taidse parents came to Israel three years, or generally

4

32 Kasha, Y., "The vocational institution of Magdiel: a portrait of
a youth village-in a process of change", Yesoddt 7-8, 1970, pp. 32-43.

33 SmilanikY, M. & Nevoy D.., The Gifted Disadvantaged: A Ten Year
Longitudinal Study_df Compensatory Education in 'Israel, New York
and 1,on1on, 19/9.
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'mor,* before the child entered theiresidential school,
. Most of,

the families live in the development'townships which_were built

in Isgel after 1948 or in poor districts of the large towns.34

Most of the pupils enter the residential schools after Comp-

leting the eight-year primary school or the six-year primary Erhool,'

which was designed in recent ears as a first staie of the school

system in the framework of the Re orm Plan for the Israeli school

structure. Some I5% of the pupils are admitted on completion of
. .

the three-year Middle School set up by the Reform Plan, naively after

nine year of sChooling.5

In the framework of the Reform Pan six-year comprehensive

schools,'which included the three-year Middle School and the three- .^

year Upper School, were established. Many of these were opened

in-small development townshipsand in. poor areas of big towns.:

In these communities the comprehensive schools were designed to

take in the majority of the six-year rimary school graduates.

The local education authorities end to use the residential

I school, among other )things, as an at empt to ensure the continued

education of youths who have dropped out, particularly from the

Middle School, or who are assessed as likely to drop out of the comp-

rehensive school system before the age of 16, which is the upper age

limit of comialsory education in Israel.

1

4..

34 For a aihussion of the pupils, socio-economic background, see
Chapter Fourbelow: See also, Adiel, S., "The education of deprived
youth in Isrdel and in Youth Aliyah: policies and strategies",
YouthtAliyah Bulletin, November, 1978, pp. 12' -19.

135 Source: Screening and Placementpepartment'of.Youth Aliyah,
Internal Report, 1979.

),
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At the same tiMe.the local education authorities, and parti-

cularly'the comprehensive school managements, try to hold on to

the Middle and Upper School pupili with the highest scholastic

achievementi, of whom Are are very,few in the poor townships

and city Slums as compared with the more established areas of

Israeli society, r'

However, the resideiltial schools sometimes constitute a focus

of attraction preciSely for the more successful pupils in the poor

areas, apparently for tc:7o.reasons: first, some of thL residential'

school
ts

offer prestigious vocational courses which are not offered

by the local comprehensive school; second, some of the residential.

schools admit also middle -class youth, either as residential or

day pupils, and apparently the contact with them is perceivedby

the pupils and their parents'as providing'a.route for social'mobility.

This state of affairs leap to an ambivalent attitude,on the

part of some, of floe officials' in the educatton authorities and in

the comprehensive school managements in the pupils' original

community with regard to the residential schools and the placement
- t

authorities connected with them. On one hand, the residential

schdols help them to
.

absorb actual and potential drop-outs and
. . ,

.

t

_

reduce the need to introduce new low-level classes and educational'

krameworksc:.dn the other, hand, the residential sdhooli and:the.A.

4
io

33
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placement authorities are perceived as rival settings competing

for the small grouRs of high achievers.36'

C.4Placement and Supervision Agencies

Some 75 to 80% of the residential school pupils are referred,

by placement agencies. These agencies are Youth Aliyah, the local
.

. welfare bureaus of the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare,

the Society for'the Advancement of Education of Gifted Adolescents

of Disadvantaged Background, affiliated-to the Ministry of'kducation,

and the Project for Training Jewish Children, connected with'the

Education Ministry, These placement agencies also pay for the up-

keep of the children placed by them, and they maintain a supelVision

netwo k over the residential schools to which they send pupils.

The partment for agricultural settlement of the Ministry of

Education indirectly performs placement functions 'for about half

- of the 20% of the pupil:4 Who are not placed =directly ini the schoop

by the placement agencies.
e

36,The reserved attitude of local authorities towards educating thelt
higher achievers in residential setting's is reflected, for evample
in the two following cases: (1) The "Education Foruth" of the'Or
Yehuda. Local Council ,decided in 1976 to. "reexamine the existing
policy of sending away gifted children.from the town to national
or neighbOuring institutions". Re: Kashti, Y. &'Arieli, M. (eds.),
The Su 90 ortive S stem: An Ex eriment in Develo Ing Communit
bautation Systems, tel-Aviv un vers ty, . p. . ring
1917-78 the Local Authroity of the township of Hatzor stopped
the activities of Youth Aliyah screening and placement officials
in 'the town becaUsa/they were recruiting relatively achieving
children to residential schbols outside town. Source: corres-
pon4ence between the Hatzor Local Authority and'Youth Aliyah's
Executive, Youth Aliyah Archives, 1977-1978.

r

34
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(1) Youth Aliyah

.YoutM Aliyah is the largest organization in 'areal for

placement in residential schools. It was founded in 1934, during..
P

the British Mandate in Palestine, as a Zionist organization whose

aim was to organize' groups of Jewish youth from central Europe

for the purpose of immigrating to Israel without their families.

The founders of the organization brcit'gfit-most of these youths to

kibbutilmwith the aim of changing the "bourgeois" .Jewish pattern

pf their liveS and turning them into - member's of the 'pioneersing

. elitist group. ,

\

the course'of time, and particularly after the establish-

3

e

meet of the State -of Israel, Youth Aliyah bddaiea plakement agency

for the
.

13-18 year -01/d4zimiong the new immigrants who agreed or

asked to attend residential schools. In the late fiiities, the .,
. v .

fifties ind'mast'of.the sixties Youth Aliyah preqented as its
.

central aim the plac ent of childret from immigrant families in

-residdntial frameworks. Placement inthese frameworks was re-
,

o.

commended to he paren s first'' and foremost as a means of intensive

integration for their adolescent sons or daughters (learning the

Hebrew languagtquickly, getting to know the 3sraeli cultufe).

Nevertheless, until the end of the sixties Youth Aliyah did not
.

.

.

.giviup, at least on the stated level, its intention of providing
,

-for its,wards something pf a pioneering education,. From the early
let

seventies, particularly following the sharp decline in the annual
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.' number of immigrants to Israel and thus in the numberof candidates

for admittance by Ycitith Aliyah, the organization began to take
/.

in Israeli youth who-were defined aesuffering from educational,
.

/

social or financial diittess. .

Youth Aliyah is connectdd,with almost all theresidential.

:school in Israel, and with some 100 kibbUtZ youth groups. .If

sends its candidate's to these ftameworks after'a process of 'assess-

ment and selection. Youth Aliyah is' a' department of the Jewish /

Agency, from which it obtains most of its financial resources.
Jr

The number of Youth Aliyah pupils its residential schools ranges

between 10% and 95%. In 75% of tHe.residential schools with a.popu-

lation of more than 250 pupils the proportion of Youth Aliyah wards

reaches-70% or more. -1('

'Youth Aliyah uses teams' of professiohals in education and

behavio ral sciences, who specialize in-the.variout asiects of

educ tion and care of children, The services of these teams are

offered to all the residential schools which admit;childreVeferied

by Youth Aliyah. These services include, among-othei things, teams

who deal-with curriculum development and compensatory programs.:

Same of,these teams deal with both the development of programs for

the cognitileihd affective enrichivent of the dis vantdged pupils

in the residential schools, and the training of t achers and child,,

care workers in the application of
,

the programs.in their schools. .

Other teams deal concurrently with ths

i

4gevelopment and distriution ,

of pr grams designed to introduce the immigkant children toIsraeli

4,
36
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culture. 'Also, south Aliyah maintains teams of psychologists and

social workers who provide consultative ,services to the teaching

staff and child care workers in the schools, supervision to the

teachers and educational counsellors and psychotherapeutit treatment-,

(-
to thelpupils diagnosed,as needing long-term therapy. The central

agents of Youth Aliyah in the residential schools are the educational

supervisors.

It appears that the control that Youth Aliyah exerts ove;

the residential schools is a result not of legal prescription but

of the schools' dependence on Youth Aliyah in three 'street: the ,

supply of pupils and the finance of their upkeep, the acqUisition
. -

of grants and loansefor development, and the supply of profession#1
e ,

,services in eduCation, and care.37 -*/

(2) The Welfare Department ,e4.the Ministry of Labor and Social
Welfare

-The Welfare Department of the Ministry of Labor and Social

Welfare maintains a network of treatment and rehabilitation residen-

, tial frameworks for retarded, maladjUsted and distrubed children,

as well as institutions for juvenile' delinquentd.. In addition,

!10

37 On Youth Aliyah during the pre-State period (.1932- 1948), see:
Freier,R., op. cit., 1961; Bentwich, U., op. cit., 1944; Kol,
M4,44).. Cit., 1957, On Youth Aliyah during the r950's _and

. 1960's, see: Carlebach, J., The Future of Youth Aliyah London,
1968; Arieli, M., "The residential treatment centers of Youth
Aliyah, Forum for Residential Therapy, 2, 4; 1972, pp. 331-342,;
Gottesman,IM., The Care of tfie Disadvantaged Child in Israel,
London 1977; Adielr0.; op. cit 1978, and Youth Aliyah, The

'Organization and Its Affiliated Residential Settings, Jerusira,
*19.78,

37
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phrough the local welfate bureaus which function inkmost of the

urban districts in Israel, the'department serves as a placement

authority for residential pchoole,

The welfare bureaus refer to the residential schools the

children of pars who apply to them, generally 'on their own

initiative, as part of an intervention program for distressed

families (financial hardship, death or sickness of one of the parents,

divorce of the parents), Sending the child to the residential

school is generally-rperceived as part of the comprehensive treat-
,

ment of the family and not re'tely as an eaarational solution for

' the individual child who has difficulties at school. However,

many,of the children who are sent to the residential schools by

the Welfare Department because of family distress could just as

well have been referred by Youth,Aliyah because of educational

distress, .

(3) The Societ for the Educational Advancement of Gifted
L,111. ren rom visa vantage ac groun

The Society, which operates in the feTameyork of the Ministty

of Education, started as an experiment conducted in the sixties.

to bring about the social integration of giftedadolescents of

disadvantaged background with children,from the social'and economic

mainstream in Israel. The experiment was based on the establishment

of residential settings for children of disadva aged background
A



alongside prestigious secondary schools, and the full integration

of disadvantaged and the mainstream children in th( classrooms 1
,

Following this experiment the Ministry of Education, through the

* Society for Educational Advancement, continues to send primary

school leavers with a relatively hig level of achievement from

distressed areas to residential schools whose educational standard

is considered to be relatively high.

(4) Ersliectmlgri of Jewish Children

This project, whicb also functions within the framework of
.

the Education Ministry, sends children eider the age of 13 with

. a background of family crisieeo small residential schools or

family institutions ("homes"),

(5) The Agricultural Education Department of the Ministry
of Education

The Israeli Ministry of Education operates through regidial

authorities which more o less independently run most.of the,

educational services that the Ministry offers, The Agricultural

Education Department of the Ministry has authority similar to thatcat

of a regional authority. The schools which the department is designed

to serve are pril,arily the agricultural residential schoold through-

out the country and some additional residential schools in rural

areas which are not strictly agricultural schools. The department

0
I
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maintains .a network of supervisors who see that the official

regulations 4.re enforced' in the schools within the department's

framework, particularly,as regards curricula and teaching standards.

Although the department is not a placement agency, it has a

strong influence-on the-ItaturEof the population of the residential

schools throtigh,the scholarships it gives, generally to youths

whose family income is above that which entitles-the child to

maintenance by Youth Aliyah, but tao low to,enable them to pay all

the costs of the 41 s maintenance.

THE SPECIFIC FACTOR - DISADVANTAGE

The residential schools recruit their pupils from specific

social groups with specific needs. The specific character of the

pupils and their needs in its tu' affect the social reality and

the goals of the school.

A. Changes in ,the Social Composition of the Residential-'School

Population
ti

r- During the fifties mid until the mid-sixties the population

of the residential schools irTluded two groups of pupils:

(1) inmigranti and (2) old-timers.

(1) The Immigrants: This group included pupils who tied come'
,

to Israel with their famikies after 1948, children who were b9rn'

4-0
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to families who had come to Israel after 1948 and immigrant youths

who were lirought by Youth Aliyah without their families, They

were a somewhat heterogeneous group as regards social and ethnic

background, and in some years included children from 40 different

countries, paiticularly frqm the Middle East and North Africa,

.Eastern Europe:, the. Balkan- countries and India, 38

(2) The Old-Timers: This group included youths whose parents

were born in Lsrael or had arrived before 1948, mostly from Eastern

and Central Europe and usually before the outbreak of World War II.

This group consisted'of four,sub-groups: pupils frgm rural areas

w4, wished to acquire agricultural training for the instrumental

'purpose of maintaining the family farm; pupils from urban and
I,

rural areas from the social mainstream who we're connected with.

the pioneering youth movements and-regarding agricultural training
, - ./

in, die. residential school as part of the fulfillment of.a social

',ideal.; pupils Who'were not admitted to urban academic schools because

of low achievements in the primary school and so chose agricultural,school

and therefore residential, eduCation Em a second option; and, pupils

who chose residential education because, of fahiily difficultied

(confl,i.cts with the paren ts,,parente' divorce, etc.).39

Thea*eitwo grouPs.- the immigrants-and the old timers - were

not found in equal proportions in each of the residential schools,
,

Generally-ii mafbe said gist in the mid-sixties the number of

O

. . 38, Kol., op. cit., 1957,

0
747'Miron-, AI,'"Restoration of original objectives (in agricultural

! edu.4ation)", Shapira, Y., (ed.), op. cit., 1966, pp., 193 -201,

.
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old-timers exceeded that of the immigrants in the agricultd'ral re-

sidential schools, while the reverse was the case in the schools

defined as youth villages. (

Most of the residential schools were

with regard to pupils' social' background,

achieve social integration of the various

4

defined as heterogeneous.

and as striving to

social and ethnic groups.

But in aprocess which began in the mid-sixties and reached

its peak a few years ago', the heterogeneous pattern of the pupils'

social structure changed in most of the residential schools. This

process included three elements:

(a) In the late sixties and early seventies there was a decline

in the rate of immigration in Israel. In the wake of the decline

in immigration in general there was a drop in the number of tain-

didatesof the first group, the kamigrahts.-

(b) The maintenance cost of an individual pupilin the

40. residential school rose steeply. As a result of this there was

e

a gradual decrease in the number of pupils in the resid!ntial

schools whose education was fully financed by the parents, withoUt

being supplemented by'the public funds which financed the activities

of the placement agencies. 'This development hindered the process
.

Of recruitmentoto the schobl of candidates from the second group.

(c) In 1972 4/ouih Aliyah decided on special programs for the

absorption of disadvantaged pupils in,the residential schools

connected with it.

42
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In the 1977/78 school year the numbet of disadvantaged pupils in

the Youth Aliyah residential education network reached 90%040

Since Youth Aliyah is the central placement agency for residential

schools, the composition of its candidates affects the composition 4.

of the school populations. As stated in the introduction, according

to an estimate based on partial data on the placement authorities

concerning the ethnic and social background of the pupils referred

by them, it appears that in 1977/78, 80/0 of the pupils in residential

schools were children of parents belohging to disadvantaged social

groups.

'ghe Disadvantaged And Residential Education

t#

In Israel there is no one set definition of the social category'

"disadvantaged pupils". However; all the definitions'seem to

stress ascriptive characteristics, first and foremost,' the ethnic

origin - oriental - of those who!are described as disadvantaged. 4

The justification for this-emphasis concerns the correlation between

'the ethnic variable and educational and social achievements in

Israel, which is often (not always) found to.be higher than,the

corre1ationlbetween other background variables'and educational

and-sOciat achievements. This relationis reflected, among other

things,,inthe, fdct.that although in. recent years peop,1,e pf, Oriental
,

origin constitute over 50% of their age groups amorigiqUng adults

40 Source: Youth Ariyah's Statistics Section.
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in the Jewish population of Israel, heir proportion among univer-

sity stUdents is less than 207.. Fathei's education and number of

children in the family have also been found to be positively

correlated with school achievement. 1'

Educationalists in Israel tend to adopt concepts drawn from

developmental-psychological research both in describihg the

behaviour of the disadvantaged as this is revealed in researchs

observations and in their aetiological explanation of this behaviour.

Alongside these descriptioni there have recently begun to appear

in Israel works putting forward the claim that the disadvantaglid

pupils do not bear their failure within them as a characteristic,

but that "dfradvantage"."is created" 0 the interaction'between

the teachers and'other agents of the social context and the pupils

who are expected to behave in the way'lenerally considered to be

typical of disadvantaged behavibur. 42

'Illit .

41 The social and educational problems which disadvantaged pupils
in Israel encounter have been described by many authors. Repre-
sentative examples.are: Smilanskyr M. & Smilansky, S., "Deprivation,
and disadvantage: Israel", in: Passow, A.H.-00.), Deprivation
and Disadvantage, Hamburg, 1970, pp. 187 -209; Adler, Ch., -Social
stratification in Israel ", Comparative Educatjon Review, 18, 1974,
pp.. 10-23; Adler, Ch. et al.., A Master Plan. for Research in tie
Education of the Disadvantaged'in Israel, Jerusalem, 0744, KamLel,
B . , The' Social Back : rouna of Stuae is and Their Pros acts of
Success.at acnoo sr e Ala 3.ot---tu-NIFEWL"'71for I 4 erusalem,
1911; Algrably, M., op. cit.,.1975: Peres, Y.., Ethnic Relationsations
in Israel, Tel-Aviv-i, 19 v. ON disadvotaged adolescents in Israel,
iiii7KETili, M. & Kaihti',.11%,"The disadvantaged-peer group in
the Israeli residential setting", Jewish Jciprnal_of'Sociolbgy, ,
14, 2, 1977, pp. 145-155; Kashti, T. fil'ArfeIl.eM., "Residential
education in Israel", in: Payne, C%J. and White,, K.J. (eds.), '. 7,

Caring for Deprived Children, London, 1979, pp. 180=191.

42 see f
.

or example: Hisin, Y.,."The disadvantaged child as a victim_p_f
labelling", Me amot4.-21, 1975, pp. 140-1561, Adar, L., "The mil-

' turally deprIveur efinitions of the concept", Studies in Education,
18, 1978, .pp. 5-14;" Arieli, W.; "The meanings teaciprs impute to .

the concept of disadvantage", slim,, Summer 1979, pp. 32-35.

44 .
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The Israeli education system operates on the assumption

that the damage to the cognitive_functions and personality patterns,,,

which is commonly thought to exist in the disadvantaged, is rever-

sible and can be corrected,even in adolescence.

The remedialiprogiams offered by the Israeli education system

to the disadvantaged may be, classified into, 6 types: (a) development

i special curricula for the disadvantaged; (b) special didactic

training for teachers dealing with the disadvaniagedL(c) enrichment

programs (d) training of parents, particularly mothers, to bring
A

up their small children in a way that prevents or reduces d4-

advantage; (e) change in the social composition of the cles''s and

the school (segregation, integration, home rooms, streaming, setting,

etc,); (f) removing the diiadvintaged pupils from their environment

and placing them in residential schools, The assumption 'underlying

this latter program is that avoiding the conflict between the Cross-

influences of the two conflicting cultures - the depriving culture

of the home and neighbourhood and the promoting culture of the

school 7 and exposing the disadvantaged over a period of years to

the daily influence of a setting which,operates first and foremost,

as an agent-of the culture of-the social centre may help to *estore

the functioning'and adaptive ability'of the disadvantaged pupil,43
:N\

,Its for the disadvantaged adolescents' wish to study in a re-

sidential.schoor, this is sometimes explained as a desire to make
y.

43 Kashti, Y,, Socially Disadvantaged Youth in Residential Education
in Israel, The University of Susw, 1974; Kashti, Y., The
gaCiiiiirng,Community: Disadvantaged Adolescents in Israeli
Youth Village, Tel-Aviv University., 1473.
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a fresh start. Feuerstein44 claims that the reii ntial setting

may make effective use of the escape modality of Adaptation, which

is a possible type of response of youths in_early adoleicence-to

the situations of anxiety and, instability typical of this stage.

This adaptation modality was described by Hartmann as one of three

possibilities of adapt)tion modalities. The young adolescent

may respond to inxieties resulting from the changes he undergoes

in adolescence by attempting. to change the outside world (alloplastic

brientation);-frequently expressed in the tendency for 'acting out),

or by attempting to adapt to the changes occurring both in the ex- .

-38-

1

tetnal worlds (autoplastic orientation), an.attempt involving in-

tensive emotional and cognitive activity. Alongside these two

solutions, Hartmann described the escape modality of adaptation,
,

as another possible response to the anxiety resulting,frai'thi

internaland external changes in adolescence.' This type of response

motivates the adolescent to leave the battle field, to leave the

environment where the conflict takes place, and to seek new

hOrizons.45

Emotional and cognitive deprivation prevents the disadvantaged

adolescent from adopting thg autoplastic,modall.ty of response.

TFo possibilities maybe open to him: aggressirland manipulative

44 Feuerstein, R., "The redwielopment'bf the socio-culturally dis-
advantaged adolescent in group cars", in: Wolins, M. & Gottesmann,
M., op. cit.,, 1971, pp. 232-245.

Oahe three modalities of adaptation are described in: HaAriann,
H..,- Ego Psychology ar4_ the Problem of Adaptition, New York, 1958,
See in particular pp:.26-27.:

46
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1:4haviour; or abandoning the environment where the conflicts

,and failures occur, his family and local school.

THE OHERENT FACTOR THE STRUCTURE AND SYSTEM

The residential schools in Israel generally have at least J

140 pupils and 35 full -time staff members; the largest of them number,

together with their daypupils'some 12; pupils and about 300 staff.

Most of the residential schools in 1918/9 numbered 200-450 pupils,

and 50-115 staff.

A. Management, Communication, Control

The residential schools contai several formal sub-systems:
40 .

the sub-system which operates the t aching; its structure resembling',

that,of a day school (hereinafter: the schooling'sub-system),
A

the sub - system which deals with th pupils' living arangemefits,

their extra-curricular education d their soeial education (here-

inafter/ the residential social b-system. Alongside the latter; .

in recent years,'another small sub-system hes been operating: the
, fl

,

individual care sub-system.
i .

The zesidential school also contains a sub-system for manage- .

went and finance. Some of the residential schools, particularly'

the agricUltural ones, also include a sub-system for farm manage-

ment and for the training and employment of the pupils inwork '

'47
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(hereinafter: the occupational sub-system).At the head of the .

residential school is the Principal who, together with the heads

of the sub-systems, acts as the school xe tive. The PrinCipal

and the-members of the Executive init ate nd maintain formal

cqmmunication and control in the residential school.

(l) The Principal and the Executive

Since the wid-fifties scarcely any new residential schools
.

have beemestablished in Israel, but most of the existing ones
. .

t, have increased their population by at least 507..-- The establishment

6 of the residential schools in the early years,of the State and in
...

.

. the pre-.State'period was perceived as part of the process of
. . i

. .. ,..
.

foiming a new society., And thus the role of the Ptincipal, who
0

1 ,

was generally also the-founder of the residential school and often
. ,

. a fairly central memberof his political perceived

At a roie,of leader4hip rather than 'of directorship. The Principals

were generally.not:Appointed to 'their posts on the basis of formal4,

abilities and through formal procedures such as public tenders.

Fur4hermoie in most cases the Principals created and defined

their position dUiing the processof thelchool's development

iather,than entering into a role whose norms were laid down in

"\1 advance!

See, for example:. Ben-Zvi-Yanait, Our Children From East
and Wesel: The Uri Kerem Youth Village,<Jerusalem, 1977.
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Most of the residential schools were,quite small (up to

200 pupils); The Principal was directly involved.in all'ihe sub-

systems; either through taking an a active part in their formation
.

or 1S-Quse the small size permitted this, or else because he was

practically the sole'liaison between the residential school and

the ownership and supervision and placement agencies,47

The founder-Principals gradually reached retirement age, In

0
IN8 the majority of Principals of Israeli residential schools

had succeeded a previous Principal. Without the challenge of

creating something new, the new Princim4,seem to have'lost a

great deal.of the leadership charisma. The development-6f a tra-

dition more or less common to the residential schools, together'

withthe growing institutionalization of the national educational

.system and its demands, appear to limit the Principal's opportunities

of developing an independent and individual style of management

and the introduction of innovations:

In many residentiaa schools much of the management of external

relations is passing from the Principal tosthe heads of the sub-

systems, This proceds, resulting pa#1y from the owth of the

residential school and partly from the institution ization of

the plactment and supervision organizations and the need for-
.

various, experts in conducting negotiations with the external_ bodies,

led to the weakening of the Principal's status,

.47 Kashti, Yi.op, cit., 1971.:
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In regent years the pattern of the PriAcipal's role has ,

changed, as the' ( system he heads becomes incrkasingly decentralized.

One of his main tasks now is to coordinate t e various sub-systems,
0, ..

that j.s: toprevent the over-compartmentalization or even the

disintegration, of the residential school into separate units and

to contain the conflicts between the various sub-systems in a con-
,

trolled framework.

In addition to this task thePrincipal;still serves as a A

central figure in safeguarding resources and creating conditions*

for the school to adjust to the environment, in communicati the

goals of the ownership to the system, in adopting new'aims and in

managing "a system of communication apd control which will guarantee

aims.

The ibpressi

a certain.degr'ee of-cons'enids foqhis and the ownership's preferred.

rece*Ved is that, despite the similarity between`

residential schools, the apeci 1 org izational structure is at
I.

V 1

least partly a result of the pOionAitOkillivand decisions of

the Principal," particularly avregeids:tlieLextent of centralization

or decentralization of the structure gnifthe'degree of integration

or compartmentalization

An estimated three

Schools previously held

residential Schools, or

of 'the sub-syste ..
4 p

e,'
0 . '" 1 a ,

fifths' of the- resent,
..Pitncipals,of

residential
-,. :. ' r

Other posts in he sale schools or in.other

fulfilled educa tonal management roles-iA

slipervision and placement authorities,

came from outside the residential school

/
50

at

o fiftheof the Principals
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(2) Means of Communication and Control

The most common formal communication channel in the residential

school is t e meeting: the Executive Bard meeting or the staff

meeting of ne of the sub-systems (such-as a techers' meeting).

In most'of.the residential schools there are also meetings of
)

the ' "young g gup staff", This refers to, meetings of those staff

members who deal directly with the children of one group, the

madrich (housefather), the metapelet (housemother), and Occasionally
)

a psychologist,, a social worker and the vocational 'instructors,

Generally there is a great deal of informal communication among

(the staff in the residential school, arising fromEthe fact of their
ti

spending-a large part of their time together, also, outside working

- flours, since some,of the staff live there and because their roles

require staff members who deal with the same child or, group of

children tobe in contact with eachrother. T1)e informal communi-

cation is also_intensified.in the framework of the social"gatherings

that take place betWeen resident staff member,- 'particularly

"metaplot" and "madrichim". It seems that in, most of the resi-

dential schools the Principals -and the heads of the sub - systems
r -

encourage a direct approach po themselves without going through

the hierarchy, such direct approaches are not generallyrregarded

,bypassing authority.
3

Besides the '.external control exercised by the plaCement and

upervision agpncies and by the pupils and their"paients, in the
Id
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residential school as every social organization there is internal

control on the part of those in high positions over thode in 1;,Ter

positions. Since the residential school maybe characterized as

an organization with cultural aims, the internal control is

generally of normative character. In other words, the loyalty

of the staff, particularly the educational staff, is apparently
. -

based' primarily on their identification w th the values of the

school.

However, it appears that difficulties typical of those existing

with regard to he supervision of any educational organization

stand out particularly in the residential schools: first, in the

absence of a defined outcome the criteria of effectiveness of the

educational staff's work, especially of the "madricb," and umetaPelet",

tend to be highly diffuse; second;' mot of the contacts between

the educational staff and the pupils occurlin places not easily,'

observed (the group- clubroom, the pupils' dormitory). Furthermore,

as in every people-processing organization, it appears that the

'very presence of the observer - the Principal, the head of 'a

sub-system - tends to change the character of the intefaction

-between educational worker and'pupil; thir it is hard to control

decisions taken in unplanned and unquant iable situations; fourth:,,

the possibilities of rewarding or sanctioniv the staff of the

residential school are extremely limited, since the staff's relations

with the orgTization are baied on work agreements which termine

precise, igid norms of grading and salaries.

I
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B.- The Residential Social Sub-System

During the hours which are not devoted to schooling or to

work, the pupil acts the framework of the-residential social

sub-system. This sub-system, which is headed by the chief

'.:maarich" (the formal head), the chief "metapelet", by the

C

"madtichim")(housefathers> and the "metaplot" (housemothers),
0

relates to the pupils' social activity, their leisure activity

and their extra-curricular learning activities. Besides functioning

as a formal system, the residential social sub-systemserves as

the main (if not the only).frathework for the activities of the

pupils' informal system,

(1) The Residential Social Sub-System as a Formal System

For the urpose of social activities, the residential school's

pupil populatio divided into "youth groups ", While moat of

the pupils' social-life takes place in the framework of these groups,

some takes place in the frameworks that serve the entire community

of pupils in t residential school. The residential:social sub-

system also includes extracurricular clubs for pupils who are

interested in various topics, where participation is not on the

basis of belonging to a particular youth group,

(4° The Youth Group: The youth group co

t

sists of 25-70 children

of the same age, usually of both sexes. In mo t of the residential

-70
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schools there is one youth group for all the pupils of a given age

The membersof the youth group study in pharallel classes in tha$

schooling sub-system.
o

Each youth group has one or two dormitoriels The dormitories

generally include the pupils',rooms, a commonroom and sometimes

an apartment for the "madrich" or the "metapelet". There are

usually four upi s to 'a room.

The main forma ctivity of the youth group 3.6 an evening

meeting which takes place 2-3 times-a veek. This meeting is
41

generally conducted by the "madrich", and serves several purposes:

a) communication and control, organizational coordination and.

passing on of,information; b) diagussion of current events in

Israel and abroad, on subjects of value-Idea signifieance,ron

subjects, connected with the world of the adolescents; c) parties,

games and community.vinging; and 0 watching. television togeth

The_younger age groups also meet in the'early evening to prepare

homework supervised by the madrich.

The members of the youth group are expected to clean their

rooms every, day. They have a rota system for_cleaning,the corridors

toilets, washrooms, and theAcommonroom. They are eected to keep

certain rules pertaining to personal and group cleanliness and

order, the timetable (getting up and going to bed) and attendance

at group meetings. These rules are set by the Principal, the

Head of the residential social system and the head metapelet, an,d

a ,
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sometimes by the "madrich" and "metapelet" of the group.- Ih
a,

addition, the group elects a committee --,:-democraticelly and with,

rthe staff's know/edge. The committee introduces additidnal 6 - t
.. .. ..

-4.

ganizational rules ofIhs,pwn', or Changei3 existing rules (such
.

.

as time for lightssoutgenetally afier receiving the staff's
.. .

. permission.

In the special settingstor the delinquent or the handicapped
s7,

the group is relatively small. In some places\ these groups have

only 12 to 15 members,

(b) ,The Youth

all theympils meet

. Community: In most of the residential schools
; .

in, the fraElework. of celebrations and ceremonies.

A regular and'important?weekty event is the Sabbath evening
. .

ceremony, This traditional' ceremony is "Yield on Friday evenings

in the dining-roomkwhich accomodates all the pupils of the re-
.

1.
,

sidentia/ school,.
.

All the-residential schobls maintain a self-governing body:

the central youth 'council, This council is composed of the

representatives of.the youth group.comMittees. The head of the
#-\

;Ea

council is generally the representative of the most, senior group.

The types of activity of the couh<the'degree of it's' independence,

the nature of its relations with the management and the staff on

the one hand, and the extent. and ways it represents the pupils'

interests on the other hand, seem to vary from one residential school

to another. But these characteristics of. the yOuth council have

Tipp yet been investigated.

55-
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a

(c) The Extra-Curricular Clubs: In-he late afternoon-the

head of the residential social system operates a network of

clubs for all the pupils in the school, Each pupiL takes part in

one of three clubs of his-choosing, but generally every pupil is'

obliged to choose one club which meets at least once a week.

The clubs are usually of three types: (a) clubs for'discussion

of cultural topics, such as Jewish tradition or archeology of the

region; (b) clubs for the learning of skills and practical sciences,

such as carpentry or electronics; (c) sports clubs. Since the

early seventies the number of clubs of the first type have been

decreasing and clubs of the second and third types have increased

in most of the residential schools, with the exception of the

religious. ones,

(2) The Youth Group as an-Informal System

Most of the interaction between the peers takes place in the

framework of the residential social informal system. This state

of affairs stems, among other things from the fact that in the

schooling sub-system 'and in the occupational sub-system the

children are engaged in actions of an individual nature and with-
1

a relatively high degiee.of interaction with adult staff members

(teachers and vocational instructors).

Since the members of,the youth group spehd much of their time

:together in unstructured- activities, most of the interaction that

takes place between them in the.,framework of the group dormitory

5r
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'is not formal and the degree of regular control the adults, have0

over this interaction is very limited,48 Following Kahane49

who discusses the featUres of infoiinal youth groupe,oit seems

that Within-the residential school in particular the relatively

uncontrolled shared leisure_time-gives special force to three of

thei,central characteristics of the youth group, as an informal system.

The three charactefistics are (a) symmetry or baj.anced reciprocity;

A (b) the equalizing mechanism; and (c) the mediating mechanism,

, .

and elsewhere on, the campus of the residential school the pupils
;:i.

meet on a basis of more or less unifOrm status and power. This

(a) Balanced Reciprocity: 'In the dormitory, the commonroom

characteristic disfiriguishes their interactions among themselves

from their interactions with the;staff.members.

The bakanting'fprce that operates between the,peers, in their

.interactions' makes the exchange fair. In Other words, the exchange

is not bAsed on lAck of choiCd or surrender of one side t8,th6.

superior strength cif,the other. It seem$°that in' this situation
z?

of balanced reciprocity the pupil has increased _chances of learning?

univer:sal-' les of -behaviour which-will operate as-internalized
g 1

.

48
Gottesmann, M., "Leaderptiip.in the youth.villagen, Yesodot, 12,
1972, pp. 44-50.

.

.
49 Kahane, R., Symmetrical Relationship,'Legitimatiori,and the-School

Structure, The Hebrew University of-Jerusalem, Dept. of Sociology,.1972
E
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and institutionalized principles guidihg.his actions56
.

This, perhaps, is the source of the strength that appeared

to us to lie in the pupils' informal system irk many of the resi-

dential schools' youth groups, :And.thus it may be that in many

cases when the youth group's informal system accepts the rules of

the staff's formal system the'informal,systed serves as an effective.

mechaniim for controlling and-directing the pupils to channels

desired by the staff, On the other hand, insofar asthe'fouth'

group's informal system rejects the formal system the power, of

balanced reciprocity may be directed against the formal system.51

(b) The Equitlizing. Mechanism: The pupil's. interactions with

the staff in the framework of the schooling sub- system and the

occupational sub-system appearDabe mainly directed towards the

needs of acquiring resources (instruthental needs).- In some

-contrast to this the number of'interactions in the youth group-
,

diregted-tawards.the needs of tension-release and consumption

(expressive' needs) exceeds the number of interactions directed

towards acquiring resources, Interactions of this type.r

50 On'moral education through, peers in the residenxist school,
see: Kohlberg, L."Exploring'the moral atmosphere bf Institutions:
a bridge between moral judgement'and.moral acti ", Heinz Werner
Memorial Lecture, Boston, Mass., April 1979 XII ,ed),

51 On the limitations of this generalization, see: Lambert, R,,
Millham, S. and Bullock, R.,"The informal social system", in:
Brown, R, (ed.), Knowledge, Education and Culture,, London,
1973, .pp. 297-316,
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varied characteristics and skills, Indeed, the impression is that

in the youth group'no one characteristic (such. as scholastic

ability) has a dominant' status as & basis for evaluating a Member

of the group. Instead, various characteristics are evaluated:

friendliness, diligence in performing shared tasks, physical-

strength, artistic ability? sporting ability;'and sn forth.

Against this background there appears to be a high probability

that the informal system operating in to youth group permits the
.

variods pupils to ts
)

e equal - if not, identical - strength it

their mutual relations. In this way' various types of stratification
.

are formed and there is an increased probability of parallel .

scales of values based on ability in various types of activities.

In these circumstances it may be also that clais and4ethnic differen es

stand out less. The parallel scales of values thus create a kind
. T.

of equalizing mechanism,

(c) The Mediating. Mechanism! 'The.bearers of differential

roles among the staff pass on to the individual pupil various role

expectations related to their.spe ialitiei. In this sense the

staff members represent the comp ex modern society in which the

pupils will have to take their place on completing their studies.

Furthermore, the differential nature'of the.pupils' interactions

with the staff members gives their relations the flavour of secon-

dary relations.

In this sense the yciuth group in the residential school-serves

\-4\\
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as a kind of mediating mechanism. The group Mediates between the

fagily,,with its primary and particularist relations with the

child, and modern society, repreiented by the management and

staff, with its secondary, universalist and specific relations

with the pupil. 'In otheswwords, the.group mediates between-
,
childhood and adulthood.

The youth group in the residential school.acts as a mediating

mechanism in permitting dual relations:' primary relations between

room-mates and specific relations with all the Members of the peer

group in the course of performing shared,tasks.52

(j) The Hadrich

The madrich is expected tb be at the disposAl of his charges

during allqhe daytime hours that are Aot devoted to formal activity

in the schooling pr occupational sub- system, that is to say, during

mealtimeq and in the times set.for looking after-t4eir things,
a

cleaning their dormitories, doing,hothework, social activities and

leisure. The nature of the pupils' activities during,the.time they

are supervised by the madrich indicates the wide variety of cod-
% a . -

Ponents of his role, These comPtnents.requim a developmental

and custodial orientation towards the pePili, relating simultaneously.

.52 On the peeKs' informal system within the residential school,
,see also Arieli, M,, "The peer group in the residential setting:
some of the features of its informal system", in: Adiel; S.,
Shalom, H. and Arieli, M. (eds.), Fostering Deprived Youth and'
Residential Education, Tel-Aviv; 180, 6, pp. 327-n7.
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to the individual and the group. Until the mid-seventies the

madrich was mainly expected to help the individual pupil to cope

with the many and often conflicting expectations directed at him,

in the residential school, to maintain equilibrium between them

or to harmonize them.53 ,Almost every member of'the organization

(including the madrich himself) who interacts with the pupil '

expects of him things connected with. that member's differential

area of activity: teachers of various subjects expect the pupil

to devote his time and energy to studying their subjects, coor-

dinators of branches expect him to devote himself to the 1;ranChes

they are in chaige of and pupils expebt of him social activity /in

the framework of their formal and informal systems54

Furthermore, the differential and complek nature the

rtsidential school organizatioi makes it-difficult for the pupil

to fulfil his needs. According to Goffman, one of the cbaracteris-'

ticsof the total institution which undermine the inmste's-periOnality

is his dependence on a large, complex and clumsy ap'paratus.in

order to satisfy his smallest needs. An educational organization .

with' total characteristics therefore -needs a figure who can help

. 53 This iitsue has been discussed by Carlebach, J., "Some aspects of
residential child care and, the role of the Madrich", in: Wolins, M.
and Gottesmann, M. (eds.), op. cite, 1971, pp. 277-2,89; Shlasky, S.,
"The role of the Ma!drich", in: Arieli, M., Lewy, A. and Kathti, Y.,
(eds.), The Educative Village, Jerusalem, 1976 a, pp; 66-850

'54 Shlasky,S., "Changes in the role of the Madrich of the residential
setting", in: Kashti, Y. and Arieli, M., (eds.), Residential Schools:
Socialization in Powerful Environments, Tel-Aviv, 1976 b, pp. 144 -
157; Shmida, M., "The Madrich's'occupation in a process of pro-
fessionalization", Yesodot, 16-17, 1977, pp. 25-470
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thelpupil to maintain the integration of his p( rsanality. It '

,appears that the general expectation in the - residential school

untitrecentlywas that this task woulebe done by the maarich.

He was thus expected/p6 help the pupil in his, contacts with the
st.)

various.differential.factori, to clarify what wascanton to the
41:

various processes and thus help to yrevent a phenomenon which may

; occur in a total institutions: disintegration of the individual's

personality.

Although it appears that in recent years this fUnction has
. 7

been gradually'passing-from the.madriCh to the professional worker,
.

,the madrich isstill.expected to view the pupil as a complete

. personality andrelatvo him in a diffuse and particularistsmanner.55
.

In this sense the madrich's.role resembles that of a parent. Indeed

the bearer of this role of madrich or its parallel in various

.residential settings, throughout the world, is often called a house-
,

. .father

lbwever, alongsidexhis parental function the,badrich is
v

expected td'perform additional-functions which may be classified as

(1) individual-deVelbpment functions ;' (2) group developmental

funetions; '(3) individual custodial.functions;'and :(4) group

'custodial funttidns.

55 Shlasky, S., op. cit., 1975.

56 Ibid, p. 33.

a
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It appears that the emphasis in the role of theanadrich in

residential schools has changed twice. During the thirties and

forties the social component of this role was considered.the:majok

one; the madrich was perceived as the central factor in recruiting

the pupils to the ideology of agricultural settlement, In the

fifties 'and sixties, when the political "1d6ological" education

systems were replaced by the State education systems were replaCed

bythe State education system with its strong achieveMent orienta-

tion alongside the increasing penetration of approaches stressInd

thechtld'awell-being, the individdal coMponent.of the madrich's

'role appears to have been increasingly more emphasized than the ,

social component. This emphasis was reflected in the-large amount

of time devoted by the madrich to helping with .homework4Lnd tfo

individual supportive talks.F"

Since the mid-seventies another change has appeared in the

role of the madrich. Helping with homework is gradually being

taken out of his hand, either becausehe is not equipped with

knowledge of the subject matter taught in the secondary - school,,

or because helis not trained in the didactic techniques required

for helping pupils with learning problems. Also, in many. resi-

dential schools there has been a growth'in recent years of ,s,tudy

groupsrun by'speCialists who are not regular lembers4Of the schoOl

57 Shalom, H,, "The role, perception of the madrich in residential'
settings", in: Adiel, S. et al., (eds.), op. cit., 1980, pp, 295 -305,
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staff. As a result of thiq, the individual p*upil joins in many
.

extra-group activities; thus reducinCthe extent of his direct

contacts with.the madrich. This process'increasei With the entrance

of professional workers, clinical sdhool*Psychologists, educational

counsellors and social workers ,who ary expected tp_provideoa

large amount of the support that.ths Madridh previously used =to

provide to the papils.58.
A41,

This state of affairs makes the madrich largely 'a supervisot.

of, the pu 1

punisher of

explained by

,,

participation in the various activities Old a

.,.
h

a
truants. The custodial natui6i the,role is sometimes .,

.

the madrichim themselves aw.a.respont to the growing
.., .

tendendy of the pupils fApm disadvantaged groups to reject the
%

. .

.. .., s it
.

school's management, and2,to regard the p6dr*th as an `agent of the
e

management.
.

.
.

However, the changed, emphasis in the role of thb madrich has

not formally changed his role;'the impression is that the madrich

still expected to fulfil simultaneously individual_. and social,
,

"

custodial and developmental functions', despite Ja4 inherent

conflicts between these functions,

58 Gottesmann, M., "The madrich in the Israeli youth village",
Arieli, M. et al., (eds..), op, cit., 1976, pp. 31 -55,
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(4) The Metapelet-

The metapelet complements the madrickivIcharge of one of.

,.the educational groups in the residential school. The metapelet's

role prescriptions include caring for the personal cleanliness

of the group members, for the cleanliness and tidinesh of their

rooms, their health and clothing, their eating habits and nourish-

ment, and also their general feeling of well-being.

Together with the madrich, the1!T napelet is expected to see

that the group members get up in the morning. After this she has

to supervise the pupil's making their beds,41eaning their rooms

and going to the dining-room for breakfast.. Durint these early

morning hours her hands, are full urging on those children who

vdo Aot want to get up, giving basic treatment to sick children

or sending them to a clinic,

yr

The metaplot eat lunch with their pupils and in some residential

schools supervise or help with the serving of food. When the

group members return to the dormitory the metaplot have personal

talks with. the pupils; particularly those in the younger age groups

and apparently particularly with thegirls 4,n these groups.

In some of the residential schools the metapelet and the

madrich together hold a weekly group meeting to discuss the groAp's

social and organizational problems. In most of the residential

schools the metapelet replaces the madrich onetevening a week,
91.

devising some kind of leisure activity with the pupils for this

65
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evening. In most of the residential schools the metapelet

takes'part in the discussions of the staff in charge of the youth

group.59

The metapelet's 'role prescriptions and work schedule described

above show that she is required to respond to two groups of
.

needs of the pupils:\adaptive needs and tension release needs.

The desire to meet-these two types of needs "rough one role-
.

bearer ig-drawn from the model of the family. The metapelet is

peyceived as the mother of the group. Indeed, she is called the'

housemother in some, residential schoola.

The need to respond to these two groups of needs has led,

particularly in the last decade, to the formation of two basic

concepts-of the metapplet's role with regard tothe role-bearer's

relationship to the objects of her activity, the pupils: (he

service - custodial approach and the formative-development apag(51Z.

The service-custodial-approach is expressed in role components

such as keeping order, cleanliness and the timetable; the formative-

developmental approach is expressed infcomponents such as caring

for the well-being and.comfOrt orthe pupils and having supportive

talks with the individuals.

These two approaches emphasize the diffuse, obscure and often

conflicting aspects of the metapelet's role.

59 For a detailed description of the role of the metapelet, see:
Yeodot's Symposium, "The metapelet as an educator", Yesodot 5,
1969, pp. 23 -32,
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It sometimes happens that the metaplot get involved in

conflicts resulting from the contradiction between their personal

perception of their role and the way it is perceived by their

superiorp, such as the head of the residential social sub-system

and the chief housemothei40 While she, the metapelet, perceives

her role pritharily as a foimative-develekmentP1 one, she feels that

her superiors expect her to devote herself firs of all to the

service-custodial aspects. Sometimts the formal role prescriptions

stpport'the formative,role concept of-the metapelet, 4,t the cus-

todial norms which actually prevail in the residential school

constradtct this. 60

- A
The conflict between the custodial and the formative aspects.

of thelmetapelet's role ,appears to be partitularly pressing since

the custodial aspects, are overt and convenient for definition,,

expectation and reward, while the formative role components exist

mainly as an approach and not as definitions of perforMance.

While. the average duration of employment of the madrichim is .

about two years and they are. mostly young men.in their twenties,

the average duration of the metapelet's'employment is about fifteen

years and their ages range'wid4r. The fact ofsiheir being often

many years older than the madrichim with whom they work and than

the pupils is regarded as' problem by the older metaplot.

60 Shlasky., S., "The metapelet -in the residential school",
' Yesodot 16-17, 1977, pp. 62-73.
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C. The Occupational Sub - System

.:(l) The Framework,

Until the mid-fifties the majority of residential_ schools

in'Israel, iIsrael, including those not defined as agricultural schools,

contained a

Work in
4z,

perceived as

farm on which the pupils worked.

general, and agricultural work in particular, were

vital for the'Preparation.of pupils for a pioneering

life in the framewotic of rural settlement and as a way of national
a

social regeneration. The traditional concept of residential

education which originated in the agricultural schools and in the

kibbutz youth groups during the British Mandate attributed to work

andequal status with study and, social life, 'Training in a icul-

tural work in the residential school's farm was considered
4

integral part ofthe formal school curriculum, similar to the

ciltheoretical lessons devoted to various agricultural subjects."

However, from the mid-falties the status of the farm and the

agricultural training in some 70% of the residential schools began

to change in two directions.'

Some of the ownerships of these,eschools decided to turn, their

institutions into vocational.ar academic secondary schools,,or

a species of comprehensive school cantaining, an academic and

vocational trend, while some others decided-to preserve the

agricultural c araiter pf theschool, but to introduce for all or

61'Schmidgerg,-A., "Education toward work life:, the children's,own
fare', in: Golan; S. et al., (eds.), Generation tb Generation:: Boo
ofAhe Mishmar Haemek Educational Institution, Mishmar gaemek 194

.1pp. 3.16-139; Shot, M. "Agricultural studies and training tp Ile
agricultural school ". in: Shapira, Y., (ed.) , op. cit:, 1966%.
PP. 10-149.
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some of the pupils Courses-in agromechanics alongside the traditional

agricultural studies. In both cases the changes were.expliting4

as a response to the accelerated industrialization and urbanizatiot4

in Israel and to the requestof the pupils and their parents to
0

introduce a curriculum deiigned to prepare them for roles in an

\3Lrfdustriallzed urban society or for a general matriiLlatIon cei-
. 4

tificate leading to university admission.

In the residential vocational schools several hours a day

are devoted to training in the various technical subjects studied

by the pupils. However, this training does not seem to be

generally perceived by the pupils and staff as work, but as an

essential part of learning the subject.

Nevertheless, to this day all the residential blchoolstend.

to regard work as an activity of educational value, or at least

to declare so. The general tendency in rsidential schools that

are not agricultural is to engage all the pupils in various

services, particUlarly in the dining-room, in cleaning, gardening.

(f.

and guard duty .62

Having the pupils occupied in services appears to have ad-

ditional implications in two ways: economizing in hired adult
4

labor; and custodial significance, or as one of the Principals put
lr

it: "Organized employment prevents ititness,, thus preventing

.delinquent behviout."

, .

62 ManelsonYN., "Work in Four yauth village", Yesodot , 1967,
pp. 28 -3,0; Schikler, Z,, "Education to workTYRErie youth
village)"; Yesodot, 16-17, 1977, pp.- 48=58:

-
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'In the.agricultural residential schools a separate subsystem

%
deals with the employment of pupils. The function of thig sub-

0

. systdel is to run the farm; whose formal status is equal to that

0
of the schooling sand iesidentill social sub=systems.

Cenertlly the tendency of the managements is to employ the

pupils in most of the agricultural and vocational branches and.

also in the services during their first two years of the four.;

yea4cOurse. On the other hand this Approach'appears to be a

relic of the approach that used to prevail in the'kibbutzim during

t.13)British 'Mandate,« of employing the members on a rota system.

On the other hand it allows the pupils to experienCe many kinds

of work and choose from among them one op two to specialize in
, I

- during the next two years. Indeed, some 70% of the third-year

pupils in-the.agricultural schools specialize in ,one of the farm

branches in their third year and approximately,half of .all the

ptipils work regularly in the branch they have chosen to specialize

in during tHelP last two years...at the 'school .63

but of a sample of third-year pupils in the agricultural

schools in 1973/74 who were asked to express their opinion with

.regard to agricultural work 47fgave, a favourable opinion, 15%

neutral and 6% expressed a negative attitude. However, 32% did

not answer the question presented in the questionnaire,64
M.

63 Lotan, M. & Ben Yitzhak, Y., bp: cit., 1978, . 47,

64 Ibid, ibid.
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/
(2)._ The Branch Coordinator and the Agricultural. Instructor

4At the head of.every branch is a branch coordinator, who

is directly subordiryte to the head 9ethe'occupational sub-system.

Irk the smaller branches thecoordinator also serves as the instructor

in his field. In the larger branches agricultural instructors

'work under the branch coordinators.

Since the branch coordinator and the agricultur al instructor

are responsible both for the production aspects of their brafth

and for the vocational training of the pupili in the branch, they

:are the recipient of conflicting ftectations from the school

management. As the manager of 'an economic' branch the branch
)

coordinator is' rewired to relate to the pupils in-I/universalist

and non-educationally orientbd manner; as,the performer of eduda-

tional tasks he is expected to relate in a somewhae particularist

manner to the pupils, taking into consideration their'training

.proceskand rate of development, Formally he belongs to the

school's-educatiOnal st,aff but in many of the agricultural
. 4.

schools he does not take-pait'Aftgal'arly in the meetings of the
4°A

youth group staff.

'4;0.. The Schooling Sub-System

(1) The Framework
- 1

-the schooling sub - systems resembles a day school in its aims

and structure; it-is often-called "the school in the youth village.

4
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Indeed, this sub - system operates as a kind of 4 -year secondary

school, oz as a 6-year school comprising &Middle and Upper

School. The academic level of the schools is not uniform:

in son p o them technical skills are taught at a very low levq..

of *sophiitication, while-in others the standard is considered to

be very high relative to Israeli secdndary.schools as a whole.
TV

Some schooling sub-systems offer only one direction of stU'ay

(agricultural or maritime)'. Others are eomipr,ehensive and-offer

three or more courses at three levels, ; 4.
Fe.

,

The schooling sub-system generally functions during the

mordlleana e4XIY,afterneon., The pupils study 36:-42 weekly periods.

During .the British Mandate and in the early fifties the

residential school's curricula were largely determinedby the

managements, ownerships and the leadership of the "educational
p

stream" in the political movements. The intervention of central

authorities such as the "People's Council" ("HaVaad HaLeumi") and
0

later the Ministry of Education was fairly limited. In most of

the residential schools, although not in all, the degree of ciif-

ferentiation of the schooling sub-system was somewhat limited.65

Ld the late fifties and in the sixties changes appeared 'in
4

the nature of the formal curriculum and iivEhe level of differen-

tiation of the schooling sub-system, Some of the residential ,

'65 Regev, A., "Changei in agricultural education", in: Shapira',
Y,, (ed.), op. cit., 1966, pp; 38-65.

'
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schogip gradually dropped the agricultural studies and replaced

them with academic or vocational studies; others began to'offer

academic and vocational studies alongside the agriCultural studies.

With the cancellation of the political educational streams

and the establishment of a central State educatiouvsystem the
,*

Ministry of Education began to define the schools' formal cur-
,

riculum, inclufling that of the residential schools. Also, the

Ministry of Education, through its various departments, began to

supervise the level of teaching and the scholastic achievements.

Two direct results of this process were, on the one hand, the

weakening of the' influence of the Principal,s and the ownerships

over the 'decisiond of the head of the schooling sub-system, who

began to'base his authority on his connections with the Ministry

tlf Education, and on the other hand, an increased independence and

level 'of differentiation of the schooling sub-system.

The changes-in the formal curriculum and the increased level

of differentiation in the schooling suli:systeth were apparently

also a response to the, growing, interests of many pupils and parents
4

either in studies leading to a profession in an industrialized

urban society or in studies providing general edyation and a

certificate (matriculation) permitting university entrance, Film

the late fifties on many Principals and edUators In. residential

schools began to report on a drop in the, status of social life and

Work as opposed to studies in the pupils' estimation."

a'- However, Katz report
graduates of agricul

occupational

s that the social domain was more
aural school during 1958-60 than
dqmains. Katz, *G.,.Follow-up of

Agricultural Schools 1958-1960, Rehovot, 1966, p.

73
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The independence of the schooling sub-system increafe4 when

local children began to be admitted as day pupils in the late

fifties, As,the'day pupileg.dependehce on the residential schodl's
-

other sub-System was minimal their-entrance into the school led

to a growth in the strength and autonomy df the schooling sub-system.

(2) The Teachers

The teachers in the\9idential schools tecieved the same

training as teachers in sbcondary schools; most of them took a

first degree at a university in one or two subjects and then were

trained as Ohchers of these subjects.

During the Mandate and in the early fifties many teachers

acted in a combined role of teacher and madrich, This-combination, .

which had its origin in the tradition of-the kibbutz youth group,

'brought the teacher-madrich to educational activity of an expressive

social character alongside - the instrumental teaching activity.,

With the increased differentiation in the structure of the

residential school there was Ja decrease.in the number of educational

workers acting as teach& -madrich, However, eral teachers are
5'

former madrichimmho received-university training for teaching,

roles wile working as madr.ichim, k

\.
Today the role of the teacher In the resi ential school is

characterized by a conflict resulting from the contrast between

the differentiated structure of the school -and the expectation

k 74
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directed toward the teacher, as to all the educational staff, to

relate to the pupils in a diffuse and particularist manner.

The teachers, particularly the form masters and mistresses,

are considered to be pardolof the youth group staff and expected

to take an active part in discussions concerning the pupils.

This activity is connected with the demand that the teachers relete,

in a diffuse and particularistic manner to the totality of the

pupil's personality and avoid making universalistic achievement\

demands in studies. This approach is particularly strong in

recent years, since most of the residential school pupils are con-

sidered to be in need of rehabilitation and support owing to their

disadvailliaged social background.

E. The Treatment ,Sub - System

From the time they were established the'residential schools

in Israel wire perceived as educational settings rather than child

care institutions. The pupils were perceived,as ordinary children

who. had to be schooled and have certain social values and norms

inculcated in them and the staff members were perceived as educa7)
}

tort, that is, adults whose role it was to perform the functions

of schooling the children and 'inculcating in them values and norms.

In contrast to child care institutions the residential schools

were not popalated by children who were consid4red deviant and in

need of rehabilitation, treatment or resocialization, and'the majority

41-
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&Ai

of the staff members were not members of treatment professions,
. . ,

trained its the behavioural .4ciences.*
.

In recent years, apparently as a result of growing awareneis;
.

on the part of the ownerships and the placement agencies concerning

the possibilities opened bythetreatment,profeesions for treating
.

youths.with a background of social distrest, small treatment sub-

systems developed,in some of the residential schools. These sub-

systems include 1-4 workers, WhOse professional background is.

not uniform: educational'councellors, social workers and clinical
A

school psychologists. However, all the treatment workers have

fairlymniform role prescriptions.: providing itonsultation to the

educational staff and treating the Individual-pupi1.67

(1) Consultation to the Educational Staff.

The treatment worker is expected to maintain contacts with,

the educational staff, "particularly with the madrichim and metaAot,

sametimesin.the framework of the formal meetings of the group's

interdiscIplinary itaff. At thesemeetinga the educaxional worker

is expected to bring up problems, which trouble him in his work

with the pupils as i group or as individuals, or problems concerning
'

is relations with 10011eagues ox he staff, while the treatment

worker is expedied to respond to the educational worker, help him

67 Shariv, O.% "The role of,the social worker in the educational'
residential setting ", Youth Aliyah 97t, pp. 56-5

C., . .
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to work through the various dilemmas and sometimes give him

straightforward advice.

The attitude bf the educational workers to the role of the

treatment workeris their consultant is often ambivalent.

On the one hand, the'high incidence in the residential school

of pupils from disadvantaged social grounds appears to have

increased the number of pupils who ma the educational worker's

job difficult. In this situation he te ds to seek _support and

advice from the professional treatment ker.

On the other hand, the °entrance o the treatment worker into

the reeidential,school is accompanied by clear signs of reluctance

on the part of the educational workers.

Firstly, the educational workers,particularly those with

-Little formal training, see the entrance of the individual worker
,A.

with his esoteric knowledge and the prestiggthis knowledge

carries as an act endangering their status and with it.their

influence on the managements and pupils,

Secondly, the educational workers; who are exposed to constant

and diffuie contact with the pupils, tend sometimes to'estimat
1

thishort time spent by the treatment worker with the difficult

pupil as tri expression of limited involvement with the pupils and

their problems and as unwillingness to bend themselves fully to

the task of solving the problems.

ita
4
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The most outstanding problem in the role of the treatment

worker as a consultant is, therefore, the occasional tendency of

the educational staff to avoid contggt and cooperation with him,

a
(2) Treatment of Pupils

The treatment worker is expected to help the individual

pupil to work out his personal and social problems, In soie

of the residential schools there are established procedures to

help the individual pupil to approach the treatment worker on his

own initiative, However, the pupils who are under the care of

the treatment worker are generally those referred by the-educa-

tional staff because of behaviour perCeived by them as deviant or

troublesome, r

.
Since the treatment worke--concentrates on the personality

and motives of the individual, it sometimes happenh that the ihdi

vidual treatment is perceived by the educational staff and the

management of the residential school as a process providing legiti-

mization to .the failure to achieve norms.; that is, as a process

opposed to their educational goals,

Residential aettings in Israel as in othe countries include

tvariety of population (aged, ill, deafiqUent, mentally retarded

emotionally disturbed). In this paper we concentrate on one kind''

of organization, that which is widely represented in Israel, namely

the residential educational setting, Settings which deal with

1
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non-school age groups are )tit of the scope of this paper not-

withstanding the fact, that as organizations they may have common

features with the setting described here. We have also not described

settings for specialized (handicapped) children and youth. We

think that those organizations are very similar to residential,

settings elsewhere. As we have stated above, settings for\

special populations have attempted to emulate the general organi-

zation of the more regular reskdentiai schools. The organizers

were probably usually not cognizant of the "professional" concepts

for the organization of "special settings", As the need for special

treatment became apparent they set up rspecial"settings. They were

special: because of the population,-not the.organization. Only with
-/=-the gradual influx of prdfessibnal know:-how, mainly from the U.S,A.,

these .settings became more and more "special". The present trend

in Israel in the field of special care is toward, small "famik-
.4

'like" "group-home" settings. 0

F. Patterns of Movement Within the Structure

This section will deal mainly with the agricultural residential

schools - becad'se some of the features distinguishing agricultural
d, ..

from non-agricultutal schools,
,..

Most of the agricult a1 residential-schools are of four years

duration and are designe pupils who have completed the 8-yer

primary school, A few of the schools are 6-year schools and include

79
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a 3-year Middle School and a 3-year Upper School, These are open

to pupils who have competed the 6-year primary scho61, that is

13-18 year gals.

45 to ?50% of the pupils who are admitted, to ihe'first year

of the agricultural residential school complete the four- or six-

,year course. Ortho e who terminate'their studies at various.
c

stages manytleave fo r'asons that may be described as positive:

return home to'continue studying.tt a day school'.68

. (1) PlaceMtnt

Tomer"found that in a national sample of. pupils who had

finished the 6- or 8-year primary school La-places defined in

Israel ak_disadvantaged communities, 417 of the pupils and 38.7%

of their parents chose for them to continue their secondary studies

in residential frameworks(residential school or kibbutz youth

group)." Lotan and Ben Yit4hak found that 57% of the pupils in

the first year'of agricultural residential schools (as compared

with 637 in secondary day schools) perc,pive.the school as a framework

helping them to achieve status expectations .70 'These findings are

68 Shalom, H,, Pupils Who Leave.Youth Aliyah's Framework - Process,
.14mensions, Reasons, Jerusalem, 1978." See also Shlasky, S.,
.'"Dropping out from residential settings - sqcial and organizational
causes", Alim, autumn 1979, pp. 36 -43,

69 Tomer, A op. cit., 1976,

70 Lotan, M. and Ben Yitzhak, Y op. cit,, 1978, "pp. 27-28.
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some indication, although indirect and incomplete, that education

in agricultural cgslidential schqols is not perceived as stigmatizing

the pupils oeparticularly low in prestige among the social strata

from whom most of the pupils of these schools are recruited, and.'

among the pupils themselves, "a

Educationin the (residential school is not,generally, the

only option open to the pupils for their contillued education fter

finishing primary school, However, although there are no 'precise

data on this, it is estimated that since the early seventies some

20-22% of all the secondary school pupils described as disadvantaged

on the basis of their socio- economic background actually studied

in residential school,
Av.

The application to the residential school is made directly

by thp parents to the school management or, to one of the placement

agencies, Altern tively, applications are made to one of the

placement agencies hrough representatives of community agencies

' such,as the headMaster of the primary school, the school's educa-

tional counsellor, the regular attendance officer, social worker

or psychologist-in community services,

The screening and placement methods of Youth Alityah are typtual

if not identical with the methods employed by other agencies,

' ,Pine pupils come to the Youth Aliyah offces, accompanied by
,

one)of the parents, bringing a school report, a document referring

to t family's financial situation and a letter of referral from

81
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an apopriate community agency. The,plaement official ifterviews

the can idate and'thepaient-. A sample of the ppZicants and all
)

the applicancA whose level is especially low ergo a batty cf

personality testy All the applicants are tested in-reading co pre--.-
.

hension,and.arithmetkc, and classified into 'one of four broad
.

.' ,

categories of,schoIastl,clachievements A, B, C(or,D. The girls 1
. .

7

and boys ihgroup D, t lowes group; are referred to,s cial

residehtial chools (pr aratory residential schools). die place -

went offickils offer thi.pu in groups A., B and .Ca place in
k .0

one of -the residential school or ktbbutz youthgroups,. based both

on the information collecte015pc

and his parents' stated wish._

ing the candidate and on h is

-4,
..... a

A FRAMEWORK,FOR A' SECOND CAANCEJ.t

The impact of the residential school on the affective and social

development of disadvantaged adolescents tends toward. the positive,

as evidenced in several studies.71. However, the disadvantaged re-
ti

(sidential school pupil, to judge by other obs'ervacions72 does .not,

.

_

a ,
, *

7'l See, for example, Smaansky & Nevo, Op. 'ciet, 1979; Kashti, Y.,
o cit:, 1979; Kashti, Y., Sociall Disadvanta:e. Youth in Resit'

7ent a Education in Israel, unpu' is e. 0. i t es s, e
trrixTreFirETETS---7,13-74Tussq Feuerstein, R. et al., "The effect's of
Group Care on the psychosocial habilitation of immigrant adoles-
cents in Israel with special reference to high-risk children ",
International Review of Applied P

'_Lotan & Ben Yithak, fF7,

.72

.5.

Arieli, M., The Role of Disadvan
Schogls, Unpu' e t es Jst_,.

kashcli Y., & Arieli, M., "The.attitud
life domains in the youth village", in
Thirty Years- of Redidential Education,

ology, 25, 1976, ppo 189-201;

ils r Israeli Residential
e In vers ty o ussex,

1

of pupils toward:people.and
Metti; S. (ed.),,'Yesodofhy
Tel-Aviv, 1980, pp. ZOg--218.-

5
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1..

4

on coming to the school, sea embling with'awe at thegates.
$. 7--

These observations tend to indicate at he is more, or less.

. ,- ,

.

.prepared for what he is coming to, on the basis of inforpation

gleaned dfrom'parents, ol4er siblings-and::friends who have spent

some time in-r4sfdintial 'settings. It is doubtful whether he

feels ifiydixiety about the "closed" -aid strucolured world of.the

residential school, an image prevalent in Aiterattire on residential

settings.73 His prior judgementtare fairly clear with regard to

some objects of reference he is about to meet: people and "ins,

and with regard to others he does not hesitate to change his at

titudes, particularly in the direction of limiting the,setting's

,nearness to Mira, and perhaps even its influence, on him. .He tends

to reject the "totality" of the institution; to the extent that

this exiSts. He is not an easy object to be swallowedfrup Ain the_

culture of-the setting; he is not an easy object for acts, of
6

cultural colonization or4tooptation. He does not regard the setting

as his-home, nor the metaplot and madrichim as.substitute parents;

nor dois he expect the teachers to bring 4b9ut'sweeping changes'
.

in his schooling career or his social standing, Is this mistrust

or,diiappointment with adplxs and their possible influence orrhiii,
. ,

OT is it perhaps - An.accumulation of disappointments from past_ .......,.. , .. . ._

experienCe 'with the-socialization ibiganizations he has hitherto.

experienced in-the'deprivinghoMe 9Vironment,'or possibly combi-
1,

'nation:of.the-two? Possibly; 'supportbut we have no to support this:--

e
,

,

,73
Zee, for example,)-Street et al., op. city., 1966.

of ,

otr,'
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The observations tend further to indicate that the pupil's

motvies in setting his priorities as a residential school pupil

derive'from his expectations for the future'and his preparation

for it, and are often fornipd before entering the residential setting.

Perhaps the residential school helps to consolidate his motives
-

%
and expectations, mid obviously helps him to prepare himself for

. 9

his future .role r but only rarely does it tend to instil:in him 'these
. . A

44,.. It 'a

motives and expectations orform them. -' 4117,
t

- , , 1

, ,In °thee words, b'efore entering the'residential school the ,

pupils have-been sociali.zed t9wards support or rejection of a

large numbex of "items" _in that new setting. This presocializitiOn,
,

or anticipated socialization, is apparently the main key to the a

understanding'of their .priorities.

The residential school pupil does not seem to wish for highly

structured relatiOnships, organizdtional formations'and authority,

particularly When these are associated with adillt figures. He

understands and appreciates order'and discipline, but he does not

watt these to be forced on him in a patronizing manner.

The oServations show that with the passage of time he tends-

to
. . 6.

pen up to the members of his peer'grouP. The formal "Youth'

Group" in the residential setting, that "historical entity" which
,

has-been the subject of changing ra ales throughout the years

and istoday regarded by youth village educators as a solution to
%

many of the prdblems of the individual and the society, a strong

source of suppor and resocialization - this formal group does not

4
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tend to arouse the pupil to the anticipated involvement and

identification,

Iseems that the pupil's career leads in the direCtion of

instrumental goals. He "knows'%' he has to be orderly and observe

the'rules, he ,knows the value of good friends and informal in-
a.

volvement in his peers' life,, he knows he has to study and be

.active in the lessons and he has learned, in the course of his
4

time at-the residential' school, that work can be a thing of

value, and even interesting and satisfying.

-These kinds of knowledge on the level of relations with friends

andat.w rk often remain in their instrumental wrapping throughout .

the pupil's entie time in 'the setting.

'

'The oft stated advantage of the residential setting° on the
JK

raclullmaal level', that is?. the possibility, of netting and realizing
111O

)expressive goals for the pupil, of a equality. and scope largely un-

attainable ,in other socialization settings"- this option does not

find Ocpre'svfon in recent studies. 74
.

.

It, seems cleaiehat:we do not havebere the TUBdubd inmates

of # total institution, no young members-affhe elite being, coopted
,

to the,ithool culture, leadingthem smoothly,

status of prominent civil (serliantrid pioneers

roughly, to.the

We have here

setAing_Whichil:S karget a:reflectiOnof daily lifeas'it is
,

. : tO O.
$ . , . ., ...

perceived,by its dliadvantaged!pupils7 although it Mainamins some
c

, ..

-', of the featureg' of 'its .tra itiom BuE tile Opiid try to circumvent
.

11
,

. 74- Arieii, cit 1980;
-I,

S

a-
41.
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these "historical strongholds",

their guards, The traditional,

.particularly in the ideological

be lost, and its disadvantaged

expressing reservations towards

input ofthis socialization setting,.,

and expressiye, domains, appears to

pupils mainly draw from it what

they had wanted before'they entered it,

The residential school' seems to emOrgef as a framework fu 'a

second chance for-kthoie'whose chincesitend to be limited. And

they seem to make the utmost use of it for their needs in the way

they themselves tndeistand and.define these eeds.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE, AND PUPILS' RESPONSE

..<N4

Various, studies and observations, seem to indicate that residen-'

tial'schools.have,undergone a procesi Of change during the Amit.01

three decadeS:this'.process being of.simil dimensions but of

. different levels of intensity in each.schoo 75 -The change can
..

be summed up as (a) decrease iri:level of ideological clo'Aedness;
.. ,.

1.1. ,...
. , .

(b) the shifting oLf the ,guiding sbcial orientation from. tatus to
, . ,

. .

.4.role preparation;. (c) an increase in the
,

importance
,

that staffs
. -

t .A- Attribute to instibmentalaims; (d) decentrali:Zation of-organiza-

tional structure; '(e) incurese in staff's role differentiation and

in ;Centrality,6I professional. affiliatiOnaSan -

4 . it
frame, Of reference fOr, many staff memt;ers,

(f) increase

occupational

, . 75 -See, for example, Kasivi, Y; & Arieli,, IC, "Toward a classifi-
cation of-residential settings" ; in: New, D, , '(ed,),,Theory
Research. in Ed4cationalJractice, Ter-Aviv, 077.

k
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(a) Decreaseiin jrvel of Ideological Closeaness

. 00,

The Principals of ideologically
6

closed" schools have

gradually ceased attempts to recruittheir junior-staff from among,
, -

individuals who' are ideologically committed to either the general

ethos.ofpionepring or-,-more24ecificilly, to the movementy*hich
4

own the settings.' 'Principals of party-oWned schools and'their

management committees have uopeted" their'settings,and have begun

to recruft.heads'of important sub-systems, such as the schooling

and the residential sub-systems, from among professionals who are

not identified. with the party.

(6) Shifting of Guiding Orientation from Status to
,Role Preparation

Until the early 1950',s 'schools' educational programs aimed
.

at extending the range.of,the socializing processsto the overall

status' of the pupil, and in diffuse and integrative manner to

devtOp his.self-perceptioh beyond his specific future roles.

However, sinde the ,,late 1960's it seems thst the programs tend,

. in varying degrees, to limit the.inffuence of the,socialization

process to' training the pupils
,

.

specific roles-in the adult sOcity.in Which they are expected

towardstaking differentiated and

to participate.

r
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(c). Increase 1.i .the Importance that StaffvAttribute to
Instrumental Aims

Until the early 1950ts expressive goals used to be considered

4

'main goals or at least equal in- Importance to instrumental goals,

4oth at the stated and implemented levels, this meant, for example
1k,

that the financial resources allotted to extracurricular activities

11 ithim wer not

'

and the prestige of the ma e significaRtW lower than

the resources allotted to schooling and the prestige of the teachers,

At present, it seems'that,the latent message transmitted by the

senior to the junfor staff and to the pupils ia that-schooling and

schoolmasters are more highly valued than social activities and

madrichim.

(d) Decentrafization of Organ4zational Structure

In the early 1950's the schsols were characterized by a
,

centrali d pattirn of organization. This was reflected in the,

nature of t -ir internal and external .orgayizational relations,

The school's decisions tended to be made by the Principal who,_as

he. saw fit, delegaied.certain executiAlelpower to the heads ofvhe
r

slitystems and,they, 'in turn, to their depiNies according to a.
I

hierarchical pattern. The schoWs relatibps With thp outside

world were also largely initiated and rdgulated bythe Principal,

who served almost as 'the exclusive 'agent and transmitter of the,

1

1....<1, 17!
\ ,

'

II
4t)
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norms and expectatior:Oi\ihe external systems (the party,. the

management committee, Youth Aliyah, Ministry of Education', etc.)

to all rglks of the school.

Since the late 1950's these.centralized features have been

0, replaced by decentralized .ones, The changes are reflected in the

structure of internal relations within the staff. TfieS'e relations
.

are now characterized in the schools by a fairly high' level-of

autonomy of the heads of the sub-systemq, as regards policy of their

units, the relative freedom of decision alloweCto low-ranking

members of the staff, and the status - of coordinator of more or

-' less autonomous sub-systems.- assigned to the Principal, The

school's relations wi;h,external agencies tend to be based-oh the

autonomy of the heads of the'' sub - systems in maintaining direct

reiationshipivith role par rs outside the system.

(e)j Increase in Staff's Role Differentiation

In the early 1950's the areas of activ ty and the' roles of4r..... ,.
tttstaff-in all the Schools were not highly differentiated and

were often 'eve
y
n diffuse or interchangeable. In many 'chees the

4
.

educator - a role combining formal and 'informal functions t acted
l*._,'

. . .

ai. bOthiramolmaster and madrich.' . .'

. .
, --.

'Since the, mid-1950's'the relations of staff members with the
. . .

, pdials-have,become 4-eldtively dfiftrentiated, * l'is is reflected J
.

...,,,,
,. . , ..

, ...
74mong other 'things, in the fact that thase "relations have become

'' .

, 1

.\

, i

8, .
a
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largely delineated by'the specific skill and the definition of

the stiiff.member's role.
-)

(f) Increase in Centrality of Professional Affiliation as
an OccuPationalTrameoffirtnce for Many staff Members

In the 1950's most teachers at the schools tended to consider

the organization-in which they worked as their most significant

occupational frame olf reference. This was probably partly due to.

the fact'that teachers endedso live in the setting, and partly
%CS

due to thew relative lack of qualifications..
I *

At present most.teachers, the counselors and the social
/

Workers in all the schools seem to attribute more significance to

their professional identity than to their organizational affiliation,

IfIn general, teachers, counselors and social workers are. more qua] ied

now and liveeautside the school campus:
- %

In fact, all the six dimensions of change offered here can ,

be described as.six-asgeets of the m gment from "closedness" to
or

"openness":, °These six changes can be sim larly described according

to :their nearness to Or distanCe from. the poles of six continui.

The following diagram is a reflectfon.of an attempt to give a

general graphic expression` to assumed positions that'Iiraell vesi--

dential schools in general seem to have held on these continui in.1950,

two years after the emergence of the State of Israel and in .1fie
')

1970's,
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The Closed Model

1970s 1950
ideological openness Y / x ideological closedness

S's

1970s 1950
role.socializarion x' x status socialization

.

s--
1970s 050 e *

centrality of t centrality of
instrumental goals x .'

. expressive roles.-

--, 1970s
decentralization x .

differentiated staff
roles

professionalnorms

1950
x---centralization

1970s 1950

1930s
''.x

'

A

1950
. x

:diffuse staff roles

organizational norms
/

-0
.\

It' will be recalled that in the fi, st years of the'State the

reaidvttal schoOl largely took the place of the kibbutz yout

group ofilfthe 1930's and'1940's, and acquired some of its characteris-,
t.

tics. The staff members' commitment to the agricultural and pioneering
ideology as a super- ordinate goal continued to g ive residential

,

education and eliO.st.character on thepattern of th e classic.
! .

klbbutZ'youth,group. In_this situation the pupils tended to identity

_with their educators and to internalize. their social concepts.

Va ;Lous obpervations lead us toassumethat the reduced commitment

- ,

of the staff -members eb any super-ordinate goal' 'mod - at least partly

to reduced: dentification of the pupils with the staff and their

social goals,' and an increased need to create an alternative system

1
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which Would provide objects for their loyalty, notkderiving from

*4.4P tote values of the staff.
.

'By,its very nature education for settling on the land, which i

continued to characterize the youth village in the early years of
.

.

the State, tended to avoid training the pupils In speci(ic skills

or for professional\diplomas, and stressed "general education " -,
p

:or "education of'the person". The status socialization of the

"pionter" or the "settler" entailed a life-style which encompassed'

every asp t of the pupils' lives: in the classroom, at work and

in social activities, was considerably consistent and limited the

possibilities cif internal= conflicts. It seems 'to 4s that as the

residentialachools shifted from status socialization to role

socialization, namely, training pupils in specific skills, and as

the unifying themes receded, the pupils tended to resort to al-

I

ternative or supplementary social,frameworks offering compensating

cohesion,

The growing importance orpreparing the individual for a

career, a diproma anti a profession, limited die pupils' opportunities.

to engage in exprestoive actiVities, The formal Status of thp-m'ad-
4

rich', who is responsible for activities of a tension-r ving

nature, decline0 as his more central function inthe past, the

soci4r and ideological function was to some extent-pushed aside,

Thus, it may be that as the expressive activity loses status

in the (formal system, the pupils resort toan'aleernative system

permitting_the

I

e activities in an informal manner

11'
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As the staff members' commitment to a unifying social theme

decreases, and with the growing importance of instrumental training

for differential- roles, the centralized organizational pattern of

the setting tends often to be replaced by a decentrall.zed pattern.

4 Hence,.the residential school. gradually ceases to provide the

pupils with a cohesive organimFion having coordinated\expectations,

. The decentralization of the organization In itself also,adds o

ft?

:tho nee'd, for an alternative or supplementary system based on the

peers,

. . \

. - The more the education tends to take on an instrumental\charac-
---:-

.

ter; and the more differehtiated its goals become; thegreate\ic, seems
, \

,-,.,
to be'the need for staff members With specific specializations.
. ,-.

.

The pwfessional with specific'and esoteric specializition tends
i

to-,restrict .his contacts with the pupils to the area 'in which he

is 'traininOhem, a process which denies the pupil .diffuse inter-
. . .

action .with-significant adults' holding status -4Ithe.power stru'ture

of the-organization.

The'growing role differentiation of some of'the staf; members,

partiOularly the teachers, i'also, apparently, related to the

diminished status of the-setting as their occupational fra e of

.reference. The sources of their role norms are outside the residen-

tial school, in the, disciplines-they specialized in, the universities

where they studied,' the professional associations to which they

belong, or hope to belong, With the increased importance of the

0 ')
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p
it

profe'ssional frame of reference for the staff member, his

solidarity with the organization seems to decrease. He is no

longer a "local" group leade;, but a "cosmopolitn" professional
#' .

. who chanceles to he in a bureaucratic organization.' Perhaps the
. - f

pupi'1s' informal system which provides leaders for the peer
0

`'

group., 'is destk.fied'to compensate also foz the loss in leaders Irbm

the setting's formal system,

It seems to us that the more :'open" the residential schools

are, the more the pupils tend to feel frustration and lack of
*/.

identificaaony leading to the_creation_of a compensatory and_

supplementary informal system which rejects -the set-up, oflithe un-

satisfactory roma system,-

This attitude of a pupils may be explained, at

as a r4iction'to,the dif erences in the structure Of.

schools, resulting from th

them,?

In,those residential schoa

differential changes that

least partly,

the residential

occurred in

4

s where there is least commitment 40

On the part at the staff members to an ideology, where the emphasis

is on socialization, for differential roles and instrumental aims,

where the organizational'patterrCis decentralized, where many of

the staff perform differentiated functions and regard their profes-

sional affiliation as their central occupational frame of reference

the pupils seem to feel abandoned by the adult.76

54
Although the pupils themselves tend to stress instrumental objectives
they txpectthe staff to stress expressive aspects and to relate
to them in a supportive manner,

94
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The price of the change expressed in the decline of"cloiedness",

in the'reduced importance of\expressive activities, in decentrali-

zation of the organization, inAprofessionalization' of many staff

members and-role differentiation of theistaff'appears, therefore,

to be a feeling of being deserted and a reaction of reservation

or rejection on the part of the pupils towards the formal organi-
.

zation of the residential school and its staff,

URRENT CHALLENGES

Resikntial schools in Istael tend to succeed in supporting

the development of self-esteem, achievement orientation and value

attitudes in various social fields,77

However, this advantage becomes manifest in the eleventh grade,

and it must be noted that it is a fairly selective population that

has reached this senior grade, The members of these groups have

reached the eleventh grade while large numbers of their peers dropped'

out from the residential schools and probably from the entire

education system during and after the ninth and the tenth grades:78

Those whoremain in the settings after many trying formal and

informal tests tend to regard themselves as an elite group within ,

7.7 See note 70.

78 See: Shalom, H., Pupils Who Leave Youth Aliyah's Framework -

Process, Dimens,ions -Reasons, Jerustqem, 19/8 .
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the residential setting, It seems possible thatit -this
,

r factor.Which accounts for their relative high self-esteen and
- , .,

acl'ievement orientation, It has, also been observed that residen-.

tfal school pupils teuid to regard "work" and their agricultural /
-0

instructors as significant objects of reference, c.

In the secondary school for mostly disadvantaged pupils,

which functions in an environment/somewhat isolated from the

Community, the pupils perhaps remain frustrated from their

scholasqc,achievements.- Ttey find comp sation at work in the

farm and some support from the agricultur instructors who

become vitally significant others in.the p cess of developing and
o

sustaining.a positive self-image. However, his compensation,

which filling an important function within setting, s perhaps

of a lesser value in the wider social context." competence in

farming seems to ensure less-'upward mobility than competence" in

7

the acgdemic subjects.

Residential schools Which serve mostly disadvantageOpupils,

like other,socialization organizations which act in similar iields

and with a similar' level'of legitimation, tend to function as

Ns

.
.

agencies which recruit members ,t6 the i.ower strata of the social
.

o
. ,

system In thin ense the IlOaeli.residential sChool tetilds,1
' r-,

46

haps, "Somewhat* furiction as an agency for reproducing,the.current:,'

social'structure,
_

A"

4

-
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One of the-major challenges of this socializition agency

is attracting'large numbers of pupils from relatively more success-

ful social andeducational.groups-. This would make it possible

for-the settings to function as heterogeneous schools. which,pro-

vide theii disadvantaged pupils chances for some upward social

mobility.

At one and the same time the residential school must find

ways to re-introduce some of its historic features of "closedness":
0

some. kind of art ideological unity and commitment, orientation

- toward status rather than role socialization, more emphasis on

expressive aims, more centralized, or at least, co-ordinated
ti

ortnizational.strudture, less differentiation in.the roles of
4

.'phe staff and more adherence to organizational rather than pro-

fessidnal4norms. These seem toincrease the chance that dis-

advantaged pupils,would identify- the staff at people who are
,

committed towards their pupils' prog'ssand are sincerely in-.

WAVedintheirlilieS..
-\

9

. -
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THE FUNCTION OF YOUTH VILLAGES IN THE W 'ER SOCIAL

AND EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT OF ISRAELI SOCIETY - A

'MACRO- SOCIAL VIEW:-7 AN OPENING ST EMENT

R. Shapira

*64

The following discussion will suggest some points of departure

for desCription and 'analysis of residential education on t he macro,

social level. ,The major arguments are derived from the Social

reality of yoUth villages-in Israel, and ill4trated by examples

from:tWo very different institutions --one situated in,the heart

of an urban, center, the other located outside the city, in a rural

environment:

A macro-social discussion of youth villages in Israel mint

encompass three different dimensioo4, each of them subdivided'

into two separate aspects.

a) The first dimension refers to. what is channelled into

the residential setting -from the outside, i,e,a the setting's social

input. This dimension has two aspects - the students' social input:

and the social input of the staff

b) The4secQnd dimension is the relationship of the institu--

tion to is immediate environment. Every organization is an in4egvel

part of some wider social context, and must respond and interact

with this environment in 'certain ways. Here again, we, discuis two

aspects - the aspect of the staff and the, actual relationship

betWeen the Internet and the environment.

100
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c) The third dimension is that-of social output. This

dimension also will be discussed from twopoints'of'view - on the

.

individual and macro-social levels.

Hencef6rth, we shall explain and discuss in detail the

~three dimensions suggested above, and, attempt to illustrate some

of our arguMentS through examples from residential settings

visited recently,
4

As sociologists, our first step should be to describe and

analyze youth villages, or any other residential edubational settingi,

'as park,-of the social system in which they function,_stressing the
.

. ,

,
, r

dynamic interrelationship between the two. Our' next step should
-,

be too see residential education in Israel-in a cOmparative perspec-

. ,

j

tive, comparing it to other educational frameworks such as schools,

youth movements, youth clubs, etc,

a) Starting wiyh the studentinput dimension,-it Should:be

stressed that about 85% to 90% of the students in youth villages

are from middle-eistern.origin. their famil4es are usually in the

low-income bracket, the fathers having, at best,l)rimary schooling

and work at non-skilled or semi-skilled occupations. As to the-.

personal background of the youngsteri, Many of them arrive at the

boarding school as a result of a process of'negativS selection,
/ ,

hav ing been ejected or "dropped-out" of, regular Schools. The

combination 6ethese characteristics indicate a syndrome of social
.

marginality. The social Marginality, of the major part ,of tFe student
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.. .
11.

body in youth villages may educationally significant in several

possible inskances, On the one hand, 4n cases of marginality,
Y

.separation of.ehe youngster from his family may turn into a
, .

positive factor; of oiding him a fresh start. On the .other hand, `

the placing:of youngsters of similar marginal background ,in a

s4repated
,
homogeneous environment may turn into a negative factor. .

creating asocial climate in whi'h students reinforce each others

weaknesses.

.11

3

-- Looking at the same problem from the point pf view of the

staff:'.memb:eis of staff may be of the same social background as

the students' and be...recruited thrqqpa process of negative selection,'
. 6

This fact'Could be-an-educational advantage if they become positive

models or the students. HoWever, thes-ilanger-exists that the
...

docio-ecohomic
t

dimilarity Might enhance the,emergence of a negative
. .

. r
. .

. .

subculture.,

--To illustrate the case with tWo examples from..& two settings
,

mentioned above: in-one institution the students are mostl,y°trom

fliiddlereaster origin, while members of staff!'inCluding service

staff, come inthe main _from 'Western countries. In the second -

institution, the situation is completely reversed - here students,

service staff an counsellors (tutors) are of middle-eastern origin,

the teachers being mainly of Western origin, in'thefirst case,

the. dividing lineiwas betwee staff and "clients" while in the lattei,

the division overlapped the relative status in the' educational

hieratchy,

\
1 2
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' b) As to the second dimension - theinstituLon4s pattern

of interaction with its environment.: From thd staff's point of

view, several questionsshould be asked: Theliirst relates r

the amoun'of commuting of staff members Vetweenthe'youth village

and the surrounding community; The amount of daily commuting may

influehce the socialclimatedSf the social climate of the resi-

dential setting and effect the extent to which it should be defined

as,either an open or closed system, and the,'type and amount of

resources regularly flowing into it. ,

The second 'relevant point is the le*el'of'Trofed'aiOnalization

of,the staff.. What,kind oftraininglao different members of ,the

staff hairs? Are the teachers fully qualified? Are they especially'

trained for leaching in a residential framework? Ifow do members

of Staff define. their role froM a.s bjectiveipoint of view --do

they consider themselves an integral part of the high school teacher

population in the 'educational system large - or do they see
.

themselves as participating in a s par te and unique .social milieu?

The answers to these quest bns will shape the nature ef the'relation-.

ship between the boarding school and other social,bodies, such

ti

o

as teachers' organizations, etc,

As to the relation of the residential Nmework as an,or-

,

ganizatiQn to its social environment, several-relevant qi.4stions

come to mind; does the

result idltconceived

unit which happen4-to

institute conceive of itself, andras a

by society, - as an isolated, segregated

be locateA where it is - or as an integra%
.t.

4r,'*

4'
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part of the community? Where do the.student come from - the

immediate surrounding',community over the country - a fact.

. which effects the mode of integration of the residential setting

in the community,

Another relevant question in this context is the question of

thelInetitute's "reference group". Do Youth Villages,for instance,

compare themselves to 'other residential settings; to rvular High .

Schools, .to 'schools wh th catet mainly to the .disadvantaged

population, to Youth Movements, etc,?

Different "Reference groups" will create different self-

-images and different expectazions.

Thus, Bbarding Schools face three dilemmas asto their

.relati saship with, the Jenvironment: isolation versus community,

centered orientation, recruiting students frOm the neighborhood

or from.all over the country, and choosing between many possible

"reference groups":

In order to i-lustrate these dilemmas, let us, go back to the ,

example of

is located

the two institutions referred to above. One of them

in th center of a medium-sized town, but .it opted for

isolation. The students are kept busy all dity.long, so as to

prevent them from leaving the school,'s groundi. The students in,'

4 this setting come from all over the country (only 40 out of 350
$

students ,come from thepimmediate vicinity),'And the' institution's

reference group is constituted of other Boarding-Schoolir. The

WM. 104
4
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second Youth Village is geogriphically far from a0major-city,

but. socially it opted for the'community-centered approach. The

students arefree to come and go, and indeed fatty percent of

them hAve families in the neighborhood. They see other High

Schools as their reference group, and they compete with th'ea6, both

in Sports and in other fields. Theyveven year the uniform which

is worn by High .School kids all ,over, the Country.

Our hypothesis is that the more open and community-oriented

a setting is, the less stigmatized .4 will be.'

c) The third dimensibn of our discussion. relates to the mit-

put of residentialeducation, both from the individual and the

macro-so6ial point of view: On the individual level,, the question

'of output has two distinct aspects - the socialization aspect

and the allocation aspect. Some research was done in Israel con-,

cerning the first, aspect and dealing with cognitive, affective

and normative outputs. There is very little research relevant to

the second aspect, and available data mostly "focuses on the gifted

disaallantaged, Still, from what'little systematic knowledge et

our.disposaI, we may conclude that the major success of residential

'
education in Israel in the seventies is not fostering upward

mobility, but removing marginal youth from the streets, and turning

-tam intoperso s ableso function adequately in the Army, as

- parents and in the/ labor market. It it interesting to' note that
1/.

this minimal, eves goal is accepted by both parents and

socialworkers, but rejected by teachers, -who stress cognitive

achievement.-

105
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On the macro- social level, residential education in Israel
)

can boast of some success in the normative field, fostering copmitl-

ment to societal values 4nd norms. However, outputs are very

.meagre from the stratification system's point of2view. In fact,

Youth Villages in Israel today do not serve as a 'major mobility

channe -lower-class youngsteri who graduate from this educational-

setting tend to, remain in the lower echelons of society. This is

a major problem the residential'educationalsystem will have to

reckon with in the very-near future.

So,

.at

40'
I

10G
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THE PLACE O RESIDENTIAL EDUCATIONvIN ISRAEL

DURING THE LAST DECADE

Y."Kashti

Inthost societies, residential education is characterized

a definite polarization in its_ orientations relating to two-mayor

aspects:

-

1) The sooio-economic background vf-the student body;v
2)' The educational goals on which residential ,education

/ .
%

is "focused,

As a result, most boarding Schools are 'aimed at the two extremes

of the socio - economic continuum. they either concentrate on the

disadvantaged, the'deprived, or the juvenile delinquent groups,

or, like the Efiglish.public'schools,%cater to elite groups. Thus,

boarding schools tend to emphasize resocialization and rehabilitation

on the one hand, and a very selective *lite education on the other.
.

(--
In the USSR an attempt was zpade to overcome this tendency towards

A

polarization by Widening the basis for student recruitment. In

fact, boarding schools located in the big cities turned into-Internats

for the, disadvantaged.
7

'- Residential education in Israel is unique in successfully.
,.

catering, for several decades, to the "middle range" of the social

continuum. The reasons forpthis success may be found both in the

--)

T."
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immediate needs of Israeli society at the time, such as speedy

.absorptiOn of great numbers of new' immigrants, and in the pre-
(

vailing normative attitudes which placed residential education

'within the realm Of the ideological, mainstream. This congenial

normative background enabled the Israeli boarding schools to

absorb a very heterogeneous population.

In a social-historical perspective, boarding schools in

Israel were characterized during the '20's and '30!s, by a "closed,"

structure and 'a centralized role system focusing on pe-er- u and
, .

on collective social goals. They defined themselves as terminal-
,

educational organizations and.trained their students for well-.

defined future roles. The basic 'conception of the youth villages

stems from three main sources: ..

.4

1) The successful mOdel of the children and, youth village

"Ben Shemee and a few others, and the success of

the "youth group" (Heeirat Noar) in KiVbutzim;

2) The immediate social constraints; iroe, the pressi9

need to%.assure youngsters without families of estable

residential and educatioNal environment;

3) The pioneering ideology, which the graduates were supposed

to implement,

Youth Villages, as well as agricultural schoOls and "Hevrot

Noar", served simultaneously as socialization-or,re-soCialization,

agents, and as channels for mobilizing.youth into elite groups.
t'

10 r)
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Graduates of these educational' frameworks join the organization

on an ascriptive-collectivistic basis, while late selection processes
.-' N

use expressive criteria, ,Thus, /residential-education in Israel
. -. .

..

served as a socio-culturla integrating vehicle fdr its students,q
46,

While recruiting the most committed to centetal'social roles carrying

positive social rewards. Youth villages were charatterized by a

tinique combination of structural closure together with a marked
I

social openness, and a high degree of prestige. The special,_lleihos"

of the youth village was culturally approved despite ongoing social

lhange and,continuous adjustment to new societal needs.

{3!Y

Although tbis historical 'flethos" of the youth villages was /

- preserved, internal conflicts emerged within the framework of

residential education in Israel.. Most of these conflAts stemmed

from the persistence ofthe traditional patterns of attitude and .

action as against new vidues and attitudes among the student body.

The fact that from the late '40's the students lacked pre -

socialization to theresidettial organization caused a high rate

of rejection of its message. During the '50's and '60's, youth

villages functioltd mainly 'as mediating organizations, reducing

the stress involves:in immigration and adaptvian'to a new social

and cultural environment. At the ,same time, agricultural boarding

schoOls were gradually removed from their previous elite status

while still preventing negektive selection processes into the student
3

bOdy, .The ominant response to Social change was to strengthen 4
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the vodational'dimension, and switch from particularistic to

universalistic rewards.by preparing the students for matriculation ,

examinations and establishing tracks leading towards higher education.

The majority of residential institutions functioned during

this period as re-socialization agencies geared to the'needs of

an immigrant population confronting a new'social reality, new

cultural values, norms and.symbols. Mobility chances of this

population were mostly deemed as secondary relative to the main

goal of making:the new immigrants members in the absorbing society.'
4

This basic approach was interconnected with a somewhat negative

image of the studefit body, especially those who came from the Arab

countries, stressing'their traditional "underdeveloped" backgrou!id

and their need for "treatment" and "rehabilitattpt",,At the same

time, expectations as to output of the educational process were

considerably lowered (for example high drop-out rate, establishing

some types of "short-range" educational programs, daily "youth

centers" as a substitute for residential care, etc.).

During the late '60's, and at the beginning of the '70's,

rapid change occurred in the composition of the student body in

boarding schools. Youth Aliyah changed it traditional policy and_

started enrolling in its residential institutions, youngsters who

were born in Israel. The reason for this change in policy was, the

need to tackle the probleemsof "disadvantaged" youth from middle-

eastern origins; via residential education. The basic techniques

110
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.7

were.supposedly s4arating the youngster from his impoverished en-
.

vironment, creating for,Iiim a meaningful per group, teaching him

through methods especially adapted to his capacities and motivation,

and at the 'same time acquiring the standards set by the educational

authorities, During the years the percentage of students from

middle-eastern origin in the residehtal setting reached 8,5%. In

Youth Aliyah institutions the majority of the student hody is of

the veZum-low.,adhievement group, originating from low status,

'oriental families.

Thus, by the late '70's residential' schools in Israel

tended to become homogeneous, somewhat' segregative organizations

catering to youngsters recruited through negative selection. The

fact that residential schools concentrated on disadvantaged groups,

broUght an influx of financial resources, expanding the residential

system, without,,at the Same tithe, developingeadequate human re-

sources to handle this expansion. .Experienced well-trained staff

became more and more rare,

One of the major difficulties faced by residential edudation

in Israel today,4stems.from its declared intention to "rehabilitate

the disadvantaged". This'orientation has major negative ramifica-
. ,

tions for the4ntetaction between the "staff" and theirdisadvantaged

ents":-,T--The.:qmphasis on rehabilitation-and at the-same-time

the effort of up1*.ld standards considered normative in the educational

system, may h0ecreated a gap and even a clash between the formal

JI
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and informal systems within the residential settingi. Such
?

a trend usually either strengthens the totalistic aspect of the

residential setting'or causes a slackening of standards on the

educational-organIzational level. The high drop-out rate from

residentiai schools.may well be explained by oneor both of

,these trends.

Clearly, both the,overt and latent goals of residential

educationinIsraelneedtobere-examined.in the light of
4

societal changes;' At the same time, their organizational structure,

internal dynamics and.educationat output should be re-evaluated.

. Aire is good reason to believe that most residential schools

",today function in a dual and even conflicting capacity: they

try to evolve a certain diffuse social and cultur41 integration

the practical mahifestation'of which is sei.arating the student

from his supposedly negatjive environment, while at the same time

acting As segregative organizations, carrying very little prestige,

and sometimes even stigmatioing. Up to,the '60's the tradittinal

ethos of the youth village seems to'have sufficed to preserve the

integrative trend, but during the '70's this ethos was eroded,,

the soical conditionsswere changed, with the result that the segL

regative aspect had become .dominant. The'fact that nowadays there

are,about 5,000 vacanciesin boarding schools is clear evidence

of the changes in the place and function of residential education

in Israel. t.
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STUDENTS ATTITUDES TOWARDS:THE FORMAL AND INFORMAL

FEATURES OF RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS

Me AzieL-i

5 The major rationale of residential education in Israel,.one

which has not changed much since the early '30'b, is. the idea of ,

resocialization, In this particular context it means pursuing a

policy of intervention in the primary established socialization
a

patterds the student has been exposed to since childhood and during

early adolescence-, mddifying these patterns, and moulding him

. anew. The residential' school and its staff were,expected to intro-
.

duce elements of change into students pre-established socialization

patterns, Thus, residential institutions were introduced, mainly

as resocialization agepts.

This is, and was, the stated, ideology. It is difficult to

sya whether and to what extent it is being followed.and implemented

by the different institutions in everyday life. This question will

not be answered in the present context. We will discuss another

question which has two separate aspects. How students react to

the above-described ideology, to what extent are youngsters aware

of existing-policy, and how -they-res.pond?--More explicity -a-)-how--

do students react and-relate to the various substructures to which

they are exposed in a residential setting? b) hbw do they react

to the institutes' "totality"?

11')
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We have at our disposal some evidence which may help.us shed

some light on these twowaspects. This data may be of rather,

limited scope. However, it may help us gain some insight into

the youngs.ters perceptions and attitudes.

The data was collected in several youth villages. The

students were'asked to respond to a set of questioynaires, and to

evaluate ten different components of the residential setting,

according to the degree of importance they ascrtbd to them. Five'

items represented different realms of the institution:

. r

1) .the youth village as a whole;

2) the peer group;

3) thd vocational sphere - the work;

. 4) the institutional rules and regulations; and-

5) the scbool:

The other fi.ve were several of the students' role-partners

in the educational;seeting:

1) ,Ifriends;

2) hOusellothers:

3) counsellors (medrichiM);

4) teachers; and

5) vocational instructors.

114
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The students were asked toimake two statements about each

item - one representing a potential, behavior, and the other, an

attitude, Different cohorts of studentA were asked to_ respond

/ to the same set of questions - one cohort a year after enrolling
L.

in the institution, the other a year before graduation.

In analyzing the "veterans" answers, it became clear that

the youngsters organized the items into three separate clusters,

which, on the face of it, do not have a common denominator.

Howeliat, on the basis of our data, we suggest that one cldlker

represents items which are idiosyncratic to the residential

situation (for instance the role of the madrich which exists

in a special form only in boarding schools). The other cluster

included items of a universalistic nature'- i.e, items such as

teachers and schooling encountered by children everywhere. The

thirecluster included items which represent a combination of idio-
ell ,

.

syncratic and universalistic features. For example, the vocational,

sphere, a univerialistieelement - is represehted'in the youth,

village by agricultural work - an idiosyncratic element, It

turned out that the students, especially the "veterans, attributed

more iapportance to those components which combine universalistic

and idiosyncratic elements, and gave a low .grade in importance to

the idiosyncratic components. To summarize our findings along

these linesi- the youngsters 'appear toreject precisely those elements

,which' 'the educational'system tries to'reiwurce ii the residential'

H.D
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'setting. The formally organized peer group, for example, is con-
;,

sidered a unique asset to the residential setting, and a powerful

socialization agent. Our findings show that the peer group, among

with other idiosyncratic elements, is ranked very low in importance

by' the students. Another example is that of the nmadrichn." The

relative status of this idiosyncratic role deteriorates between

the time the children enter the system and the time at which they

graduate, slipping from 9th to 19th place on a twenty-item scale.

Referring to our initial question, the students- appear to

reject the notion of resocialization. They make use of the

re4dential setting in a selective way, choosing to enjoy those
o

aspects which are congruent with their previous patterns of

socialization, ignoLlIg or even rejecting thoise,features which

represent the creed of resocialization,.i.e. the idiosynci.atic

components. They also attribute very little importance to the

universalistic components, an attitude which could be explained

by the-fact that these components represent an' ducational milieu

in which the youngsters failed before they came'to-the residential

settipg - i.e. the milieu of the chool.s. Being.instrumentally

lb oriented, the students avoid areas in which they had experienced.

failure, and elect to concentrate their_interebrs and_efforts_in_

more promising fields.

To sum up, our evidence, although partial, suggests that the

sideology of resdbializationf the'banner under which residential
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edittation inIsrael is presented, is in fact rejected by the

student populations.

We turn now to -our second question, that of the students'

reaction to the "totalistic" aspects of the residential situation

and'the way in which the informal system of the peers relates to

the.formalsystem of the residential setting.

Broadly speaking, one may say that the Israeli residential

setting has shifted in the course of the'last two or three decAdes

ftom a fairly "closed", "total" organization towards a more "open"

model, The mainstream of residential education. in Igrael - Youth

Aliyah institutions, youth villages and agricultural schools ,

were characterized in the '30's and '40's by"bei4 strdligly committed .,"

i .
.to soi form of superordinatefgoals, revolving around the revolu-

)

tionizingideology,of turning a raiherpmiddle-class grot2 into

productive farmers. During the late '46's and '50!s, these super-

imposed goals which were much more pronounced in residential settings
- .

than ln the educational system at large, lost some of their

A

intensive nature. At the same Arne: the stress on status sociali-

zatione to which these frameworks were strongly committed, was

also diminished. While the early youth villages tried to socialize

towards the diffuse status of "pioneer", in the '60's and '70's,

the. emphasis was shifted to role socialization. It must ''be added

that besides the collective goals, residential education in the
,-

early,.sta es, also exhibited 'some expressive individualistic featur4

tcombining certain' kinds of immediate gratification with strong emphasig

4
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on futurd-orientation, This expressive orientation -is gradt411y,

replaced by an insttumental'one.
,

Another marked change in the structure of residential education

in Israel

structure

the, youth

is the hit from a' quite centralized organizational

towards a much more decentralized system. The rolesof

village director, which was therfocal derision- making

role in every realm of residential life, is gradually losing its
r- r--

central and often dominant place, and-decision-making functions

tend to be distributed between several administrative and educational
. ,

roles, both within an without the institution. Another step in

the same direction is the pr)ocess of role differentiation°. In
et4 .

the early stages there was almost no diffrentiatIOn in the-role

of the individual in charge of the youth groUP --the madfich.

`He was both" teacher youth leader, and representative 'of the

political ideology, at the-same time fulfilling expressiVe funttions.

All these roles were incorporated by the madrich., This diffused
.

role definition has undergone a major change over The lAst twp.

.decades, a process in the course of which the madrich lost several

of his turictions. Another dAmension of chafige, closelyliaked

to the previous one, is the shift in the locus ofsprofesional.oc-,

nal-norms-4--Twnety=fIve yeara-ago, strike of teachers in'

Youth Aliyah settings was almost unthinkable - the organization
,

itself set its own norms and rules. Today, a high percentage of

teachers refer to their professional organization as the source
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norms, The introdugtion of various,professianal staff
_

IP ,

,

social workers, psychologists, educational counsellors,
-.;

enhanced this trend. This phenomenon has two'type's of outcome -

first, 4t leads to a rattler-differentiated relationship between

staff,.the individual student and the youth group - second, it

creates a probleTatic situation' in the normative sphere. ,The

profession:Al:staff members tend td submit not to the organizational

credo, but.to their own specific professional norms.

We return toshe mian subject of this discussion - the Way
. .

in which ,students relate to the syse4i. Our analysis at this

point will follow the work done by H. Polsky and R. Lambert and

his collaborators on several dimensions of the informal system in

, the residential setting. Two of these dimensions are very relevant

to ourour discussion. The first dimension is the-degree of cohesion

of the youth village, the second is the degree to'which the informal

system accpets and supports the'fo .nee

Following both Polsky's, Lambeits and tiiillhams' work, we-,

I

suggast-a4conceptual-continuum,describing modes of relationship

between the formal Irid informal systems in the residential .setting,

At one end of this"Continuum we place the supportive attitude, i.e.,

_the `'inform s1 system supkrts-the formal one.' At the opposite end,

we find a rejection of the formal system by the informal one, Along
. .

the continuum, and close to the "supportive" end we find the mani-

,pulative attiwde, and closer to the "rejection" end, the detached

Or passive attitude.
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Our suggestion, based on our data, is that the more a residen-

tial setting preserves its "totalistic" charaCter, (i.e. retains
, t ,

its superordinate goals, the dentralized structure, an expressive

orie.._ vtation, etc.)
.
ae more supportive will.theinformal system

be of the formal one.
.,1r.

,

A possible
)
exp 1 anatiOn of this ,somewhat puzzling finding is

that while a residenti,1 setting moves away from (the "totalistic"'

encrpf the consinuum, supposedly opting for a more "open" structure,

it enhances in its students a feeling of being abandoned and deierted,.

fostering a sense of alienation and ultimately, even rejection.

It seems that one of the current challenges of residential

settings in 'Israel, is,to find a way 'of "reachIng out" to students,

making them feel the staff isAnvolvedsin their lives and willing

to support them beyond the"11.1mited commitment which is implied in

their formal roles.
0

A
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4
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. 411U7I-CODE SCHOOLS: A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

FOR THE ANALYSIS-OF BOARDING SCHOOLS

R. Kahane

The'purpose of this paper is to suggest a conceptual framework

and theoretical outline for the analysis of boarding schools. We
v ,. . .define such a school in its "ideal-4rpe" as a' multiple structure -

in which various antagonisttc-codes includirig fOrmal, professional,
4\ . infornial, primary, and even delinquent ones - are in constant inter-

,

a,"

play, It ie'our hypothesis that the relative strength of these

codes and the way they are clustered determine the nature and the

'impact_of boarding schools. A 06,
-

The term "boarding-school". as used here refers to residential,.

.highly intensive, corprehensive,-Asolaed contexts for-socialization,
WhiCh serve as partial substitute homes,for youths. Different kinds

---
of schools possess these attributes -,whastery schools, kibbutz

4 ,

chiLdren: societies,- military academies, English'public schools,
in

various corrective institutions, etc. These vary greatly both as

to their student body and their educational curricula (s.g., they

maTbeivocational, sociale-classical or recreational oriented)

and encompasp a Areat variety' of activities-baged on different

organizational -codes.,

' The boarding school is supposed to-hav idiosyncratic impact

on its students in certain areas. In the literature there is

marked consensus for example,as to the fadelthat it carries a

121.
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unique, long-term influence in terms of students' character

'formation.- airthermore, it appears to' converhe resources they

acquire at school into valtie commiteents,nd to implement them

/ in specific roles, Boqeding school graduates are said to transform

their resources-with ,great ease, into collective-oriented rolps

f
based on universal codes, in 'which public and private interests

are differentiated,

the student body, a

Additionally, regardless of the 'origins of..,

certain type of elite consciousness emphasizing

duties tether than peesonal privileges, is supposed to be developed

in many boarding' institutions,

The impact boarding schools have upon their students is'.

-uslially explained by the institutions) basic characteristics,eN

mentioned in part above: merit-oriented norms, pedagogical con-

sistendy, "totality", intensive socialization processes, social
4.

isolation, and rigorous student selection. This list, of aracteris-
,

tics, however, seems ..to be'insuffiCierit to whciTly explain the

residential schoolv9..potential impact. We suggest that this

multilateral impact may be explained'in terms of.the residential

.school's basic structure.

. Boarding schools c. an be structuvEally defined as conflicting
4

frameworks 'red on inconsistent or even antagohietic codes. By

codes, we refer to a body of analytically differentiated principles
,

whose intepsity and combination can be indefinitely modified% Four

different organizational code& may be distinguilhed in boarding

schools: formal, professional, primary and informal.' The first
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refers to standardized obligatory procedures directed towards a

speCial pattern'of division, of labor, based on technical competence

and arranged in a hierarchical manner. The second, the professional

code, implies an objectivd,e,thic based on scientific knowledge-

--and supervised and controlled in a functional collegial manner

by an autonomous organization of experts. The primary code implies

a diffuseC direct, interpersonal relationship which operates within

group norms And finlly,.the informal codeof organization implies

rules of behavi.;x which are moratoric, symmetric, voluntaristic

and expressive,

The overall composition 'of the boarding-school framework is

based on a combination of most or all of these codes. Thus, inter-

, actions and relationships in the boarding school are usually com-

binations of informal; primary, formal and profesiional ones,' Pat-
.

_J terns of authority are hierarchical, collegial and symmetrical.;

the rules of the systelrcan be defined as a combination of standar-

dized procedure, objective scientific rules, group norms and flexible

situational maxims; the media of exchange employed include a fusion

of value commipments, influence (or pursuasion), power and monetary

equivalents; and control mechanisms include laws, sentiments,

group pressures and moral obligations utilizing all type's of

sanctions (prestige, Torce, wealth; etc,)';
.

(hut definition of contradictory codes within the framework

of tlif "ideal type" described above can be applied.to actual_ boarding

schools. Therefore,'one may distingUish a number of diffeient ar-

rangements in which contradictory components are interconnected,
.

.s. 123
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These different combinations are crystallized in four types

of relationships among poten'tially antagonistic ingredients in

boarding schools: the differentiated pattern, the mixed pattern,

the uni-dimensional ty0 (formal]. or informal code) and the hybrid

type.
IL

In the differentiated type, each code has its own sphere of

dominance so that the possibility of a "clash" between different

codes is minimized, The institutions established along these

lines are generall '11-organized and have a maximal degree of

control over thei students, In the mixed pattern, there are per-/
1nanent clashes between various codes anti socialization agents and

s,

no built-in mechanisms Mitigating them; - consequently; this frame-.

work can easily turn into an anarchistic, anomic one, often

encouraging delinquent beWavior. The unidiMensional type, of

r-7
institution "solves" the problem of antagonism by according dominance

/

to one of the four codes and thus no lOnger approximates the "ideal

type" of boa;ding,school, but rather $hOuld be considered a consis-
/

tent, "normal" institution. Finally the hybrid type of residential
jk ,

school is characterized by an-interiinking of antagonistic codes

and patterns of behaVior.

We areispediai.ly interested in this last pattern which,

ideally speaking, links professional, piimary, formal, and even

delinquent codes in four possible ways, using mediatory roles or

mechanisms, institutionalized competition, dialectical processes,

and role rotation,
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Ty first type of mechanism is themosrcommon to boarding

schools. The mediatory role can be found in the form of the "tutor"

or-the "prefect", while' mediatory mechanisms can be exemplified

by the.existence of certain rituals and the establishment of

certain committees/ and decision-making bodies in whigh the different

.* qodes are enacted

The,second kind of interlinking mechanism - institutionalized

competition - is representated by an emphasis:on gam#s, sports,

and other recreational activities which provide an institutional

arena,for an egalitarian powir struggle, since they are based on

symmetric'relationships.

The antagonistic codes of the boarding school are also linked

by a threeTstage dialectical process. 'This can be exemplified by

stages in student, socialization. First,' freshmen are required to

be over-conforming to existing rules and established authority,

Next, students are allowed or even encouraged, to modify the es-

tablished rules. Finally, a synthesis is reached by veteran

students representing EC-realistic paradigm of behavior composed

f both normativesan&counter-normative codes.? Thus, boarding

('schOols enhance experience in various patterns of behavior before

more internalized, obligatory behavior is adopted.;

Finally, contradidtions are reduced through the rotation Of

I pupils from role to role and from status. to status (from "master"

to "servant" and vice versa). .Therefore,,the probability of
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aggregation of power is diminished and amore symmetriCal relation-

ship is established, making the structure of the boarding school

a more fluid one.

The existence of the mechanisms outlined above, enable,

ideally speaking, boarding schools to operate efficiently. In

reality, however, ideal typessdo not exist in a pure form; rather,

mixed patterns of boarding schools are to be found. For
1
instance,

boarding schools for gifted children aimed at cognitive achievement

will have a strong, formal framework in order to enhance this kind

of achievement. The kibbutz schools, on the other hand, aimed

at socializing towards diffused roles, will tend to be more informal

in their odes, As distinct from the 'former examples,''the British

public school strongly fuSes different codes. Hence, the conceptual

'framework we have suggested does not describe actual boarding

schwAa, but rather may be useful in distingutsing between different

"pure" types and, at least partially, to-explain their varied

impact.
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EDUCATIONAL DILEMMAS,IN AN ISRAELI YOUTH,

VILLAGE - THE CASE OF BEN-SHEMEN

A. Simon'

During the '30's youth villages in Israel were functional

frameworks, a diredt answer to the needs of the immediate social

reality. Time spent on the school farm was relevant training

towards agricultural work in the future, and the special social

and cultural patterns established in the youth villages,.constituted

a'preparation for'a life of "togetherness" in a Collective

munity. The institutional framework asie whole was characterized
.

by an intensive ideological atmosphere, stressing collective
0

goals such as rebuilding the country and creating a new type of

society. -

Since-independence, a major change has taken place-in several ,

aspects of residential education in Israel. First; the composition

of the student body has undergone a' transformation - youngsters
N

currently,- attending a school such as Ben-Shemen come from the

lower half of the gifted-disadvantaged population. They arrive

at Ben-SheMen with a very specific motivation - an ambition to

change their social status by way/ef formal education, epitomized

the matriculation examinations. The pressing 40mAnd for academic'

achievement is usually accompanied, at least at first, by a negative

attitude towards manual work in general and agriculture in particular,

both of which are conceived of as hindering upward social mobility.

t
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Whije the above-described transfortation in the student
/

population was taking place, the composition of the educational

staff had also changed, Today, most Madrichim-(counsellors) join

the staff of the yoUth village for personal reasons and not on

ideological grounds. During the '30's the stf--stranglSr identified

with the goals of the educational institution, but today most

tembers, while still doing an exc llent job, mostly work in

isolation, each in fyis or her specific area, In most schools the

educating community of the, past is nowadays non-existent. The

staff is torn between the "clients" demand for success in the at-
,

riculation examinations on the one haid, and the larger educ tional

,goals on the other, and tries to find the middle path' The youth

villages, which in the past, represented the-predominant social goal,

of creating
r

the nucleus of a new society, today see their social

role as preparing the individual for competing in the existing

social order, Thus, emphasis on social change has turned towards
. -

a conservative trend,

These major changes necessitated s ekihg a new definition

:of both educational goals and pedagogic 1 means, while at the same

time ,preserving the structural ramewo4 of,te'youth. village as

an educational institution. Most problematic were tow out of the
,

three focuses around which the traditional youth village evolved: k-

. ,--''

work and social life. An intensive struggle 6.s been waged around
'qtt, 4

the alienations,betvleen students and adults, a-dl.itance stemming /

from the gap in t4expectationsof the two groups, Youngsters
400
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are, after status symbols and current fads, but-in the youth

village they encounter an'ehlphasis on simplicity in life style.

Some students are attempt5mg to escape traditional patriarchal

families, expecting.permissiveness,' but encounter norms of res-
.

ponsibility, mutual consideration and-respect. One of the results

of these conflicting expectations is a high' drop-out .rate.

The problem youth yillagesSfaCe today is how to prepare its
-

students for the existing structure of Israeli society, wiile at

the same tl.the not abandoning the traditional educational goals'

of character building and cultural and social developMent.

'I I

,
<
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THE SECONDARY RELIGIOUS ACADEMY*

AS A UNIQUE EDUCATIONAL ACADEMY

M. Bar-lev

The first Secondary Religious Academies were established in

Israel durihg the decade previous to independence, inspired by
. .

parties within the Zionist Religious Movement. These institutions

were immediately integrated into theHamizrahi educational systei5,

and in 1954, when the National Religious educational syckem came

into beihg, they became, an inte0a1 part of it.

Wring tihe late ''50's, a unique educational entity emerged

within these Academies, the final crystallization of which marked

the end of long period of hesitation and intensive argument as

to the pla eand scope 9f secular studies in the new educational

settings and these studies became part and parcel of the Academies'

curricula. -/

The Secondary Religious Academies are charadterized by a

unique combination of four components -

si

1) 'The ideological component

The forefathers of "Hamizrahi Education" slowly and carefUly

formed the first religious secondary schools in Israel, molding

them according to the value and contents of the West-European

* Ip Hebrew - Yeshiva Tichonit (High School)
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Gymnasium on the one hand and Realy High School in.Germany, on

the other. The forefathers of the first Secondary Religious

Academies addpted the classical educational pattern7of

EuropearcJawry, referring to the Lithuanian Yeshiva as their

main. "reference group", combined with some degiee of.readiness

t2 incorpprate (on pragmatic, non-ideological grounds) certain:

parts of the regular Israeli ,high:schoOl;Curricule.. Thii prglinatic

combination lacked any a- priori legitimation.' Even the very people.

who created the new Academies still saw as their Tain source of

legitimation the extept to which their institutions succeeded in

chanellingt4eir graduates into the "sphere of the torah" - i.e.

a period of intensive study in the Graduate Religious Academies.*
fal

While the secular cawkt0Int was incorporated into the

curriculum on ,pragmatic grounds, (it ensured a better chance of
.

recruiting promising.students and mobilizing public and financial

support) it gained in impoAance from the scholastic-instrumental ,

point .of view., In fact, thA Academies adopted many modern educational

t,

sub = and fashionable in .the Israeli educational systeM

in general:

The ong2ing dual commitment to both traditional values (the

sphere of the Yeshiva nd the valueso' East-European Jewry), and

modern values (the sp ere of secular studies and the values of

Western civilization), without developing an autonomo s and integrative ,

unifying theine, is still a pronounced characteristic, f the Academies.

* In Hebrew - Yeshiva Gevoha,
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2) The Structural Component

3 -
.

The Secondary Religious Academies'ate being run as private
., . , -.

/

institutions under the supervision of serral ptiblic bodies. Each-
.

. Academy is also under the supervision of theq0epartment of Religious
, q

.Education in the Ministry of Education and CuftlAre, but this super:-_ A.

vision is usually quite elastic and encompasses-only partial aspects

of the educational program.

The Academy revolves around three central components - the

Yeshiva (religious studies) the Seco ndary chool (secular studies)

and the residential section (the social.componedt) - of which the

Yeshiva aspect is the dominant One, secular studies next, And '

the boarding aspect - last.

This relationship between the different `sections is clearly

in:-fIf /ma the division of roles between members of'the staff,

Most Acaa are-headed by:the Head of the Yeshiva who is, both

in theory and in-practice final authority in,ever5'r area. Agher

43 central staff members such,as the secondary' school administrator,

the boarding:school:principal,. etc., are unable to.persue an in-

depenteht policy in theii specific areas of responsibility. By

the same token,-the'Talmud teacher *, has, become i:centrilt1 eduCational.

figure in the Academy. The definition of the Talmud teacher's role

became the focal point in a long struggle betweeh thee heads of the

Academies and the Ministry of Education, the former demanding

* In Hebrew - "Ram".

, 13 2
4)
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aoknowledgement of'this role as a special case,, and insisting

on traditional Yeshiva studies as a training verequisite.

Special emphasis on religious studies is also evident in

matters such as allocation of time and space. These studies are

given-"prime-time" and space, and constitute the core of the home-

room class, 'Still, most Academies excel at secular studies and

the large elite institutions offer their students an impressive

o

variety of subjects and courses, 'Most Academies are formally

acknowledged by the Minigry of Education and prepare their
0

students for the matriculation examinations, 'Even Talmud studies *

have becomean integral part of theSe examinations.

To sum-4 - the structural innovation of the Academies is

the pragmatic combination of the three components described above,

together with the clear dominant status of religious studies.
J

.14

3) The Social- Climate Component

The special relationship between the students in the Academies

and the social sphere of the. pioneeting religious youth movements

(first and foremost "Bnei Akiva") foste.ied in most Academies a

unique social climate. This climate was matifested by several

original pradotices:
40

(1) Hebrew as the language of both speech and study, as against

the use of Jewish; which is the common practice in most of

the other Yeshivas ill Israel.

k 4 '
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(2) .Simple, modern dress-style, as against.different traditional

styles frequently etcountered in other Yeshivas.

1(3) A variety of extracurricular activities - field trips,, parties,

sports, etc.

(4) iNew collective identity symbols - such as the crocheted

iyarmulka, unique songs and dances, etc.

(5) Fostering. an "elite consciousness" and a spirit of self-,

.

respect in being religious among 4cademy students, while'

creating a general.social climate in which attending an academy

o
is almost a "must" fox eveiy,religious boy. The residential

,,side of the ACademy encourages these social traits. The fact'

that most Academies are located in religious settlements,

`In at least outside- the major cities, hel:minimize possible

negative social influences of the secular culture.

Besides the social and emotional effect of boarding on the

social climate of the Academy, the other two components,(Yeshiva

and sch6o1) also exert a major influence in this,respect.

Of -special importance is the subject ".newish Philosophy"

(introduced in the '40's by one of the first Academics as a
1 $ ....

,

compulsory subject for the matriculation examination) which

prepares the students_for potential confrontation with secular

culture. Another important source 'of influence is the'informal

' interaction with both teachers atd peers which contribute
4.

towards deepening the students' commitment to the institution,

and the.melues it represents.
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(6.) The educational output component

The eduoational.output of the secondary Religious Academies

is represented by thousands of grSduates from the various

ii!Istitutions. The unique chaiScter of the graduates is

expressed in theconstant mental balance they maintain between

their commitment to the traditionalphere of religious norms

and values, and their ative-involvement in the central

institutions of modern Israeli society. While maintaining

this delicate.balarice,,the.graduates usually succeed in

adhering to the religious tradition, both in belief and action,

while doing exceedingly, well in the army,,in higher education

and in a grOwift. variety ot-occupations,
#

On the individual level = this is a new type of religioui

individual - well versed in both secular Ind religious subjects,
a

nationally oriented, and possessing a high degree of self-
,

respect.

On the collective level - this is a new social group - known

as the "Religious Intelligentia" or "The Generation of.Crochet

Yarmulkes" - which slow but surely, is becoming a dominant

factor in the elite of the national-retWous society in Israel.

Thus, Secondary Religious Academies are unique, not only

in their ideologiOal, structural and social climate aspects,

but also in the unique educational output they produce.

.1,05
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During-a period of about forty years, this type of education

greatly expanged, and today there are, spread all over the
"

country, 25 such Academies. The =jar quantitative develop-

ment occurred between 1953-1967, and it_may be partially ex-
.

. ,

plained by the growing number of youngsters - both in the

cities and in/new immigrant settlements - who were it'iterested

in attending this type of institution. The few Academies

existing at that point were unable, to respond to the growing

demand, and had difficulty in absaAing students from immigrant

families, These difficulties stemmed not only from materials

reasons, such as lack of "proper facilities, but rather from

subjective ones .- fear, of losing prestige, or harMing an ,

elite image, and objective ones - such as a real gap between

4,

the educational achievements of youngsters graduating from

certain elementary schools (locat)4 in development towns, poor /.

urban neighborhoods, etc.), and the educational requirements .

existing in the Academies. The religious sector had to produce

immediate solutions to these problems, and meet national needs

by 'planning ahead in this area. In fact, most f the new

in6ltutions were established without prior planning. Bnei 5

Akiva saw the establishment o new Academies as a most important

religious-national mission; at the same time deducing the

pressures exerted by non-elite groups to enroll their offsprings

in the long-established elite institutions. As.a result, on
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the whole, it.has turned out that no state-wide system of -

national planning and priorities was created and ap a tremen-
.,

dous'amount of human, financial and physical resources is

being wasted.

Despite these and oer problems, the unique experiment of

'Secondary Religious Academiep was institutionalized in Israel

as a major innovative system, encompassing about 4,500 students

in 25 institutions and can boast of more than 15,000'graduates.

ag.
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DIFFERENTIAL PERCEPTION OF INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS IN BOARDING SCHOOLS

- 128 -

F. Bernstein

This article focuses attention on the general queition of how

characteristics,of institutions devoted to socialization, influence

the adjustment of the socialized.

The social institutions established by society in order to

provide primary and corrective socialization were defined by

Goffman as. total institutions.

In these institutions, large numbers oTpeople'are isolated

for different periods of time from the outside world. They are

subjected to a comprehensive daily schedule and controlled by a

-staff with full authority over the inmates.

Goffman has identified the process of mortification, identity

stripping and reconstructing as the critical "mechanism through

which total institutions influence their members (inmates).

Many researchers do not agree with Goffman's assertion. They

claim that the dbncept, "Total Institution"'dan ise viewed as a

polai type and that dimensions of totalism (totality) can be iden-

tified, They point out that mortification is riot a necessary

character;st4,clof all total institutions. Mortification characterizes

only those institutions in which compulsion forms the basis of

recruitment and in which such institutionalizatia'creates a "stigma"

for the inhabitants."
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The assumption of the present study is that the total insti-

tution.influences the individual not only through objective

characteristics but mainly through the way these characteristics

areperceived by the individual. This approach is in keeping with

Berger and Luckman's theory of the social construction of reality.,

the syMboliq interaction of Blumer and others.

The study is proposing to see perception as the mechanism

that mediates the influence of the structural) characteristics

of total institution on idividual behavior.. Perception as a r

mechanism is more general (than mortification) and can explain

the influence of both moderate and extreme' degrees of totalism.

This constitutes a break with past sociological analyses which-
,

were concerned with structural characteristics of total.institutions,

ignoring possible individual differences in the experiences of

these characteristics.

The aim of this study was to investigate the differential

perception of the unique normative system which is limiting and

restricting the student's behavior in a residential school. We

refer to these norms as total constraints or restrictions, A

discrimination between two -types of -constraint wag made. We

distinguished between, positional .constraints and personal ones,

',The positiOnal restrictions refer to formally expressed

constraints which'apply'to inmates by virtue of their posttion.:pn.
to

the institutional structure (e.g,,their complete subjectibnAo

the Authority of instructors,-teachers and staff in geteral) The
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personal restrictions refer to informal constraints that have

an impact on the personal life of the inmate, that are by-products

rather than'formal components of the institutional systemje.g.,

the lack'bf free time or privacy)...
. -

Focusing on perceptions requires us to apply existing percep-

tion theories (mainly object perception and person perception) to

the perception of a complex social reality suchas the "total"

reality with'its special norms. We,assumed that the basic

processes_of_perception are similar regardless'of the perceived I\

objects Accordingly, we distinguished between the cognitive

component (whether or not the restriction exists), the affective

emotional component (whether or not the restriction disturbs the

individual) and the effective-evaluative component (whether or

not' it is felt to be legitimate for the institution to impose_

this restriction). 4
The empirical research was carried,ou't in two'boardingioRigh

schools in Israel, both of which show a moderate degree of total

characteristiCs but which differ considerably in theiistructures.

We have chosen to investigate two residential school's (a). in

order to avoid systematic biases that might appear out of idio-'

syncritic characteristics of einatl;t11t3.5vaffd (b) to be able

to replicate the results, :Thia is- a.cimeidet.able advance beyond
. I , V

the typical individual level of methodology in studies of single'' ,4

institutions.
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Our first hypothesis was that there are individual differences

in the way,in which the constraints of the institution are perceived

by its members.

As expected, there were substantial individual differences
so 4-

in the restriction perceIved by different students. Intere5tingly,

many students perceived the positional restrictions while few

took note of the personal restrictions. More importantly, although

positional restrictions were more commonly perceived, they ere

less likely to be viewed;as illegitimate and disturbing. Personal

restrictions were perceived as considerably more disturbing by

those who noted .them..

,OUs. second hypothesis was that the differences in perception

of institutional constraints are-aiproduct of the different -cogni-

tive structures that 'Individuals have acquired during their preyfous

socializat bn. We did not investigate directly the socio-cultural

settings the students come from. We inferred this indireCtly,

'using existing data.

We made three main distinctions: We distinguish between:

1) Hierarchical socl.al structures es against egalitarian ones.

2) 'Structure's where the identity of theindividual is

positional, the individual being defined first of all

as .a member of a group as against structures where the
4

idehtity of the individual is personal, wheie thejndi-
.

vidual reaches Jhe stage of "individuation",.a,term of

Fromm on expressing the releese_of the individual from

group dependence.
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3) 'We also distinguished betweeesettingsvhich mphasize

the duties of its members as' against settings which em-

-phasize their rights,

There is evidence in sociological lieerature that traditional

and lower economic fimiliesare more hierarchical, the identity
.

of their ,members is positioz?al, their status ascribed and their '

duties moreemphaOped than their rights. Moderd families and families
,

of highereconomic level are more egalitarian, the identity of the

).
indivldual is expressed in more individual terms, the status

fachieved and rights are more emphasize4 thhnduties.

The socialization of the child in these Settings is accordingly

different, The one is "adult centered" Said.the other "child

centered" and as a result different cognitive structures are formed
4 ",

in them to face reality, Following this rgasoning, students from

'different social backgrounds were expected to perceive differently

the constraints, of the school,

As predicted, the social background of the students had an

impact on.the perception of institutional-restrictions, Students

from more traditional and lower economic backgrounds tended to

perceiiie more positional-restrictions but found them legitimate
t

and not disturbing, hs compared with'students from less traditional

and higher socio-economic status backgratinds, The latter were

particularly likely to perceive the institution as imposing personal
Art,

restrictions_and to view theie restrictions as unjust and disturbing. _

-00
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rlie study shows that there is no uniform "objective"

north/lave system, but a multiplicity of subjective definitions

of the institution's reality. These subjective definitions may

have an itpact on modes 4adjustment and- functioning in these

institutions.

I

10.

A
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COMPENSATORY RESIDENTIAL SECONDARY SCHOOLS FOR THE

GIFTED DISADVANTAGED

D. Nevo

I, An Outline of the-Program

Initially, establishing special boarding schools for the gifted

disadvantaged originated with Professor M, Smilansky who methodically

followed up its implementation, D.uring the first year of the

*program, 78 yOungsters were lodged in a boarding school i-n Beit

'Yagan, Jerusaldmo Since then the program has greatly expanded,

and it present about 300 students are enrolled inesever4-educational

institutions throughout the country. Students are referred

the program through their elementary schools and selected on the

basis of three criteria -,educational-, ethnic, and socio-economic.
0.;

The program is based on five itssumptionsN;

-sthat disad antagdd children',s failure to achieve in
v

school id, eVersible;

that by,adolescence it is still ,knot too late to set

this crrective.process'of-resocialization in motion;

3) that, adolescence is a particularly.-suitable time for

educational intervention because it is a period of

search for self identity;
,

'7' 4) that at adolegcence youngsters undergo an emotional

cisip, which may be apostiye factor in the resociali-'

nation process-, and under certain conditions may offer.a

prospect of meaningful change; and
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5) . that preference should be 'iven to the more able

of theculturally disadvantaged. The label "gifted"

tiould become a positive motivational faatorinstead

. of the stigmatizing Jebel "disadvantaged'

The two major characteristics of.the program are:

1) that students are placed in regular, heterogeneous

schools;

2)lthat students live in spetial boarding facilities,

which ensure personal'tutoring and counselling, the

availability of library facilities, enrichment

programs, etc,

4,

II. The Design of the Evaluation Study

Since its first day, the program was accompanied by an

evaluation study. It fact, it is a program which was initiated

as an experimental researchp project and evolved into a major

institutionalized program sponsored by the Ministry of ,Education

and Culture.
/ .

I 'I(
The evaluation study included three distinct stag6t:

At 1) -Evaluation of ,the. 1961 class, i.e., the first group of

students admitted to the program. Two comparison groups

were included itn the study - a group of elementary school'
te

program;

classmates and a-gr2yp of candidates rejected by the
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2) Evaluation of the 1966 class, i.e., 224 students in

five boarding schools, and 1,894 studen(s in several.

different comparison groups; and
#0 4

3) , 'Follow-up on graduates, i.e., a study of the first

graduating class, followin them, up to- 1977 (i.e., ten

years from thetime they were admitted to the program).

1.,

N
In the present paper we will not report in detail the research

findings,suffice it to say 'that four types of data were collected
, A

.

and analyzed -

1)

S-St

Background data concerning students' educational

and socio-economic background; _
,1

-r

Data 'concernin4s,studAnts''spccep in secondary education:

Abe evaluation focusei 9n two main variables: Aropout -..

rate' and Wcca'ss ins the matriculation examinations-... .."\ e 41-% ..' t.,t . ' 6
, ,v, 4' '' '^ 1,

3)DataconcerningthC6bc01.acCeptince.spt the program's

.4),

students in their classes,

setting; And

Data concerning the program

*A a' ,fn the,ir freSid'entia/
1/4 r ,

A . t

f1 0

Y
. III. Conclusions for Future Reference

's graduates

`1;og;
.

e $
.

71':

A. ,Fibm past experience Kerney conclude tha some.facyOrs in
!*-

the research design and the nature of. the rel ionship\Vetween-,"
projecthOd'research had positive ramificition and should be retained

6

in the future *-

'146
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,J
1) The close follow-up evaluation, tightly linked to the

',program from the initial stages on;

2) The i ensive.communication'and mutual ongoing exchange

betwe n the Ministry of Education and research staff;

3) The involvement of research staff in the institutionali-

zation f the project; and

The choice.of a longitudinal research design, instead

of an experimental one.

B. Several factors had somewhat negative ramifications, and

/should be omitted in the future -

1) Implementation of the project should be separate` from

evaluation,, Evaluation should not be.done by t e

project's initiators;

The range of research - variables should be ex anded

so as to include variables such as structural tlements,
. -

.educatiorial,processes,, curriculum, etc, %

3) Output, variables shouidlirchosti which go be ond\pe,

foreseen'effectb of the'liroject, and

-4)- -A division of -labor should be introduced betieen the

.

research:as such and'eyaluatidh as a basis f

making.

A
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THE "INTERNAT"

The Residential Setting for Treatment of Specialized Populations

Y. Wozner

Op)

By "specializing population" one means: Children or adults

who, because of various different disturbances, (physical,

psychological or educational) are not in the mainstream, or

dropped out of the mainstream of the educational establishment.

It is intefesting io note that the normative establishment in

Isiael (The Ministry of Education and Culture) has very little to

do with the residential care or residential treatment of the "special

populations". These-are usually under theiauspicesof the Ministry

liof Labor and Social Affairs, the Mitlistry of lealth, and'to a

lesser extent of Youth Aliyah (the youth immigration organ4ation),'

and private voluntary organizations. _(Tlas, of course, does not

include the upper stratum of "speCialized populations", i.e,, the

gifted.). This is an' interesting and strange phenomena: It seems

cas if.populations who are in special need have been,. in a%Tay,

disowned by the Educational establishment in rael.

The question is, if there is an establ hment whose societal

role is education, why are retarded children not educated in a

residential setting by the same establishment? Why shouldn't a.

juvenile delinqTne(who behaviorly has come into conflict with

148 A
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. the legal estallishment), be under this establishment's auspices?

Out of approximately 12,000 school children who are'placed by

the kiniy--01Welfare in various Internats (catering to neglected

41'
or deprived children) another 1,200 are described as "extra special" -

not retarded - but with emotional and behavioral problems, These

) 1,200 Children who include juvenile delinquents, are placed in

some 17 to 18 Internati = An indicative number in itself. There

is a praiseworthy tendencY,'therefore, to run quite small Internats

for this kind of copulation,
4

What turns an Internet for the specialized population into

1, '\ a so-called "Treatment Internat."?

4.

A
TheMinistry ofiabor and Welfare defines a residential setting

as a "Treatment Internet" if it has its own social worker or a

number of social workers; medical and/or psychological servicgs
'44

rendered to the inmates - and that is all. Nowhere is it stated

that a special program should be formed and followed.

A logistic consideration taken into account is that Internats

should have relatively small classes - which hag, of course, a

-financial implicdtio A regular Internet would have up to 40 or

50 children in a group, In a ,"Treatment Internet", a residential

group is composed of 12-14 children, This, in fact,.is the only

structural or organizational distinction of such Internats,

The Internet as" a powerful, cultural environment, has an

important educational value, -As such it has a special effect on

its inmates. ,One would,expect that the speciill Internet would
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enhance the educational aims of the inmates. IA actual fact,

today there isvery little done in this respect. What does

exist, of course, are the different theoretical orientations

(i.e, psycho-analytical and behavioral orientations). In some

Internats, the relationship and ,interaction between the staff and y.

inmates is based on some mixture of psycho-therapeutic orientations.

In other Internats the basic orientation is behavioral, using

techniques such as token economics and various othei reinforcement °

methods. What is most striking is that the unique societal
41

structure of the Internat is very seldom used, except for seg-

regating peopleA The xesult is that people who ditturb\us,- the

society - are-isolated, secluded and sent away, and thus, presumably,

the Internat serves this purpose. The productive and positiye

aspects of the Internat (i.e. "the unifyiAg theme", the positive

ideological atmosphere; the uniqueness of the Internat) are

neglected.

One would expect that the cultural environment be enhanced

and emphasized.- the only valid reason for suggesting the Internat

environment for resocializing the "specialized population.". This-
G

I

phenomena suggests a,kind ofddichotamy or dual definftiov, i.e.
. . , .

the Internat as an"Instrument", versus the Internat asia "Vessel".

The "Instrument" attempts to harness ell the possible effects

of the Internats' powerful environment. It is an instrument of :)

change or modification aimed at its inmates. It works with the
-

/30
p.
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inmates, not on them, Am Internat defined. or categorized as an
. , ,'

instrument is lone that is geared 'towards the individual needs,.of t

.
its-indates, but it can alsO be geaigd to needs . -

.. ...
. .

In6an 'Instrument Internat whole sC4edule is organized according

tot, the perceived needs of the opulation wifhingit.
'-

The "Vesser.is a hureaucrabic structure - hotel-like - a place

sleep and eat. The ideal vessel incorporates-little interaction

between the staff and, the inmates. Most of the interaction-takes.

prace.within the school. The educational emphasis is on the school,

not the Internat. Speaking $of PI:vestment Internats" ,the "Vessel

-Internat" means a- pleasantypl'acR where people live in small groups,

and where theln6difying ,effect is expected to be accomplished

by on e-hour of psych*ogical treatment, or two hours special gym-
.

nasticg, or any other technical.intervention. The very essence

thethe Internat as a powerful environment is not taken into account.

If our goal .ids to 'effect not just one speciac function or

aspect of the personality, but to create a mbre diffused influence,

the "vessel" type is inadtquact; and the "instrument" type shot&
.t

. ,

be incorporated more often. L,-;---''
,

If the above two concepts ("instruthent" or "vessel") constitute

one dimension or axifor classification purposes,-we could try

ocs

to superimpose them on two other important concepts, i.e,, pluralistic

or dispensed decision-making versus centralize decision-making.

in which variousThus, we may be able to create a'two by two m tr
a

Internats could be located in a dynamically-structurally meaningful

1 5.1
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typology. According to this typology, a "Total Internat" would

centralize decision-making, while a "Pluralistic Internat" would

dispense decision-making among more members of the organization;

i.e., both inmates and staff,

The above four variants - "Instrument", "Vessel", "Total"

and "pluralistic", enable us to construct a comprehensive and

useful typology of Internats in general, and of treatment Internats

in particular,

z

_\
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'MANOF AND KEDMA'

Intensive Educational Experienceiofor Marginal Youth

CAdler
Y, Ohayon
,D, 'Freund

In the poorer sections of the major cities and in the outlying

development towns in Israel, the casual observer tanoften see

youngsters idling abput who seemingly, have nothing better to do.

Many of them appear "tough", with tight jpans and haircuts ranging

from Afros TO long "hippy" styles, Some of them are membex4s of

street gangs and some of'them have no,particular- affiliation; what
t .

characterizes, them all is that they are not part of L-iy of the
. -

'usually accepted societal frameworks, Most of them have dropped

Out of school because they did not:succeed and were uotmotivated
.

to or,could not change their situation there, The experience of ,

! -

* -/
the kind of failure thatq?roughtthem to their present situation,

and the feelings accompaiying it, make the problem of marginal*

youth a verY'serious.anoicomplex one, affecting about 10% of.the'

total fige cohort fp6m fourteen to' seventeen in Israel, or some

twenty-thousand youngsters *

In Xsrael -the' situation of. these teenagers becomes even
e .

more difficult at ,the age of eighteen'whet the time copes'for

O

recruitment into the army, and many of them are not accepted because

* Assuming that fifty percent of this numbe are girls, it must
be noted that approximately half of them come from traditional set-,
tings where, at this age, they are already expegted to fulfill a .

role at homer Thus, even though the girls fit into thd definition
f "youth who are neithe4studying or working", their situation is

-4Kafferent,

153
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of police records or general instability. Any young man who has

bnot served in the army,'unless for reasons of health, has a stain

on his record which may well become a serious har4icap, making

entrance into the adult world even more'problematic.

Because of the serious situation of such disadvantaged-youth
90,

in the ountry and the lack of
-

viable solutions: a,special residen-

tial project for 15-174year-old boys which was to deal specifically

with theiroup of marginal youth mentioned above and which would

a kind of "recovery" institution, was founded, 'TheThe program* now

known as MANOF (meaning a Crane in English and'an,acronym for

residential youth center in.4ebrew), opened in the fall of 1975.

The site for MANOF is Nahariya, a small resort town-north of Haifa.

In the early years one of the summer hotels was rented and used as'

a campus. Since 1977 two such hotels in Nahariya
,

are being used

as the main campus (classes and vocational training are held else-

wherein the town)-0 .Presently MANOF holds about 60'boys annually.

The problem faced by the fouhders of MANOF was how to go about

creating 'a meaningfUl institution to which problematic 'youth
)

want to come of,,their-own accord. ,Given that most, if not all,

these youth had had many tegittive formal school experiences,. a more'

infbrmal approach would have to be used. The project would have to'

provide a diversified curriculum, directed both towards instrumental

goals (i.e.,the acquisition of a trade and intellectual skills)

and towards 'rehabilitative ones,.such as norms of-group.behavior,

154
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capacity for autonomy. And self-expression, ability to.persist at

a task, to mention a few. .Included in such a'conception was the

idea that there should be a wide'variety of activities, some
I

highly Challenging and some almost entirely pleasurable, and that

participation would be absolutply voluntary. At .the same time,
'

it was clear that the adult figures could not playtheyole of

.ordinary teachera, but that dedicated stififfould have to be

-developed with whom the ybuth could mike close, trustingrelation-
,

ships and who could act as models and supports for them as they

were experimenting with a new, life style and with the acquisition

of a variety of social, intellectual, and vocational skills.
, ,

A creative social environment was consequently designed in
*,,

which several educational activiti nd programs could simultaneously

be pursued both formally and informa
I

v
ly, The ocational course

. . em'
vocational s

.41i,

offered by MANOF were to be directed towards' occupations with a

higher social status, such as photography alAd eletronics, than

the traditional low status ones, such' as carpentry or shoe-making,

which most-prograins offer.

One of MAN F's essential tica was to be that it

would create "total environment"; for 'wenty-four hours a day

the participants would be involved in the different aspects of

the project. The youth, having been taken out of. their foimer

surroundings, would essentially be provided with a new home. It

was assumed that intwase dormitory living woulal`fm4litate close

l5
1
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group relationghips'and.the necessity to.deal in one way or another

with any conflicts that arose. It was further assumed that the

peer group would lend initial support and-encourage the more

'marginal youth to change their negatiVe behavioral patterns, The

staff, within this setting, would be available continually to

N provide individual attention, support and personal guidance.

Within the total environment,-the participants-would be

given the chance to experiment with fulfilling various adult roles.

Up, until this time, any of them had never had much success at

any role, and this aspect of the program would be very valuable
1.#

in preparing them for the future. MANOF would give them the

opportunity to plan .their own day-to-day programs,, for example,-

and to participate on committees which would essentially govern

most aspects of life at MANOF. Through these committees, the

youth would learn to accept responsibilitY and to perform social

Toles effectively which are essential for active membership in

The different elements Of the-program converge in an attempt

to teach each individual various skills fpd to give him an opportunity

tb try out different kinds of behavior. There''are essentially,
A

three different stages to the pvogram. The first stage covers a

society,

period of sb to seven months in the residential setting beginning

in October, 'It, has a long and dedanding schedule, The'day begins

at 6:1O, with breakfast at 7:00, Study begins at 7:45 and continues

156
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1

-until 1:00', with only% a half -hour break at'10:30. Afternoon

vo tipnal classes commence at 2:30 and continue until 5:300

Ae evening is either free or used for various informal activities.

The youth themselves are responsibledfor day-to-day cleanliness

and for some routine jobs in the dining room,
, )

There are two different aspects to the program in the first

stage. The first, the more formal, includes vocational and academic

studies as well as creative workshops and special interest groups,

all tailored to individual needs and desires°. The academic dthalbtects

include Hebrew, mathematics, English and history, and the vocatioyal

ones, which are elective,Thotography, car electronics, car

electricity and metal work.,Attendance at all claises isvoluntary

and there are no exams or grades.

The second aspect of the program is the more informal one

and compliments the actual course work (which itself contains many

informal;elyments). It includes among other things, the evening

programs. Some of these are discussions which center around per-
,

tinent.issues, such as the grow "s functioning, politics, or some

specific occurrence. Others consist of meetings of the various

elected committees coordinated by a central committee, which have
4

.responsibility for different aspects of the program such as food,

cultural activities, sports and discipline.

Included in the informal aspect of the program are the many

conversations between the youth worker and the youth, on both an
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individual and group basis, which take place as the program

upgresses. These help the youth to integrate his various experiences,

understand his'relationship to thp adults working.with him, to

himself and to his peer,trup, and give him guidinteyhere necessary.

Mealy spontaneous activities often also occur during the day - an
0 I

outing to town, a soccer game, 'or.a meeting tp plan the weekend's

tripito.Sinai. .jiikes,and overnight,trips to various places.Provide,

besides much pleasure, the opportunity for many different educational

exper4nces, including /earning-about the country and its history.

in general, they increase.the group's solidarity as well.

/ The next stage, the second, is one of transition, but has.
much importance in itself. he group moves to a kibbutz for three

months, along with the youth workers,.and is expected to integrate

ifitc% the different aspects of life there. In many ways, the kib-
.:

bdti is simi,lar to.the residential setting. It is a closed society
. .

.Where ,the individual has .to find a place and sometimes sacriffce

his own .needs to the heeds othe.group. The teenagers from

Jr.
MANOF continue io pave#the personal attention of the youth workers,

and ,they attend' classes in some of the subjects that were taught

'in the residential setting. .They are,however, expected:to integrate

into the.kibbutz society in the sense that they are assigned to

jobs by the kibbutz and expected to fulfill them well; they at

with the kibbutz in the public dining.rooni and are included in

social activities. In contrast to the residential setting in Nahariya,

a
15
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$

the kibbutz is a natural social. setting, and'as such, promotes the

youth's preparation for adult life and the outside world.-

In the kibbutz, the youth are able to maintain the demanding

schedule, s they had been in the residential setting. They also

adjust uickly and, on the whole, successfully to life there. It

seems that the. norms which had been developed' during the first

.stage help th61 to understand ,what kind of behavior and attitudes

are acceptable in the new context, and the group helps them to live

'according to them. When in irevious years the question arose. as

to whether individuals who wanted to could remain on the kibbutz

after they completed the ,MANOF program, the answer was most in the

Affirmative from the kibbutzim, Thus, from, all points of view,

the experience seems to be a positiVe one and to fulfill its

educational purpose.

The third stage of MANOF, which begins nine months after

the youth Initially enter the program, is a complex and very

important one. It'is essentially open-ended, because it deals with

each individual and his plans for the future. (Each case is

considered very carefully, and decisions are arrived.at after

-different factors have been weighed: the youth's preferences and

./

abilities, the staff's
.
recommendations,, and the availability of

different alternatives, Because the actual program of MANOF itself

___is so short, which is one of its unique features, a system of
.

counselling has also been provided which continues after the program

150_
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his officially ended. This is aevery'important and integral
til

part of MANOF and makes it,aifferent4rom*stor suchttPrograms.
,

A,spec.al member of staff has been given the responsibility of

finding the most suitable place for each younister and of keeping

in contact, with hini as he, goes,into the outside world, this is.

done with much care'and in complete cooperation with the youngster

and those who have worked with him alitpg his stay at MANOF. The

South, are encouraged to return to MANOF as visitors, at, any' time

and call .on sta embers whenever necessary In this,.way-graduates
.

are continually supported and encouraged as they'Att

lish themselves.
p

to estab-

4
,

It is interesting to noteu that essent4ally°all MANOF graduates
2

have so' far been recruited by -,thefIsrael.D9feise0orces ania'have

ben assigned toregular combat units such as the tank corps, _the

navy,, and the Parachutists. -Similar adolescents, if successfUlly

drafted into the army at.all, are generally assigned to positions

wi h iYtle responsibility and low social status, such as kitchen
.

,
..,

. V A

aetail or driving This is an encouraging'development and can

be taken as evidence that MANOF is fulfilling at least part of

it stated goals.

In the year 1980, a similar program, aimed at the same type

of marginal,-wayward and delinquent youth came into being. It

seems correct to state that its ph4osophy and basic approach were

inspired by the by-then acknowledged success of MANOF. It is the

youth village of KEDMA,

160
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KEDMA is an agricultural village south of Tel Avl.v, Unlike

MANOF, it is a co-educational experience, essentially aimed at

the same target population, even if somewhat younger (14-15 year-olds)%

The most important difference between KUMA and MANOF is that

the youngsters are expected to live, work and study at KEDNfA until

they are of .age for military service (i.e. for 3-7 years), Thus,

0 while MANOF is short in duration, KEDMA is planned as a much

more extended experience, (It is too earTrto" assess whether

most,of the youngsters in KEDMA will adapt to such a prolonged

experience). Being a village, there isr.less emphasis on vocational

training in KEDMA than there-is in MANOF, and relatively more on

agricultural work,

Similarly to MANOF, KEDMA is searching for meaningful and

effective ways of teaching academic subject matter, Both teach

-thee.basies, in an open and unauthroitative way, applying no sanctions

or seleciion. WhitstMANOF employs special personnel as teachers,

j(EDMA, tried. to merge the roles of counsellors and teachers. Whilst

the latter is evidently a preferable appraooh, it imposes a more.

heavy strain on staff which only very few and select individuals'

are able to sustain.

KEDMA enjoys the advantage, not only of being a village,

but of being entirely separated and independent. This allows for

the development of a rehabilitative atmosphere, Yeti it differs

from MANOF in that the participating youth of.MANOF1,even though
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entirely removed from their original background and environment,

live in a city. MANOF is, thus, a less artificial set up,and

an environment more closely resembling that in which most of'the

youth are likely to live as 'gradattes. Whether total physical

removal is called for so as to constitute a rehabilitative "last

chance" or whether social- cultural discontinuity with the home

environment suffices, will be seen in due course.

The.unEludness of both KEDMA and MANOF in rehabilitating

wayward-delinquent youths that they seem.to make the utmost

use of the residential environment. Rather than being a school

on the campus on which there are boarding arrangements, these

institutions fuse peer group manipulation, intensive and intimate

relationships with adults who are accepting of participatory ex--

periences and opportunities to fulfill meaningful roles, with a

deep sense of responsibility for the graduates' course of life.

t
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RESIDENTIAL SETTINGS AS ADMINISTERED COMMUNITIES -

;SOME OBSERVATIONS ON ANALYTICAL DIMENSIONS

AND PRECIPITATING CONDITIONS

A CONCLUDING STATEMENT

The starting point for the present ditcusiion iiwthe notion

of "administereducommunity. This was a tentral concept in C.

Bidwell & R.S. Vreeland's paper "The Residential College asan

.Administered Community" read before the annual meeting of the

American Socialog4cal Association in 1962, which dealt with the

impact of collegei on moral orientations of college students in

the U S. The term "administered community" means, first and

foremost, an organization administratively characterized by the

absence of primordial ties (ties of ,kiiiship, looality ett.), but

is rather more contractual' and afisocia4onal in its basic-form.

../) An adiiintstered community carr be either a people processing or
t

ganization, or serving clients through the means of communal

forms,'enacted rather than evolving, inporder to bring about some

sort of change in the .client-member,l, or in order tosfacilitate

the maintenance of some sort of commitment, or a combination of

the rwo. Communal ties or networks are specifically used as an

instrument to-counteract the associational property which underlies

the notionof formal organizations,
4 1/
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Administered communities,, as a result of their structural

definition, may face certain dilemmas, certain inbuilt problems

and inherent strains, The first central dilemma stems directly

. from the emphasis on the absence of primordial ties, and may_ be:
o

de,,cribed as the problem of potential strain between communality
.

and intentionality, The issue here is whether an administered'

community - residential school, a youth village etc, -/brings within'-

its boundaries' primordially grounded groups that can form.sources

of an oppostional subcultUre inside the organization., To the

extent '.that this occurs, one can expect to witness the emergence:,

of certain elements of -strain in the administered community, Thit.,4-c

potential strait may become either more oppositional or more sup-
_

portive depending on the way the members of the organization are

recruited, are they recruited from within a subcultKe that is

itself supportive of the administered community'- as is the4oase-

when the organization was primarily established for sect; rian

purposes, The reverse will probably hold if the Subcultuie, ited '

from is a deviant one, This is the case in certain prisons:',

penitentiaries which happen to recruit groups of client-members ,.:

from the same neighborhood or street gang, In such cases the strain
4

ft r

between primordial and organizational elements may become destruc-

tive to theadministered community, Hence, the organization has

no way but to replace external primordial ties and builcPa new

set of organizationally tocus'sed'specific and communal tiesin theiro

4.s

o
c
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place. When there are ties to _be broken,'idepttqgs to be reshaped

and new ones to be formed, then an administered community may come
a 4

to-more closely resemble

institution",

Coffman's description of "total

The second dillemma an administered community might face is

e'realm of goals and purposes, and is the question/Of tdeology

versus utility. One way of defining an organization is by answering

the question of its goals,

The central d tinction in this context is between organizations

which are generate or enacted by an ideology or a mission and

the contract based, piofessionally specific organization

In the first case the organization is the extension or tool

of a social movement, a political paity,Nan elite engagdd in nation-.

building or a sect attempting, to attract converts and tomaintaln the doc-

trinal purity and commitment of those already 5nside the fo).d. When

an organization has an ideologically specific mission, there should-

be no difficulty InVinpointing its purposes, First, members will

tend to declare the organizational goal. Second, the purpose will

be embodied in the organizational round of life. Because of the

Centrality of the missionithe social. life of the members will
1

irror the central goal, Moreover, the round of life becomes sym-4'4;0,11

bolically important, One can observe thlis.phenometion in religious

schools and even More so in monasteries, where the daily, routine

Ff of prayers and devotion becomes a symbolic manifestation-eta

r
O
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religious mission. At the same time this daily routine and strict

schedule serves as a waytof-indoctrination.

The alternativeform is the rationally-planned, specific

professioAal organization the ordinary day school, the vocational

high school, etc. The organization becomes a set of means to 4.
4

functionally specific ends to learn to read, to acquire a,vocatrOn.,-.

Here, the'issue is not'one of commitment but rather the more specific

. problem of how to teach a certain subject or skill,

Subordinate to the question of goals is the third question -

'that of generalized versus specialized staff recruitment; When

the purpose of the organiiation is mission,itaffing will center

heavily on commitment; less on professiOnalism or technical compe-

tence than on normative competence. Membe'rs, of the sect, the

movement, the party will be the favored candidates. Furthermore,

one is likay to find a very diffused division of labor, It is

hard to find identifiable-, separable roles - they are all over-

lapping, For the same reason - the recruitment bgsis of the staff :

one is likely-tO find every undeveloped hierarchy of con 1;

instead - the charismatic founding 1ead4r who runs the whole Wm
,

munity is Characteristi This pt,esents the problem of routinization

of chrisma' and the question of succession,- how to preserve the

organization when the leader is, gone, how to- handle change, Another "4

problem is that of'support from witilbut the administered community.

The maintenance of the notion of mission depends on the persistence

"166
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le
tof sectarian or localistic.social structures and subcultures to

sustain it, Similar problems exist with regards to population

recruitment. What are the kinds of incentives to which the new

members will respond? Ore.A. Etzioni's classification of incentives -

'coercive, nomative and utalitaiian is deemed useful, When"you

have a population of members which already identifies itself with

the organization's goals, the.incentives are symbolic, normative

The community's 'way of life becomes both a central ritual and a

way,of indoctrination. This emphatiseon"the conduct of a way of

life" (Weber) is common not only to sects and religious schools;

but may be found in some elite professional schools - law and

mediCal schools, etc.

The second part q this paper will deal with the issue of

"

social conditions precipitating the formation of different'types

of residential'education:

One can ,identify 6 major conditions that will foste; some

variety of .iesidential education,

theme of social differentiaiion"ds

change. These six conditions .are:

They all centdr on the Parsonian

a principal Aimension of social.

1) The generalized weakening of primordial ties in the society,

I

The weakening of kinsilip,'of the family, the differentiation

of family andebonomy'are interconnected with the emer-

gence of certain types of residential schools. The type

case in this context ii'the emergence of the 'English Public

.167.
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Schools, which flowered as the aristocratic families of

England began to confrohta mo rnizingiconomy and lost

some of their functions an strength.

2) The el boration of rou ubcultures, of doctrines and

blie The best exa le here is that of courtly

. education in Pre-ToK gawa Japaw (see Dore) and the forma-

tion of residen al schools associated with the feudal

courts and entered largely on the devplopment of. Confucian

Doctrfhe, as both the symbolization .in the iadral sense

, .
and as a set ,of techniques qualifying one, for membership

,

in,the ruling classes in Japan. This development is'
Sars .

closely linked to the weakening of Primordial ties,

QualifiCation for elite positions in Japn by this time
9

had come to be based not only-on inheritance,obut.alpo

.on technical qualifications and examinations inter-

connected with the, devefopment'of the court schools,, One

. ,of..the outcomes of this process is the formation of an

integrated national elite with a common educational base.

and a common national identity.

3) Nation building - the attempt towforth elites. Elite for-

matiOn in the less developed countries, hich might be

seen, in parr: as an effort to oVercome primordial ties

and'replace them by ties to the nation-state.

Each of the aforementioned conditions involves either

the pre-existence or the attempt to construct a system

_16 3 p
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Ofvotratification that centers on status gioups. A

status group is a self-conscious, self-identified

solitary stratum,which is centered on a distinctive

way of Life, which itself is normatively integrated

around the symbolization'of a distinctive honorific

positIon% The political elite of a new nationation can be

as much a status group as the Mandarines in China and

the Samurai in Japan. Under these circumstances in 4

yal.ticularl one would expect the emergence of resideritial

education'.

4) Sectarianism .4 the formation of residential educational

Settings as .a way of spreading.and maintaining a system

of beliefs, an ideology, a mission (see page 155 above

fOr detailed .discussion),

5)' Developing_ economy and the upward extension of mass

:education - the best example here is the American State

University, The upward extension qf.edilcation involved

not normative goals but focused- on technical training -
4

the preparatiOn of engineers, agronomists, lawyers,

doctors, etc. It is indeed a second step in nation-building

no longer ipphasizing the developthent ok a nationally

committed elite, but that of a tectsidal cadre --professionals

and quasi-professionals. At a certain point the demand

for such training outran the means, and because of the

,high cost of decentralized higher education the State
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universities were established. These had to be

residential because they recruited their students frL\

all over-the state. The residential part in this case

came along As a side-effectwhv it could not be
,

avoided.

6) Deviance. S3 far, we discUssed the formation or enhance-

ment of commitment or skill. Affother problem is that

of handling deviance. As social differentiation proceeds

and deviance.becomes'tepmed in ways.which outrun the

resources of families'and communities, handling deviance

in one of .two senses either in the sense of isolation

or recoy in the individual case, or re-integration

on the social level - become problems of organizational

means. The isolation of the deviant, the'criminal; the

mentally ill, or their reintegrationas full members of

society, call for some kind: of distinctive communal

environment, and therefore for some form:of residential

re-education and resocialization.

This kind of reformatory - the therapeutic community

on the one hand, theAorison on the other -,stem to fall

into some uneasy,middle grourid between the mission-oriented,

administered communities and the technical, contract-
,

centered ones. \.

Administrative communities evolving under one of t e first

rfour social conditions will tend tO be ideolOgically 'grounded,

p
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normatively based, dense communities, with strong boundary

maintenance, high visibility of members and staff and Symbolization

of the daily round of life, They are potent forms of administered
o

communities, but tendto beopelatively unstable because they face

the double problem of routinization of charisma on the inside
,

and dwindling of outside sources of commitment and support, 'heir

major collective outcome is preparing successive cohorts for the

elite or the sect. Administered communities evolliing under con-

ditions of mass education take on all the opposite parameters of

the above variables, and their major collecti4e outcome, is the

training of professional-technical cadres for the expanding economy.

Administered communities established to handle deviance through

isolation are mostly just "vessels" - ,warehouses for the criminals,

the mentally ill, etc. Therapeutic communities, which stress re-

integration into society, face some of the problems typical to

mission grounded organizations, first and foremost the problem of

routinization *Of charisma and thus tend to be unstable and rela-

tively short life spans. ,

In our concluding remarks we will try/ to suggest a list of

threeComponentswhich, to our mind, anyjmajox research agenda of

residential education should include

a) A general analytical scheme, a set of constructs for

comparison between a variety of administered communities,

This conceptual space should encompassA wide range of

$
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variation, so as to include both residential and non-
.,.

reSidenial settings.

Some tentative steps in Ai airection were taken in

the present discussion,

b) An attempt to answer the question of how the

observed variation cateto What are the societal

conditions that precipitated the development of varieties

of educational "settings? Both a historical analysis

and a study of the effects of social change are called

for in this contet, -ua

Some observations on these two dimensions were offered
le

above. la .
C) An effort should be made to ma potential and;actuai

outcomes of different educati al settings, both on the

individual and the collectiVejlevels and a linkagebetween

the analytical properties and the substantive content

of the outcomes should- be blished, Some preliminary

thoughts' on this subject were presented above.

Israel, withits wide'variety of residential edUcatianal forms,

a sample of which we visited, constitutes an. iaeal.setting for

comparative.research in this .promising field,

1
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Youth Movements

1106 groups in 13
Number of youth movements
Inititutions (in 1973)
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FRAMEWORKS FOR INFORMAL EDUCATION

Community
centres
"MATNAS"

49
(in 1976)

Youth clubs
& centres Residential
(out of school) .School clubs Institutions

275
(in 1971)

440 314
(in 1971) (in 1971)

Kibbutzim

Type of
activities games and general

activities,
ideological
education.,
scouting, etc.

cultural
and social
circles
for
children--
(alongside
activities
for adults)

entertainment,
sport and
vocational
circles,
group ac-
tivities,
etc.

4W

supervised
groups for
preparing,
lessons and
extracur-
ricular

activities

-Type of
Institution

General Edu. 20%
Agricultural

Edu. 87
Vocational

Edu.. !10%
Sptcial Edu. 1570
Unspecified 47%

Kibbutzim
often have
residential
units for
childreh L.

itom out-
side the
kibbutz
or incor-
porate them
in the
general
framework

Enrollment , 200,000 133,000 .67,000, 0,000 42,000 3,000

Age group

174

10-18 All mainly,10-18 7-14 , . (Z of members
15 each
group)
OlLe '17,

6-14 32%
14-18 677

17



Percentage
of membership
of Oriental
origin
PolitipaI
and relig-
ious orien-
tation

Staff
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FRAMEWORKS FOR INFORMAL EDUCATION (cont.)

Youth Movements

Community
centres ,
"MATNAS"

Youth clubs
& centres
(out of school)

30% most 67%

School clubs

65%

Residential
Institutions "Kibbutzim

most Most

72% merdywrs
(57% movements)
labour, oriented,
28% members
(43% movements)
religious or
right-wing .

none none according to
school's
super#ision

ti

Type of
locality

young kibbutz
members, of
older age
groups

graduates leachers &
of special, graduates of
courses for special
instructors course's for
from the instructors
local commu-,,
nity;(Direc-
tors:higher
education &
special
courses)

school
teachers,
high school
pupils

Non-religious:
597. students A
(55% institu-r
tiont)
Religious: 26%
students (19%
institutions)-.
Unspecified:
15% students
(25% institutions)
teachers: members of
students and the kibbutz

Only 187. of
all kibbutzim
are religious

graduates of
special
courses

urban & rural developing
towns and
suburbs

mainly urban,
some in
developing
towns

urban & rural urban & rural

buper-
mision or
ownership

kibbutz move-
ments, Jewish
Agency, govern-
ment

government government,
& local local author-
authorities ities, public

organizations

government
(mainly),
local authoi-
ities, public
organizations

public organi- Youth Aliyah
zations (mainly) Department of
government, local the Jewish
authorities, Agency
private Kibbutz'

members

176
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PUPILS IN EDUCAT INSTITUTIONS BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION AND COUNTRY OF

ORIGIN (HEBREW TION) 1969/70, 1976/77 (IN PERCENTAGES)

196.9/70 4 1976/77
.

.

.

, . - 'Europe
_. ,

Europe
,

Total Israel*Akia-Africa America Total Israel Asia-Africa Americar
, N

Municipal aig.public 713,895 n.a. -,
a.4a. , a.a. 901,192' 2A 487,** 25%

kindergarten '4' 107,668 -' -, 147,757 '' - .,

Primary Education 394,354, 12% -61% 27% 401,870 20% 56%' 24%

Intermediate schools 7 ,908'..1 60,133 15% 57% 28%,,

Post-primary . / 4

education % 129,436 10% 43% 47% 14,737 157. 51% 34%
. -

Teacher training
colleges ".5,083 '77 32% 631% ..11,685 10% 387), 52%

<,

Yost - secondary
institutions 6,900 19,430 .;

Academic institutiona 36,246
4

Other*** -26,300.

4

42,180

72,900 ."

.
4

. 6 . .
Source: Statistical Abitroct of Israel No. 29, Central Bureau of Statistics, 19.78, pp. 661, 01, 688

* Israg/-born, classified according to fathejCs country of birth
,

.,**. estimited
*** e.g. private'kihdergartens ..

.
.

V- --/
V.)

4.
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PUPILS AGED 14-17 IN SCHOOLS BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN AND TYPE OF

SCHOOL (HEBREW EDUCATION) 1969/70, 1976/77 (RATES PER 1000 IN THE

RESPECTIVE GROUP OF THE JEWISH POPULATION)

Primary education

'Asia-Affica
-Europe-America

-Intermediate schOols

..,...

Asia-Africa '-

pe-America.

Post- primary education

Asia-Africa .

Europe-hmericaJ

1969/74a 1976/77

v 107 40
42 19

99

,

-91

A 442 538
'JO6

)

775

) ,
. .

,,
. . - .

Source: StatistiCal Abstract of Israel No.. '29, Ceritral Bureau of;
'Statistics, 1978, p. 677.
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RATES OF ENROLLMENT IN _ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS AMONG THE 20-29* AGE GROUP BY

CONTINENT OF BIRTH (JEWS) 1,974/75, 1969/70, (RATES PER 10,000

AGED 20-29* IN THE JEWISH POPULATION)

1'

1969/70 ( 1974/75

Age

814
352

989
746
246,'

1.,262
s.$

-161'
976

898
511,

951
, 997
299

1,405

211
842

20
25 - 29

s

r.

Continent of birth

Iar.a-dl born - 'total
Father botri in Israel
Father born in Asia-Africa
Father born in Europe-America

Born in Asia-Africa
Born In Europe-America

.0000°-

t ,

,Statistica Abstract of Israel No., .29, Central' Bureau o
Statistics,'197. 687.

,

, .

'.*.Most students- belong to this age group (about176% in 1974/75).

A* 1

o

4
a. .
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4 a

THE OBJECTIVES OF INFORMAL-EDUCATION

.
.

- Youth Community Youth ClUbs School Residential ,

Movements Centred and Centres Clubs Institutions Kibbutzim
It

a. Increasing t I

social mobility , b t
through educa- + (now) + + . some* ';((now)_
tion for ' (for-- . - (fo'r-
Individual merly) 4 merly)
achievement a

. °Strengthening LN.,

the sense- of ++
community

c. "Social edu-
cation" ,

(group- orien-
tated
activities

d Education
toward

to.

,.
specifically.
Israeli . ....

valties

q
e. Tues.and

extentof
bacial confrol

4-F

44.

1 some* 4-+

0

Low High

1 Some Residential Institutions do not provide'formal education.
.

P
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